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Abstract

Reconfiguration algorithms for 2-dimensional-mesh architectures are presented based upon different
interconnect schemes and various numbers of spare cells, arranged in spare rows and/or spare columns.

Abstract

Advantages of these algorithms over existing algorithms is discussed.
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1.0

Introduction

This chapter is broken into four logical sections:
1.

A discussion of Parallel processing, including systolic arrays, and the problems encountered
with it.

2.

An introduction to the cellular architecture, and its problems.

3.

A discussion of existing reconfiguration algorithms for mesh arrays.

4.

Proposed Research.

1.1]

Parallel Processing

There exist today several classes of computation problems that require the use of parallel processors.

These include, but are not limited to, weather forecasting, simulation, pattern and speech re-

cognition,

computer

aided design and artificial intelligence

[Ston87]._

The

algorithms

for the

solution of these problems are subdivided in a manner that allows the use of multiple processors
doing concurrent processing to achieve solutions in much less time than that required by a single
serial processor.
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However, unless a computing facility has a problem or problems that take full advantage of a parallel processing system, much of the cost of the system will be wasted because of lack of use.
may make

the use of a parallel processing system financially unreasonable.

promising

methods

of parallel

processing

that

is technologically

feasible

One
with

This

of the most
the

advent

of

VLSI/WSI is the systolic array.

1.1.1

Systolic Arrays

Systolic arrays [Kung82] are special purpose parallel processors that are well suited to implementation in VLSI/WSI technology.

They are designed using only a few simple processing elements

connected with a very simple and regular communications network. These characteristics make
them ideally suited for WSI fabrication.

The normal “step and repeat” process [Mead80] used in

wafer fabrication, which normally produces many copies of individual circuits on a wafer, can now
be used to produce a large array of identical circuits.

If the communications network is regular, the

cells can be connected internally on the wafer, without having to make connections through external circuit boards.

Data for systolic processors is input to cells, used for one clock cycle, and passed on to the next
processor in the chain.

Since each piece of data is used many times [L189], and only one memory

reference is required in the main computer, memory bandwidth problems are reduced relative to
implementations using serial processors.

Problems which are computationally intensive require the

use of systolic architectures [DeGr87] to allow the main processor freedom to accomplish other
tasks.

Performance improvements achieved in systolic arrays are a result of algorithm specific design, and
implementation in VLSI which leads to shorter propagation delays [Kore86] and lower power requirements because conversion of signals to board-level logic and back to chip levels is not required.
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A direct result of the algorithm specific design is the use of many different interconnection networks,
including rings, trees, meshes and numerous other networks [Feng8]].

1.1.1.1

Problems

However, some of the same attributes which make systolic arrays so attractive also create problems.
The use of only a few processing element types in the array reduces the cost, but also reduces
flexibility because the array is now limited to specific applications.
of the array is increased because of a lack of flexibility [Hwan85].
allowing only one program to be executed.
be used.

However, manufacturing cost
The array is algorithm specific,

If several problems must be solved, several arrays must

The cost will rise significantly with each additional array.

Structures with fixed inter-

connection schemes have a limited set of computational algorithms they can support [Yala85]. The
major cost of a systolic array is the array design [Fous87], and being able

to use the array for only

one, or even a few applications contributes greatly to its cost, because of low fabrication volume.
Although

the cost of a systolic array is far less than that of a multiprocessing

system

using

mainframe computers, it is still significant.

1.1.1.2.

Solutions

To be financially and technologically feasible, systolic arrays must have programmable processing
elements and configurable communications networks to achieve more flexibility [Baer84].
attributes are present in the “CHiP” computer [Snyd82].

These

This architecture employs an array of

polymorphic processors, embedded in a communication network composed

of a lattice of pro-

grammable switches and connecting links.

The state of each switch in the communication network is controlled by connections to a central
computer.
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Such a single point failure reduces the
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system reliability.

To eliminate this undesired attribute, control of the array must be distributed.

The system must be configured without the aid of a central computer.

A very good design for the switches in the lattice is provided in [Patr89].
posed of six CMOS

A switch node is com-

transmission gates [West85] controlled by two flip-flops.

However, they too

recommend control of the switches from an external source.

1.2.

Figure

Cellular Architecture

1 on page 5 shows a

cellular architecture[Kuma84a] [Kuma84b] [Goll84] [Mart80] which

achieves distributed control by augmenting the processor-switch lattice with a control hyperplane.
The control hyperplane is composed of simple processing elements connected logically as a twodimensional mesh.

The cells of the control plane must determine the size of the surrounding fault-free area and their
state.

The state information is then passed to the computational cells of the execution plane, and

to the processor switch lattice, which determines the operation to be performed by each computational cell, and the state of each switch.

The size of the fault-free area is defined as the s-value and is determined by taking the s-value of
the four neighbors of a cell and adding one to the smallest value.
which

determines

[Kuma84b].

the size of a diamond

shaped

This produces an s-value pattern

state pattern that can be centered on a cell

This algorithm was later enhanced independently by Brighton [Brig87] and White

[Whit88] to add the possibility of calculating an s-value which would determine the size of a square
state pattern which could be supported by each cell.
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Figure

1.
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CONTROL

HYPER-PLANE

EXECUTION

HYERPLANE

Cellular Architecture:

Switch Lattice Execution Plane with Control hyperplane.

the addition of an extra communications cycle in the Brighton algorithm, while the White algorithm
communicates the enhancement data with the normal size information.

Placing a seed in any cell of the control plane initiates configuration.

The seed contains the global

state pattern information for the array, as well as_ the size of the s-value required to grow the pattern.

Each unique seed will grow a unique state pattern.

Once a cell in the control hyperplane

contains a seed, it examines its s-value to determine if a fault-free area of sufficient size is available.

If not, the seed is passed to one of the neighboring cells.

Once the seed enters a cell which is sur-

rounded by a fault-free area large enough to grow the pattern, the pattern growth algorithm is entered.

Each cell in the array knows its state and the current states of its four neighbors.

The next

state can be held in ROM memory and merely read out using the combination of the current states
as the address.

This growth process is a continuous operation, executed each major cycle, even

when the cells are in a quiescent state. The array will eventually reach a static global state in which
the next state of each cell is identical to its current state [Kumar84b].
This algorithm was later improved by Brighton [Brig87].

In each algorithm, communications is

assumed to be simplex, meaning only one cell in a pair may use the link at any given time.

The

communications pattern, which Kumar had controlled by use of a cell priority register, with cells
communicating only with cells of different priority, was changed so that all cells communicated
north and west on one cycle, and south and east on the next cycle.

This created the possibility of

bypassing faulty cells and communicating with a cell which would have had the same priority.
Changes were also made in the algorithm of assigning cells the quiescent state.

Under the algo-

rithms in both Kumar’s Dissertation and Brighton’s Thesis, the Q state was assigned to cells having
faulty neighbors. Active cells in the state pattern could communicate with other active cells, or cells
in the Q state.

This was later shown to be unnecessary by White by using switches on communi-

cations links to isolate faulty cells rather than using fault-free cells in the Q state.
sumed a control cell for each switch, an assumption not made by White.

Kumar also as-

A control cell for each

switch consumes large amounts of silicon but simplifies the switch control because state pattern
growth within the switch lattice completes the entire logical array in one step, assigning states to the
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processing elements and configuring the communications network at the same time.

However,

because the state pattern growth process adds only one or two cells to a row or column each clock
cycle, the additional control cells increase the pattern growth time.

The inclusion of the control

cells for the switches in the same plane as the control cells for the computational units also makes
reconfiguration difficult because computational cell controllers would not communicate with each
other, and would not know the states of computational neighbors.
When the control hyperplane has reached a stable state configuration, the array is ready to form the
required communications network.

The output network for each cell is contained within the state

information determined in the above step.

A cell in the computational plane uses its state to de-

termine not only its computational function, but also the logical location of the cells with which it
must communicate.

K. Connell developed an algorithm for forming the connections to the outside world [Conn85].

In

it, she assumed each switch and processing element in the computational plane was under the direct
control of a unique cell in the control plane.

As part of the pattern growth algorithm, cells on the

outside perimeter of the active array are designated as input/output cells.

The direction priority of

the desired path is built into the logic, and the path is formed one cell at a time by designating the
input/output cell as the path pointer.

Based upon the direction priority, the pointer sends a mes-

sage to its neighbors requesting their availability to become part of a path.

The cell that responds

affirmatively that has the highest priority is given the pointer, and the process is repeated until one
of the pointer’s neighbors is an unassigned port cell.
port cell.

The path is completed by connecting to the

To prevent dead-ends, the algorithm is provided with a backtrack process should no cell

respond to the pointers request.
An algorithm for forming the communications paths within the active array was developed by Zaidi
[Zaid87].

The assumptions made in this algorithm included processing element control of the

switches.

The control plane consisted only of cells that controlled the processing elements.

The

information passed to the processing element as part of the state data included the location of the
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processing element, as well as the relative coordinates of the cell to which a processing element must
transmit data. The algorithm is executed much the same as the input/output path algorithm, except
the processing element has complete control.
address and that of the receiving cell.
first switch in the path.

It determines the priority directions based on its own

A priority path is chosen, and a connect request sent to the

If the switch responds correctly, the proper connection through the switch

is completed, and the process repeated until the destination processor was connected.

This algo-

rithm also has backtrack capabilities in case a faulty switch was reached.

1.2.1

Unsolved

Problems in the Cellular Architecture

The above array structure has several problems which make it operate in a less-than-optimal fashion. The array is unable to operate if a faulty cell is located within the boundaries of the active area
of the array.

It must clear the entire state pattern and create a cell with the seed, and regrow the

state pattern in another location of the array.

This is a relatively lengthy process, since the pattern

clearing process must assume a worst case clearing operation in which the clearing function must
cover the entire array, not just the active region, to insure all active cells have been cleared.

The

array must then enter the seed migration algorithm again, locate a sufficiently large area, regrow the
state pattern and reestablish the communications network.

This is a very inefficient use of the ca-

pabilities of the array.

The computational plane has the ability to reconfigure around faulty cells since it is a processorswitch lattice with a reconfigurable communications network.

However, the contro] plane has no

such capabilities, creating the necessity of the relocation process mentioned above.
cellular architecture more

feasible, reconfiguration

techniques

spare cells must be incorporated in the control plane.
the horizontal and vertical planes.
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the propagation delay, grows with the square of the length, the reconfigurable array must be constructed using minimum length wires [Leig85].

1.3—

Two-Dimensional Mesh Reconfiguration Algorithms

Reconfiguration algorithms can be placed in two general categories, hardware reconfiguration and
time sharing [Abra87] or degraded operations mode.

In hardware reconfiguration processes, some

method is used to logically replace the faulty cell or cells, thus maintaining the integrity of the array.
This can be done using local replacement of the faulty cell, where the operations of the faulty cell
are performed by a spare cell, or by having a neighboring cell in the active array assume the state
of the faulty cell and shifting its own operations to another cell in the same row or column.
shifting continues until a spare cell is included in the active array.

Hardware

This

reconfiguration

maintains the same performance level achieved by the fault-free array, although this may be less
than the same array without reconfiguration capabilities since the clock must be slowed to allow
for longer communication times.

Degraded operations, or algorithm reconfiguration, is accomplished by relocating the tasks, which
were assigned to the faulty cell, to fault-free cells.
one neighboring cell or shared among

These tasks are sometimes executed entirely by

the four neighbors, and in some cases shared equally among

all the remaining fault-free cells in the array.

Since at least one processing element must perform

more than its original load, the clock must be slowed or extra clock cycles added to enable the
longer tasks.
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1.3.1

The

Algorithm Reconfiguration

Successive-Row-Elimination

(ARCE)

(SRE)

and

Alternate-Row-Column-Elimination

algorithms

[Fort84] [Fort85] eliminate the entire row or column in which a fault occurs.

The work

performed by the cells in the eliminated row or column is assumed by adjacent rows or columns.
Reassigning the tasks of a complete row or column causes no more system degradation than would
be created by reassigning the task of a single cell, assuming the workload of the array is evenly
distributed.

The operations of the array must be slowed by a full clock cycle to allow cells to per-

form the additional work, regardless of the number of cells involved, and the elimination of an en-

tire row or column simplifies the reconfiguration algorithm.
the hardware.

There must also be a modification to

Cells with additional loads must have the capability of communications with the

neighbors of the row or column containing the faulty cell.

In the algorithm presented by Hosseini [Hoss89], modifications are made to the hardware and the
algorithm.

Processing elements are grouped in clusters, all clusters having the same size.

The in-

dividual elements of a given cluster are connected vertically to the corresponding elements of the
rows above and below.

In addition, communications channels are added which allow any cell in

a cluster to communicate with the northern and southern neighbors of any other cell in the cluster.
Horizontal connections are formed by connecting cell iin an (n +

1)-cell cluster to cell n-i of the

following cluster. These redundant links allow the hardware to reconfigure around either faulty cells
or faulty communications links.

The reconfiguration process is controlled by the cells within the

cluster, with knowledge of the location of faulty links or cells within their cluster.

Once the re-

configuration has been performed by the hardware, the operations of the faulty cells and those that
are unreachable because of faulty links are distributed among

the remaining fault-free cells within

the cluster.

This algorithm not only has the problem of running in degraded mode, but also has a problem with
the length of the communications links, especially if the size of the clusters is large, since the first
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cell in each cluster has a link that has a length that is equivalent to the width of 2n +

1 cells.

In

a cluster containing 3 cells, cell 1 of each cluster is connected to cell 3 of the following cluster.

In

addition, the loss of all cells within a cluster constitutes a catastrophic failure since all communications between neighboring clusters is lost.

This indicates the use of large clusters to achieve

fault-tolerance, which increases the communications link length, which causes the array to operate
more slowly.

Two approaches to algorithm reconfiguration are presented in [Uyar88].
Data

Distribution

(UDD)

distributes the data which

would

processor evenly among the remaining fault-free processors.

have

The first, called Uniform

been

processed

by a faulty

The Reduced Data Column (RDC)

algorithm places the tasks of a faulty processor in its nearest neighbors.

It may be distributed to

one of its neighbors, or all of them.

The Time-Redundancy algorithm [Negr85a] [Negr85b] [Negr86] involves both hardware modifications and degraded operations.

Each cell is connected to its eight nearest neighbors.

occurs, the input data for that cell is routed to the cell directly above it.

When a fault

Registers are provided to

store the data, and an extra clock cycle is introduced to allow the one cell to execute its computation
on both sets of data.

The output data is also stored in registers, and at the conclusion of the last

processing cycle, the data is transferred to the receiving cell, which may be in the row of the faulty
cell, or in the same row, depending on the status of the eastern neighbor of the original faulty cell.
This algorithm has no way to handle faults in the top row of the array, and contiguous faults in
any column cannot be tolerated.

In general, the design of a systolic array to achieve maximum speed of computation precludes the
use of algorithm reconfiguration as a first option.
maintained, degraded operations is unacceptable.

In applications where maximum speed must be
However,

in applications where catastrophic

failure cannot be tolerated, algorithm reconfiguration might be built into a structure and used when
hardware reconfiguration algorithms can no longer achieve a full-sized processing array [Fort85].
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1.3.2

Hardware Reconfiguration Algorithms

Hardware reconfiguration algorithms can be placed in three general categories, those which embed
the two-dimensional mesh array within a processor switch lattice, those which reconfigure by using
large multiplexers or switch networks at the input or output of a cell, and those which incorporate
direct cell-to-cell links.

The algorithms which embed the mesh within the lattice usually use an

external controller to determine the switch settings while those using multiplexers depend upon each
processor to be self-testing and to generate an error-free signal on the condition of the cell.

This

signal, or a combination of signals from cells in the same row or column, and possibly all cells in
the array, is used to determine the control signals of the multiplexers, and therefore accomplish the
reconfiguration.

1.3.3.

The

Embedding Algorithms

Full-Use-of-Suitable-Spares (FUSS)

algorithm [Chea90] achieves near one-hundred percent

use of spare cells, even when the faulty cells are clustered within a few rows, by providing the
controller with a register that contains the cumulative number of available spare cells for each row.
The register entry for row 1 contains the total number of spare cells available from row 1 thru row
i. The controller scans down the register until it encounters a row where the cumulative number
of spares is insufficient to handle the number of faulty cells in those rows, giving an index with a
negative value.

If the index value for row i is -k, then the operations of k faulty cells is shifted to

a supporting cell, that is a cell which is in the neighborhood of the faulty cell.
The operations of these cells is shifted downwards to row[i+ 1] whenever possible, and the value
of the index is incremented to zero for row 1 (iff all k faulty cells were shiftable to row[it+ 1]).

The

controller continues to scan to the last row of the array, and then scans upward until a positive
value is found in the index register. When this occurs in rowJi], a faulty cell from row[i+ 1] is shifted
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upwards to row{i], and the index for row|i] decremented.

When

the top of the spares vector 1s

reached, all values should be greater than or equal to zero, meaning sufficient spares are available
to support reconfiguration.

Horizontal shifting of cells is now done to replace any logical cell not

available because another logical cell was shifted into its physical location.

The reconfiguration is

now complete.

Although this algorithm allows for near maximum use of spare cells, the necessary communication
link length is very large.

To support C spare columns in the original array, each cell must have

5(C+ 1) horizontal neighbors to the east and 4(2C

+

1) -1 neighbors to the south.

long paths for communications and slows the operations of the array.

This creates

Also, to implement distrib-

uted control of an N by M array, a delay on N + M clock periods would be necessary before beginning reconfiguration, since the fault status must propagate from one corner of the array to the
diagonal corner. The algorithm also assumes all cells are identical and perform the same operation.
Since any cell assuming the duties of a faulty cell must know the state of that cell, this algorithm
is not acceptable for the control of the processor-switch lattice because reconfiguration to an active
neighbor is not guaranteed.

A modification to the algorithm which allowed reconfiguration of a

faulty cell into one of its four active neighbors, together with fault-tolerant global communications
of fault occurrences might make this algorithm better suited to reconfigure the control plane.

The algorithm in [Dist89] not only provides spare cells but also spare communications channels in
the processor-switch array.
communications links.

In this way it is able to bypass not only faulty cells, but also faulty

However,

the algorithm controlling the reconfiguration process is very

complex, and would be very difficult to implement in a distributed control environment.

The basic algorithm in [Kung89] uses a spare column of processing elements on the eastern edge
of the active array.

When a fault occurs, the operations of all cells to the east of the faulty one are

shifted one cell to the east, with the eastern neighbor taking on the tasks of the faulty cell.

Com-

munication is rerouted also by changing the state of the switches between the row with the faulty
cell and the rows to the north and to the south.
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faulty, data to be communicated along the row of the faulty cell can be communicated through the
faulty cell, eliminating the need for row reconfiguration paths.

Although this is similar to other

such algorithms, the authors do investigate the possibility of adding spare rows and columns

on

either side of the array, and the possibility of placing an extra spare row and column in the center
of the array, allowing both row and column reconfiguration, and surviving a minimum
faulty cells per row or column, as well as speeding the reconfiguration process.

of three

The above capa-

bilities are achieved with only a single reconfiguration channel for the horizontal data.

Additional

capabilities could be added by increasing the number of switches and busses on the vertical paths.

The algorithm has the almost universal problems of assuming fault-free communications links, and
the ability of a cell to properly declare itself faulty.

This assumption also makes it undesirable to

use the algorithm of Roychowdhury [Royc90].

A distributed control algorithm similar to the above was presented in [Kung86] [Kung87].

The

active array is augmented with a spare column on the east and a spare row on the southern border.
Each cell in the array has a state register containing two bits. A state of ‘00’ indicates no faulty cells
in the vicinity, state ‘01’ indicates the vertical reconfiguration has taken place to the east of the cell,
state ‘10’ is reserved for all cells to the north and east

of a fault, and state ’11’ is used to indicate

that a cell is part of a reconfiguration path.

When a fault occurs, reconfiguration may take place in any direction if the state of the faulty cell
is ‘00’.

If the state is ‘01’, reconfiguration must be done vertically, ‘10’ requires horizontal recon-

figuration, and a faulty cell with a state of ‘11’ indicates a catastrophic failure.

This causes no

problems if early faults occur near a spare column or row and are reconfigured to the nearest possible spare, since the number of fault-free cells in the reconfiguration path will be small.

However,

should the early faults occur in the north-east corner of the array, a later faulty cell in the reconfiguration path is a catastrophic failure.
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Fault detection for the array is recommended to be processing element duplication, with a comparison network.
uration mode.

When a fault is detected, a global interrupt causes all cells to enter the reconfig-

When the reconfiguration is complete the input data for the faulty cell is transferred

to its replacement and the computation repeated.
halted during the reconfiguration cycle.

Although not stated, all input data must be

No mention is made about the outputs of the fault-free

cells when the fault occurred, so presumably they are discarded and all output data from the previous cycle retransmitted and the entire computation cycle repeated since a large number of the cells
will now receive input data from different predecessors.

This algorithm was also developed assuming switches and communications

links are fabricated

fault-free, and the communication section of the processing element is always fault-free.

An algorithm is presented by Lombardi et al in [Lomb87].

The architecture is modified to provide

multiple vertical and horizontal switch busses for reconfiguration.

The algorithm is very complex

and requires a powerful control processor for the external control, but probability of survival for a
400 cell square mesh with a single row and column of spares is claimed to be near one hundred
percent for as many as 30 faulty cells.

An algorithm presented by Moore and Mahat in [Moor85] uses a modified processor switch lattice
in which each horizontal path that is the input to a cell is provided with a switching mechanism to
allow the input to be passed on to the eastern neighbor should the cell become faulty. The columns
are then deformed one cell to the east by switching the outputs to horizontal paths instead of vertical paths in the lattice.

The number of spare columns that can be incorporated using this scheme

depends upon the number of horizontal busses available between each pair of rows.

The algorithm

only allows column deformation to the east, which means if three cells are faulty, three spare columns are required and links become long.

Another reconfiguration algorithm that assumes the capability of a faulty cell to function as a
connecting link is given in [Popl88].
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when spare cells exist, but maintaining short communications paths.
row and column reconfiguration and is externally controlled.

The algorithm allows both

The algorithm will choose either

vertical or horizontal reconfiguration as long as there are no other faults in the region.

However,

as in the case of [Kung87], once a fault has occurred, reconfiguration around succeeding faults
which require reconfiguration that would intersect an existing reconfiguration path are catastrophic.
To prevent this, the algorithm includes a provision to backtrack one step when an intersection occurs. Should this happen, the algorithm attempts to reconfigure the previous fault in another plane.

Although no implementation is presented, several embedded algorithms are given in [Sami86b], and
a comparison is given of different techniques of implementing the row and/or column reconfigurations.

It is shown that the best possibilities of survivability can be achieved if reconfiguration is

allowed not only in vertical or horizontal directions, but also on a diagonal.
with a spare row and a spare column of identical cells.
scanned left to nght until a faulty or stolen cell (i,j) appears.
is neither faulty nor stolen, (i,j) is logically relocated to it.
location is attempted to (i+ 1,j3+ 1).
(i,j + 1).

Each array is provided

In their “best” algorithm, each row is
If the cell directly beneath it (1+ 1,))
However, if (1+ 1,}) is unavailable, re-

If this is unsuccessful, the attempt is made to transfer (i,j) to

The scan 1s completed one row at a time, from the top of the array.

The survivability of

this algorithm 1s claimed to be near one-hundred percent for fewer than 30 faults in a 20 by 20 array
with 41 spare cells.

Unfortunately, each cell must be provided with a complement

of fourteen

northern neighbors and 11 western neighbors to accomplish this, and reconfiguration to a faulty
cell’s active neighbors is not guaranteed.

A paper by Wang et al. [Wang89] discusses several existing algorithms, and presents one of the most
interesting concepts, that of two-level redundancy.

The array is partitioned into blocks.

Each block

has its own row or column reconfiguration algorithm which it implements as long as feasible. Then
when a catastrophic failure occurs within a block, the same reconfiguration process used within the
blocks is used at the block level to reconfigure blocks and substitute a spare block for the faulty
one.

However, this algorithm induces extremely long communications paths.
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set to allow a signal to traverse the width or length of the faulty block, where other algorithms need
only bypass faulty cells.

1.3.4

Multiplexer or Switch Controlled Algorithms

The diogenes algorithm [Rose83] [Chun83] constructs arrays as linear arrays bordered by a number
of communications busses which may or may not be connected to a cell.
required depends on the size of the two-dimensional array required.
to the busses as required to form the desired architecture.

The number of busses

Fault-free cells are connected

Since the array is formed one row at a

time, the connections between a cell in logical row i and its neighbor in row[i+ 1] 1s at least equal
to the width of one row, because the array is fabricated as a linear array.
gorithm requires an external controller.

The reconfiguration al-

This coupled with the long communications delays and the

assumption that busses can be fabricated to be fault-free make this algorithm unsuited for our
purposes.

A clustered fault, in which relatively complete areas of a wafer are faulty, is one of the

greatest reasons for yield problems [Jerv88].

Using the buss communications technique, it 1s very

likely that a buss will eventually enter a fault area, limiting the maximum size of an array.

Two

algorithms are presented in [Cimi87] that were devised to enhance fabrication yields.

They

assert the worst case reconfiguration is created by clusters of faulty cells, and recommend an interconnection scheme in which each cell has blocks of eastern and southern neighbors sufficiently large
to bypass the largest expected cluster of faults.

These reconfigured arrays, although given a high

probability of survival, must run slowly to accommodate the long communications paths.

M. Sami and R. Stefanelli present algorithms in [Sami83] that assume the self-testing capability of
each cell.

The error signal produced is used to control the data link multiplexers.

reconfigurability that is available is a function of the amount
multiplexer control circuitry.
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input from the west is disabled, and the input to that multiplexer is routed to the input of the
eastern cell. At the same time, the input from the north is routed one cell to the east. The output
of the eastern cells are routed one cell to the west. Reconfiguration of one or more rows or columns
is possible, as well as a combination of each.

Algorithms are presented in [Sami86b], [Negr85a] and [Negr86] which tolerate multiple faults in a
row and acolumn.

The lowest faulty cell in each column is classified as a vertical fault, and the

remaining faults in that column are horizontal faults. The vertical fault is bypassed by reconfiguring
to the next lower row.

Horizontal faults are bypassed by reconfiguring their columns. Reconfig-

uration is possible as long as no row has multiple horizontal faults. This algorithm was implemented using one spare row and one spare column.

The second algorithm is the “fault-stealing” algorithm.
them is configured up or down one row.
reconfiguration process is complete.

If two faulty cells occur in one row, one of

If the adjacent row contains no faulty cells of its own, the

If it does contain a faulty cell, then that fault is bypassed by

transferring it either up or down to another row, but not back into the row from which the original
double faults occurred.

This reconfiguration algorithm will fail if three rows with double faults exist

in rows separated only by other rows which contain single faults.

The reconfiguration algorithms

in this paper assume that faults that occur in a processing element do not affect the communications
network of that cell, and data can be passed unaltered through a faulty cell. Algorithms similar to
those of Sami and Stefanelli above are also discussed in [Negr85a] and [Doni84].

Problems with these algorithms include assumptions that faulty cells occur only when the array is
in a stable state, and only one at a time.

Since the error signals are used in combinations with all

other similar signals on the array, they must be transmitted on busses which run the length and
width of the array. Long busses have an increased probability of crossing an area of clustered faults,
which may terminate the signal.

Should this occur, the array is in a catastrophic state, since one

of the main assumptions in this algorithm is the capability of producing fault-free communications
links.
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Algorithms similar to those above are also presented in [Gent84].

The multiplexers are replaced

with banks of switches, with each cell having as possible neighbors 6 cells from the west and 8 cells
from the north.

In this case, the switches are controlled by the error signals, with a given input to

a cell possibly traversing several switches.

Because of the number of switches that might be used

in a path, this implementation must take into account large delays.

The multiplexed algorithm presented by Kim and Reddy [Kim89] modifies the structure of the cell
by adding switches, multiplexers on both the input and output of the cell, holding registers for
vertical input data and a bypass register for the horizontal data lines.

It is assumed that if a cell

becomes faulty, the added logic will still be functional.

When a cell becomes faulty, data that would have been input on the horizontal data line is routed
to the bypass register.

Vertical input data for the faulty cell as well as the cells to the right of the

fault are rerouted one cell to the east through a switching mechanism.

Because the horizontal data

is delayed one clock period by being placed in the holding register, a holding register is introduced
in the vertical input lines of the cells to the east of the faulty one.

This is necessary since all hori-

zontal data will arrive one clock period later than it would have in a fault free state.

In the faulty

cell, the output multiplexer is set to pass the output of the bypass register instead of the computational output, and in the cells to the east of the faulty cell, the input multiplexer is controlled to
accept the output of the vertical holding register instead of the vertical buss.

Processing elements

in the row to the south of the faulty cell have their switches set to enable the vertical buss to be
rerouted back to its original columns.

Although some of the output data will be available one clock

period later than usual, the input data flow is maintained at the original rate.

This algorithm tol-

erates only one faulty cell per row, but could be enhanced by additional holding registers for vertical
data and additional switches and busses for rerouting vertical data.
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1.3.5

Direct Link Algorithms

An algorithm presented in [Evan86] has an interconnection network in which each processing element is directly connected to its northwest, west and southwest neighbors as well as it northeast,
east and southeast neighbors.

The configuration process is begun by having each cell transmit a

“request” signal to each of its western neighbors.

Each cell that receives a request signal will respond

to one of the three possible requests from eastern neighbors based on a

set priority.

Each cell that

receives a response signal then enables the communications link to one of its three western neighbors based upon another set of priorities.

To prevent dead-end rows, in which the communications links in a row of the array are enabled
up to a point where they can no longer be extended, each cell of the array must know the locations
of all faulty cells in the array.

Given this information, each cell is able to respond only to those

requests which will not lead to a dead-end.

Problems with this algorithm include the length of time reconfiguration could take. When a
accepts a response, it drops its other request signals.

cell

When these signals are dropped, the priority

may change in one of its western neighbors. For example, if two cells have responded to the same
eastern neighbor, only one of them can be accepted.

The one with the lowest priority will lose its

request from its eastern neighbor, so its priority will change and it will have to send out another
response signal.

The ripple effect of these priority changes in arrays with faulty cells may require

large numbers of request/response cycles before a stable state is achieved.

Vertical communications

is accomplished via a long buss.

A data-skewing algorithm is presented in [Li89].

In data-skewing algorithms, the reconfiguration

is accomplished by either changing the schedule of the input data or introducing delays in the data
stream in the array, or by both.
data.

Data-skewing is necessary because faulty cells are used to transmit

It is assumed that even though the cell itself is faulty, its communications
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fault-free.

A faulty cell latches both its horizontal and vertical input data and transmits them to the

next cell on the next clock pulse.

Each cell is provided with dual communications links in both the

vertical and horizontal planes.

In some cases, when the data arrives at a fault-free cell, it is operated upon and then transmitted
to two new cells.
to another cell.

In other cases, even though the data is in a fault-free cell, it will be passed along
The actual location of the necessary computations and the amount

of skewing

necessary is determined by the number and location of the faulty cells. Because of the necessity for
skewing, it may not be possible to incorporate all fault-free cells in the active array.

This algorithm

also makes the assumption that communications sections of the cell are always fault free.

The interstitial redundancy algorithm [Sing88] uses spare processing elements instead of spare rows
or columns.

The spares are distributed throughout the array, with each spare able to replace only

a fixed subset of the primary cells. The spare cells are connected to each of the communications
links of their primary cells, enabling them to replace any of them with very small increases in
communication link length.

In the basic configuration, the array is partitioned into groups of four processing elements in two
adjoining rows and two adjoining columns.
cells.

The spare is placed equidistant from each of the four

The spare can replace any one of these cells should they become faulty, and each of the four

primary cells can only be replaced by this one spare.
the array fails.

Should any two of the group become faulty,

Enhancements can be made to the spares complement, increasing the percentage

of spares up to two-hundred percent or more.

The algorithm for these enhanced versions however

becomes more complicated when deciding which spare replaces which primary cell.

These algo-

rithms provide very good probability of survivability, but at the expense of using a large amount
of silicon area for spare cells.

The Yanney and Hayes algorithm [Yann86] accomplishes reconfiguration by assigning processing
elements to be reconfiguration supervisors.
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pattern of its neighbors, and when a pattern other than the valid pattern is found, determining the
best possible method of replacing the faulty cell.

The supervisor first looks for a spare cell which

can be directly connected to the same neighbors as the faulty cell.
signed the state of the faulty processor.
of the faulty processor.

If it finds one, that spare is as-

If no spare is found, the supervisor itself assumes the state

This then presents another supervisor with an invalid state pattern and the

reconfiguration process continues until all supervisors see only valid state patterns.

No processing

element can be its supervisor’s supervisor, and no two cells may be the supervisor on one cell.

This algorithm also provides good survivability, but has the serious problem of being able to handle
only one faulty cell at a time.

The existence of two faulty cells could possibly allow two supervisors

to assign different states to a single spare cell, causing a catastrophic failure.

A reconfiguration algorithm has been developed [Whit88] [Whit89] specifically to add reconfiguration to the control plane.

Using a modified interconnection scheme and information about the

relative location of faulty cells in a given row, and the two neighboring rows, a cell is able to determine an interconnection pattern that allows the entire array to tolerate one faulty cell in each row
of

the active pattern.

Each cell is connected to not only its four nearest neighbors, north, south,

east and west, but also to the cell to the east of the north, east and south neighbors and to the west
of the north, west and south neighbors.

When a faulty cell is detected by its four fault-free neighbors, the states of all cells to the east of it
are shifted one cell to the east, and the communications channels adjusted accordingly to maintain
the column and row state pattern integrity.

The faulty cell is bypassed by enabling

directly between its eastern and western neighbors.

a connection

This algorithm is able to withstand concurrent

fault occurrences, as long as no more than one fault occurs in any row.

Once this limit is exceeded however, the array must enter the pattern growth algorithms to relocate
the state pattern in an area of the array large enough to support the growth process.
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1.4

Proposed Research

The primary aims of any reconfiguration must be:

1.

Distributed control of the reconfiguration process in which a processing element has control
over its local communications network and its state function.

2.

The functions of a faulty cell must be assumed by one of its four active fault-free neighbors to
preserve the state configuration of the array without additional communications.

3.

Locality of Communications. Communications with neighboring cells must be achieved using
minimum

length links.

A link of no more than two cell widths is desirable, but may not

achieve the desired survivability.

4.

Survivability must be high, approaching one-hundred percent as long as fault-free spare cells
exist.

5S.

The algorithm must have the ability to handle concurrent fault occurrences.

The aim of this research will be to derive a class of reconfiguration algorithms for two dimensional
mesh arrays, building on the existing algorithm in [Whit88].

They must

maintain short commu-

nications paths while making maximum use of the available spare cells.

Reconfiguration control

must be distributed, to eliminate the hard-core failure problem, with each cell using only information communicated by its local neighbor reconfiguration processes.

When reconfiguration fails, the

array should configure itself to make available the largest possible number of complete rows and
columns to allow growth of maximum state patterns.

This will add significant local reconfiguration

to the existing architecture, and decrease the occurrences of the lengthy global reconfiguration
process.
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A second aim of the research will be to develop means to allow configuration of the communications network using state and fault information available within each control cell, placing the
control of the switches in the control section of the cellular array.
posed for control of the switches.

Two methods have been pro-

The first is direct control via the control plane cells, in which

no distinction is made between a switch and a processing element.
the switches being controlled by the processing elements.

The second is path-growth, with

Two more options will be investigated.

The first is placing the switches in the vicinity of a computational cell under the control of the
control cell which governs the computational cell.

The second is the generation of a secondary

control plane that controls only the switches, allowing the existing control plane to communicate
with the computational plane and the switch control plane.

Reconfiguration of the computational

control plane would then be possible under local control, while reconfiguration of the communications network would be handled separately.
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2.0

Algorithm Overview

This chapter defines constraints which are placed upon the algorithms discussed in the following
chapters, and gives a general discussion of the fault register, which will contain data which controls
the reconfiguration process.

These reconfiguration algorithms are developed for two-dimensional mesh connected array architectures under the following constraints:

1.

First, control of the reconfiguration process must be distributed.

Each cell must determine its

active communication links using only information contained in its own memory.

This re-

duces the possibility of a single-point failure which can be catastrophic to the operations of the
array.

If control is not distributed, and an external processor is employed to control the state

of each cell and the configuration of the communications network, the failure of this processor
means the array can no longer be used.

2.

The algorithms were developed for architectures in which all cells may be physically identical,
but the operation of each cell is determined by its state.
examining the states of its four logical neighbors.
neighbors once each major clock cycle.

Algorithm Overview

A cell determines its current state by

Each cell transmits its state to its four

Since the state of any cell is known only by its four
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neighbors, the operations of a cell which becomes faulty must be assumed by one of its faultfree neighbors.

3.

No global communications is allowed.

Implementation of global communications within an

array necessitates the use of relatively long conductors.

As the length of the conductors in-

creases, the probability of a fault occurrence in the conductor increases.

4.

Acell is either fault-free or faulty.

Assumptions of fault-free communications resources within

otherwise faulty cells are not allowed.

5.

Minimum distance connections are to be used to insure maximum speed of the reconfiguration
process.

6.

The array must be in a steady-state condition when the fault occurs.

A cell which becomes

faulty while changing states will require the implementation of the global reconfiguration algorithm because none of its neighbors will become aware of its new state until the completion
of the next major clock cycle, when a fault-free cell would have transmitted its new state information to its neighbors.

Without knowledge of this new state, no possibility exists for a

neighboring cell to assume the state of the faulty cell.

7.

A suitable testing algorithm must be developed to allow each cell to determine the exact status
of cells with which it has the capability to communicate.

A definite problem exists if a faulty

cell does not enable the communications links to cells which are trying to test it.

Since the

reconfiguration algorithms discussed here change configuration as soon as a fault condition is
detected, cells which are in the process of changing their communications network will not
have a complete neighborhood at all times.

For this reason, an incomplete connection from

a fault-free cell to another of unknown condition cannot be used as an indication that a cell
is faulty.

Algorithm
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8.

Each cell has a “state” which is determined by an algorithm[Kumar84b] which uses a

cells

current state, and the current state of its four logical neighbors to determine the next state of
the cell.

Each cell has a register which contains its state and the state of its four logical

neighbors which can be used during reconfiguration to allow a cell to take on the previous state
of a neighbor.

2.1

Communications

Communication between cells is half-duplex, meaning cells cannot receive data from and transmit
data to the same cell in any clock period.

This scheme increases the amount of time required to

complete the necessary communications between a pair of cells, but has the advantage of using
much less cell area for communications and decreasing the possibility of communications failure.
For this reason, five minor clock cycles are required to fully transmit all the necessary information
for reconfiguration.

1.

These cycles are:

Transmit data to the northern and western neighbors.
Receive data from the southern and eastern neighbors.

2.

Transmit data to the southern and eastern neighbors.
Receive data from the northern and western neighbors.

3.

Compile received data and execute the reconfiguration algorithm.

If the algorithms are used with the cellular architecture described by Kumar[Kuma84b], the data
required for reconfiguration can be transmitted along with s-value or state data.

It should be

transmitted in such a manner that the number of bits transmitted during all transmission cycles is
the same, to make communications overhead a minimum length of time.

Algorithm Overview
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2.2

The Fault Register

Reconfiguration is accomplished by decoding the contents of a “fault” register located within the
logic of each cell in the control plane. The decoded results are used to enable or disable gates which
connect a cell to a communications path to one of its neighbors.
and output paths.

Each cell controls its own input

Therefore, two cells must enable communications links to complete the path.

This prevents the output of a faulty cell from affecting the input of a fault-free cell because the
fault-free cell will disconnect the link at its end.

The fault register is actually two registers, one used for transmitting data to neighboring cells and
the second used for decoding to determine the configuration of the communication network.

At

the beginning of each major clock cycle, the contents of register 1 is copied to fault-register 2.

As

new data is received during the communications cycles it is used to set the contents of fault-register
1.

During minor clock cycle 3, the contents of fault-register 2 is decoded and the results used to

set the state of the communications.

Algorithm Overview
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3.0

Algorithm 2-10

Algorithms discussed will be named algorithm x-y, where x is the number of columns or rows of
spare cells, and y is the number of cells to which a given cell is physically connected.

Throughout this text, reference will be made to a cells physical location within the array by referring
to its co-ordinates.

Celll[i,j] will indicate the cell in the i’th row and the j’‘th column, with i and j

being a positive number.

To eliminate confusion, compass directions will have three meanings.

Capitalized initials ( N, NE, etc.) will indicate bits in the fault register. Lower case names (north,
north-east etc.) will be used to reference the physical neighbors of a cell. For example, with cellli,j]
as a reference, if cell[i-1,j+ 1] is faulty, this is the north-east neighbor of cellli,j], but cell[i,j] will set
the NE bit in its fault register, which it would set also if cell[i-1,j +n] | n> =0 were faulty.
percase names, ie. NORTH
EAST

and WEST

will be used to refer to a logical neighbor.

Only NORTH,

Up-

SOUTH,

are used.

The first algorithm to be discussed uses a communications network which allows a cell to select four
of its ten physical neighbors as its logical neighbors.
EAST and WEST neighbor.

A cell must choose a NORTH,

SOUTH,

Figure 2 on page 67 shows this neighborhood configuration.

The cells which may serve as neighbors of cellli,j] are:
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Designator

location

Can Serve as

Logical Neighbor

°

north-east

Cell|i-1,j + 1]

NORTH

e

north

Cellfi-1,j]

NORTH

°

north-west

Cellli-1,j-1]

NORTH

°

far-east

Cellli,j + 2]

EAST

°

east

Cellli,j + 1]

EAST

°

far-west

Cellli,j-2]

WEST

Cell|i,j-1]

WEST

e

west

°

south-east

Cellfit+ 1,j+ 1]

SOUTH

°

south

Cell[i+ 1,j]

SOUTH

°

south-west

Cellfi+ 1,j-1]

SOUTH

Figure

3 on page 68 shows the spares complement for this array, which consists of two columns

of cells, on either end of the array.

3.1

For reference, this algorithm will be called the 2-10 algorithm.

The Fault Register

The four communications channels
bit fault register.

which are enabled are determined by decoding 16 bits of a 24

The fault register is composed of two separate 24 bit registers, one used for

communications to neighboring cells, and the other used for the reconfiguration process.

The reg-

isters contain the relative locations of faulty cells within a five row area bounded by row[i-2] to the
north and row[it+ 2] to the south.

The eight bits which contain fault information about row[i+ 2]

and row[i-2] are not used in decoding, but are used to determine the condition of some of the other
bits.

Table

1 on page 65 shows the contents of the fault register and their definitions.

Figure 4

on page 69 shows cell|i,j] and its surrounding cells, indicating which bit of the fault register would
be set in cell[i,j] if the neighboring cell were faulty.
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In addition to the contents of the two fault registers, each cell keeps the status of each of its ten
neighbors.

These ten bits are transmitted to each of the neighbors, but are not decoded.

These

bits are used to set fault register bits in other cells.

An example of this is the one bit in each of the

algorithms which refers to cell[i-2,j] being faulty.

If cell[i-1,j] is faulty, it may not be possible for

cell{i,j] to learn directly if cell[i-2,j] is faulty.

This information is normally transmitted by cell[i-1,j].

In this case, cell[i,j] will learn of a faulty cell[i-2,j] by decoding either a northeast-neighbor-is-faulty
bit from cell[i-1,j-1] or a northwest-neighbor-is-faulty bit from cell[i-1,j+ 1].

3.1.1

Setting the Fault-Register

This is a general discussion of how fault register bits are set. A more complete definition of the logic
involved can be found in the text below

and in the simulation code found in the Appendix under

the file name faultrg_x.c, where _x is the number of the algorithm by position in this text.

Bit 0, indicating a fault in cell[i-1,j] can be set by direct testing.

It may also be set by receiving a

bit(8) from its northern neighbor if it is connected to cell[i-1,)+ 1], or from a similar input of bit(6)
from cell[i-1,j-1].

Bit(1), NW,

receiving a N or NW

is set by direct testing if the northern neighbor is cell[i-1,j-1], or by

fault indicator from cell[i,j-1], the western neighbor.

Bit(2), NE, is set by

testing cell[i-1,j+ 1] or receiving a N or NE from cellli,j+ 1], the eastern neighbor.

Bits 3, 4 and 5,

indicating S, SW or SE faults exist in row[i+ 1] are set in the same way as the first three bits.

Bits 6 and 8, E and W, indicating whether the eastern and western neighbors, cellli,j+1] and
cellli,j-1], are faulty, are set by direct testing.
which

Bit 7, FE,

is greater than one cell distance from cellfi,j].

indicates that a faulty cell exists in row[i]
This bit may

be set by directly testing

cellfi,j + 1] or by receiving either an E or FE from an eastern neighbor.

Bit 9, indicating a faulty

cell to the far-west of cell[i,j] 1s set in a similar fashion with data received from western neighbors.
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Bit 10 (NN) indicates a fault in cell{i-2,j].

It is normally set by receiving a bit 0 from cell[i-1,j], but

may also be set by receiving one of the auxiliary bits from either cellfi-1,j-1] or cell[i-1,)+ 1], as described in Chapter 2.

The bit which indicates a NNW

fault, row[i-2] and west of column|j], can

be set with input from any northern neighbor except cellli-1,j+ 1].
then bit 11 must be received before cell[i,j] can set bit 11.

If the input is from cell[i-1,j],

If cell[i-1,j-1] is the northern neighbor,

then bit 11 is set if cellfi-1,j-1] has eithera NN or a NNW fault.

Bit 11 may also be set if the input

from a western neighbor contains bit 11. Bit 12, NNE, is set using input from the north, north-east
or east neighbors. Bit 13 indicates more than one fault exists in row[i-2]. This bit is labeled MFNN,
or multiple-fault-north-north.

This bit is necessary for cells which are either east or west of both

faults in row[i-2], and is set initially by a cell in row|i] which has both a NN and either a NNE or
NNW

bit set.

It then is propagated to the east and west in row[i].

Bits 14, 15, 16 and 17 hold the

same information about row|i+ 2] as do bits 10, 11, 12 and 13 about row|i-2], and these bits are set
similarly.

Bit 18 is used to identify situations in which two faults exist in row[i].
ditions, and then propagated to the east and west.
¢

This bit is set by four con-

The four conditions are:

EE and FE set.

e =W

and (E or FE) is set.

e

=E and (W or FW).

@

=W and FW set.

Bit 19, MFN, is used to indicate two faults in row[i-1]._
(N) and either a (NE) or (NW) bit must be set.
is set in a similar manner.

Two possibilities exist for setting this bit,

Bit 20 is set to indicate two faults in row[i+ 1] and

Bit 20 is labeled MFS.

Both bits are then propagated to the east and

west from the generating cell.

Three bits are needed to identify instances in which configuration must be reversed for cases in
which a single fault in row[i] is accompanied by multiple faults in either row[i-1] or row[i+ 1].
These bits are labeled FCR,
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fault lies west of a multiple fault in an adjacent row.

The conditions required to set bit 21, FCR,

Fault-in-Cnitical-Region, are:
e

MEN

and not NW and W

e

MEFS

and not SW and W

Bit 22, FCRN,

Fault-in-Cnitical-Region-North, 1s set for

1.

MF and (NN or NNW)

2.

MENN

and not NNW

and not (W or FW)
and (N or NW)

This would indicate a fault existed in row[i-1] which was west of a double fault in row[i-2].

Bit 23,

FCRS, is set with conditions which are the mirror image of the conditions used to set bit 21.

The

last three bits will be set in unison in three separate rows surrounding the row in which the critical
fault occurred.

The conditions listed above are only the major conditions used to set fault register bits.

Other

means exist for setting bits should the normal methods not exist because of communications network mismatches.

As stated earlier, this is only a general discussion.

A more complete set of

conditions used in setting bits in the fault register is given in Appendix A, in file name

3.2.

Faultrg].c.

The Algorithm

This algorithm requires only one piece of information to determine the east or west connection
enabled by a cell.

If the western neighbor is faulty, as indicated by a bit(8) set in the second fault

register, a connection to the far-west neighbor, cellli,j-2], is enabled.

If the eastern neighbor is

faulty, resulting in bit(6) being set, the connection to cellfi,j + 2] is enabled.
curs at all times unless both neighboring cells are faulty.

The configuration oc-

This induces a fatal condition and the

global reconfiguration algorithm must be invoked to clear the state pattern and regrow the pattern
elsewhere in the array.
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the fault register for determining the connections.
of

The statement of the algorithm is in the form

switch/case statements, with the switch being the conditions:

e

multiple-fault (MF)

¢

multiple-fault-north (MFN)

¢

§multiple-fault-south (MFS)

e = critical-region-fault (FCR)
® = critical-region-north-fault (FCRN)
® = critical-region-south-fault (FCRS)
The

connections to the north are not a function of the fault conditions to the south, nor is the

connection to the south based on faults which occur in rows to the north except in special cases.
In these cases, the fault conditions to the south or north are used to determine if a critical area fault
exists, and the FCR bits are used instead of the actual fault conditions.
Algorithm 2-10
{ /* begin algorithm 2-10 */

if(W)
else

if(E)
else

connect far-west

connect west

connect far-east

connect east

/* begin north link code */
switch( MF MFN FCR FCRN)

{

case (null){
1.

if((not(W or FW) and

2.

else

3.

else if (((W or FW) and

if(((N or NW) and

not(N or NW)) or ((W or FW) and
connect north;

not(W or FW)))
not(NW)))

NW) )

connect north-east;
connect north-west;

break; }

case (FCR){
4.

if(((W or FW) and

5S.

else

not(N or NW)) )

if(((W or FW) and

Algorithm 2-10
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(N or NW)) or (not(W or FW)))
connect north-east
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else connect north-west /* not possible in this configuration */
break; }

case(FCRN)

{

if (((NW) and

not(W or FW)))

else

if ((not(NW)) or ((NW) and

else

connect north-east;/* not possible in this configuration */
break; }

case (FCR AND

(W or FW)))

if((not(W or FW) and

11.

else

12.

else if (((W or FW) and

not(N or NW)) or ((W or FW) and
connect north;

if((not(W or FW) and (N or NW)))

case (MF)

connect north-west;

FCRN){

10.

13.

connect north;

not(NW)))

(NW)))

connect north-east;

connect north-west;
break; }

{

if(((W or FW) and

(E or FE) and
not(N or NW))
or (NW and not(E or FE)))
connect north;

14.

else if((not(W or FW)) or ((W or FW) and

15.

else if((not(E or FE) and

not(NW)))

(E or FE) and

(N or NW)))

connect north-east;

connect north-west;

break; }

case (MF AND

FCRN){

16.

if((NE) or ((W or FW) and

(E or FE)))

17.

else if((not(W or FW) and

(N or NW)))

18.

else if((not(E or FE)))

connect north;
connect north-east;
connect north-west;

break; }
case (MFN)

{

19.

if((not(W or FW) and (NW and NE)
or ((W or FW) and (not(N or NB))))
connect north;

20.

else if((not(W or FW or NE)))
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21.

else if((not(NW)) or ((W or FW) and

(N or NE) and (NW)))

connect north-west;

break; }
case (MFN AND

FCR){

22.

if((not(W or FW)) or ((NW and NE))

23.

else if((not(NE)))

24.

else if(((W or FW) and not(NW)))

connect north;
connect north-east;
connect north-west;

break; }

case (MF AND MEN)
{

25.

if((not(W or FW) and not(N or NW))
or ((W or FW) and (E or FE) and (NW and NE))
or (not(E or FE)
and not(N or NE)))
connect north;

26.

else if((not(W or FW) and (N or NW))
or ((E or FE) and (W or FW) and not(NE)))

connect north-east;

27.

else if(((W or FW) and

not(NW)) or (not(E or FE) and

(N or NE)))

connect north-west;

} /* end switch north link code */

break; }

/* begin south link code */

switch(MF MFS FCR FCS)

{ /* south link switch code */

case (null):

28.

if((not(W or FW) and

29.

else if(((W or FW) and

30.

else if((not(W or FW) and

not(S or SW)) or ((W or FW) and

connect south;

not(SW)))
(S or SW)))

(SW)))

connect south-west;
connect south-east;

break; }
case (FCR)
31.

if(((W or FW)

32.

else if(((W or FW)
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(not(S or SW))))
and

connect south;

((S or SW))) or (not(W or FW)))
connect south-east;
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33.

else connect south-west; /* not possible this configuration */
break; }

case (FCRS)

{

34.

if((not(W or FW) and

35.

else if((not(SW)) or (SW)

36.

else

SW))

connect south;

and

(W or FW)))

connect south-west;

connect south-east;/* not possible this configuration */
break; }

case (FCR AND FCRS)
{
37.

if((not(W or FW)) or ((W or FW) and

38.

else if(((W or FW) and

39.

else if((not(W or FW) and (S or SW)))

SW))

not(SW)))

connect south;
connect south-west;

connect south-east;
break; }

case (MF)

{

40.

if(((W or FW) and

41.

else if((not(E or FE or SW)))

42.

else if((not(W or FW)) or ((W or FW) and

(E or FE) and

not(S or SW)))
connect south;
connect south-west;

(E or FE) and (S or SW)))

connect south-east;

break; }
case (MF AND

{

43.

FCRS)

if((SE) or ((W or FW)

and

(E or FE)))

else if((not(E or FE)))
45.

else if(((S or SW) and

connect south;
connect south-west;

not(W or FW)))

connect south-east;

break; }
case (MFS)

{

46.

if(((SW and SE) and not(W or FW)))
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47.

else if((not(SW)) or ((SE or S) and

48.

else if(not(W or FW or SE))

case (MFS AND

{

if((SW and SE) or (not(W or FW)))

50.

else if(((W or FW) and

SI.

else if(not(SE))

{

52.

(W or FW)))

connect south-west;

connect south-east;
break; }

FCR)

49,

case (MF AND

(SW) and

not(SW)))

connect south;
connect south-west;
connect south-east;
break; }

MFS)

if(((W or FW) and (E or FE) and (SW and SE))
or (not(E or FE) and not(SE or S))
or (not(W or FW) and not(S or SW)))

connect south;

53.

54.

else if(((W or FW) and not(SW))
or (not(E or FE) and (S or SE)))

connect south-west;

else if(((W or FW)and (E or FE) and not(SE))
or (not(E or FE) and (S or SE))
or (not(W or FW) and (S or SW)))

connect south-east;

} /* end south link switch code */

break; }

} /* end reconfigure */

Reconfiguration around single fault occurrences is accomplished by forcing the cells to the east of
the fault to take on the function of its western neighbor.

Reconfiguration around occurrences of

two faults within one row is accomplished by configuring east of the eastern fault, and west of the
western fault.

Because of the limited inter-connections, with no possibility of accomplishing row-

deformation, this architecture is not capable of tolerating a fault condition in which two adjacent
cells in one row are faulty.
figuration process.
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Execution of the next-state algorithm is suspended during the recon-

In the following discussion, reference to algorithm configurations is given as A-B, where A is the
northern algorithm configuration number and B is the southern configuration number, referring to
the reference numbers in the algorithm definition.
with NORTH

configuration | and SOUTH

For example, configuration 1-28 indicates a cell

configuration 28 referring to the formal definition of

the algorithm given above.

3.3

Fault Coverage

3.3.1

Single Faults.

Theorem

1.1: An array equipped with hardware to use algorithm 2-10 will tolerate all single-fault

occurrences.

Proof: Suppose cell[i,j] is discovered to be faulty at trme t = 0.

Because this is the first fault to

occur, the condition is detected by cell[i-1,j], cell[i+ 1,j], cellfi,j-1] and cellfi,j + 1]. Figure

5 on page

70 shows this configuration, with the state of each cell shown above each cell, and the non-zero

fault register contents shown below each cell.

3.3.1.1

Cycle Two

During the next minor clock cycle 1, this data is transmitted to the northern and western neighbors
of each cell.

In minor cycle 2 it is transmitted to the southern and eastern neighbors.

In cycle 3,

the current data contained by fault register | is copied into fault register 2, and the new input data
received from neighboring cells in minor cycle 1 and 2 is then used to determine the new contents
of fault register 1.
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be in configuration 3-29, north-west and southwest.
and connect to each other as E/W neighbors.
SOUTH link to the south-east.

These cells will disconnect from the faulty cell

Cell|i-1,j] has configuration

1-30, and changes its

To complete communications network reconfiguration, cellli+ 1,j]

is in configuration 2-28, and changes its NORTH

link to north-east.

Figure 6 on page 71 shows the configuration of the array at the end of cycle 2.
the fault register 1 of each cell is shown under the cell boundary of each cell.

The contents of
The partial links

leaving cells [i-1,j+ 1] and [1+ 1,j+ 1] indicate that they have no neighbors on these links.

Cells

{i-2,j] and [1+ 2,j] are not involved in the reconfiguration process, although their fault register contents are not null.

These two cells are in configuration 1-28, north and south, because single faults

in row[i] do not affect the configuration of cells in row[i-2] or [i+2].

Configuration for t=1 is

completed when cellfi,j + 1] shifts the contents of its state register into the register which holds the
state of its EAST neighbor, and state of cellli,j], which it has in a holding register, into its own state

register.

3.3.1.2

Third Cycle

In the third cycle, all cells which contain information about the fault transfer it to their neighbors
during the communications cycles.

Figure 7 on page 72 shows the contents of the fault registers

of these cells at the end of the third cycle.
their western neighbors.
register, and

Cells [i-1,j+ 2], [i,j + 3] and [i+ 1,j +2] receive data from

Cell[i-1,j+ 1] will transfer its fault register contents to the reconfiguration

will be in algorithm configuration 1-30, fault to the SW, and alter its southern link to

connect to south-east.

Cell[i,j + 2] will be in configuration 3-29 after its register transfer and will

connect to the north-west and the south-west, cells [i-1,)+ 1] and [i+ 1,j+ 1].

Celllit+ 1,)+ 1] will

be

link

in configuration

cell[i,j +2].

number

2-28,

fault to the

NW,

and

alter its northern

to

north-east,

Cellli,j + 2] will then repeat the state reconfiguration steps executed by cell[i,j + 1] in the

second cycle and will take on the state previously held by cellli,j + 1].
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3.3.1.3

Fourth Cycle

In cycle 4, information is again transferred to the east and west to cells [i-1,}+ 4], [i,}+ 5] and
(i+ 1,j+4].

The cells from which these three cells received their fault data, [i-1,j+ 3], [i,j +4] and

[i+ 1,j+3] will then configure exactly as their western neighbors did in cycle 3, with cellli,j + 4]
taking on the state previously held by cell[i,j +3].

Figure

8 on page 73 shows the array configura-

tion at the end of the fourth cycle.

3.3.1.4

Final configuration

Figure 9 on page 74 shows the configuration of the array at the conclusion of the reconfiguration
process.

Each cell in the five rows now knows of the faulty celll[i,j].

However, only those cells in

the two adjoining rows, [i-1] and [i-2], and row|i] and in column|j] or east in those three rows have
an active part in the reconfiguration process.

All cells to the west of column|j] in rowJi- 1], cell[i-1,k]

| k<j, will be in algorithm configuration 1-28, with a fault to the SE.

Cell[i,k] |k <j-1 will be in

configuration 1-28 with a fault to the FE and cell[i+ 1,k] | k <j will be in configuration 1-28, with |
a fault to the NE.

These cells will maintain their normal north/south communications

Cell[i-1,k] | k > =j will be in configuration 1-30, fault to the S or SW.

links.

Cell[i,k] | k>j has config-

uration 3-29, and cellli+ 1,k] | k> =j has configuration 2-28.

We have shown that an array which uses algorithm 2-10 for reconfiguration can tolerate all single
faults.

To simplify further discussion, references to the fault register will mean the reconfiguration register.
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3.3.2

Double

Faults

Occurrences of two faults can exist as:

1.

Two faulty cells in the same row but not adjacent cell

2.

Single faults, or a 1-1! configuration in which the faults are separated by two or more rows

3.

Single faults in a 1-1 configuration in adjacent rows

4.

Single faults in a 1-1 configuration separated by one row

5.

Two faults in the same row and in adjacent cell

Theorem 1-2: An array equipped with hardware to support algorithm 2-10 will tolerate all two-fault
occurrences except those of case 2-5, in which adjacent cells are faulty.

Proof: Faults in adjacent cells cannot be handled because communications links to bypass two
faulty cells are not available.

3.3.2.1

All others are handled as listed below.

Case 2-1, Two Faults in One Row.

For the purpose of discussion we will first assume the faults occur simultaneously in cell[i,j] and
cell{i,kk] where k>j+1.

Figure

10 on page 75 shows the configuration of the array at the end of

the cycle in which the two faults occurred.

The four neighbors of cell{i,j], cellfi,j-1], cell[i,j+ 1],

cell{i-1,j] and cell{i+ 1,j] and the neighbors of cell[i,k] behave as if only their neighbor was faulty,
and the reconfiguration process begins as two separate instances of a single fault as described previously.

Figure
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11 on page 76 shows the results of the first reconfiguration step and Figure

12 on
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page 77 shows the results of the second step. The initial reconfiguration steps are executed as if each
fault were a single fault, as described in the previous section.

At some point in time, t =n, cellfi,j +n] will shift data into its reconfiguration register indicating the
existence of both faulty cells.

Its northern and southern neighbors will have fault register contents

that are still null, or contain no information about the western fault.
rithm configuration

connections.

13-40, having faults to its FE and FW.

Cell[i,j +n] will be in algo-

It will maintain its normal north/south

Because cellli,j +n} has received information about both faults, it will make no state

change. Figure

13 on page 78 shows the configuration of the array at the end of this reconfiguration

step.

At time t=n+ 1, cellli-1,j +n] and [i+ 1,)+n] will gate information about both faults into their reconfiguration register.
its southern link.

Cell[i-1,j+n] will be in configuration 1-46, SE and SW, and will maintain

Cell[i+ 1,j+n] will be in configuration 19-28 with faults to its NE and NW

will also maintain its north/south links.

and

In the same clock cycle, cellf{i,j + n-1] will gain knowledge

of the fault to the east, and will be in configuration 13-40.

The configuration of this time cycle is

completed when cell[i,n-1] shifts the contents of its western state register to its own state register,
reverting to its state before the faults occurred.

Figure

14 on page 79

shows the configuration of

the array at the end of cycle t=n+ 1.

Figure

15 on page 80 shows the configuration of the array at the end of t= n+2.

gained knowledge of the fault in cell[i,k] and enters configuration 13-40.

Cellfi,n-2] has

At the same time it takes

on the state of its western neighbor, which was the state it held before reconfiguration began.

Configuration

to the west of cell[i,j) +n] proceeds, with cells returning to north/south links as they

gain knowledge of the eastern fault until tume t=m, when cells [i,j-1], [i-1,j] and [1+ 1,j] obtain data
about the fault in cell[i,k].

At the end of this configuration cycle, cell[i-1,j] will be in configuration

1-47, cell[1+ 1,3] will be in configuration 21-28 while cellli,j-1] will enter configuration 14-42, having
faults E and FE.
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south-east, cell[i+ 1,j] will connect north-west and south.
column{j].

These three cells are now part of logical

Cellfi,j-1] will complete the operations of this cycle by adopting the state of its western

neighbor, cell[i,j-2].

Figure

16 on page 81 shows the configuration of the array at the end of time

t=m.

Figure

17 on page 82 shows the final configuration of the array after two faults occur in one row.

Cells to the east of cellfi,j] have configured as if cellfi,j] were not faulty, and those west of row|j] have
configured to the west, with the states of all cells west of columnlj| shifted one cell to the west.
Cellli,m] | m <j is in configuration number
FW.
SW,

14-42 with the MF bit set, but no faults to the W or

Cell[i-1,m] | m < =j is in configuration pattern 1-46, with the MFS bit set and no fault to the
and sets its communications

register of cell[i+ 1,m] | m<

links to the north and

south-west.

The

contents

=] places it in configuration 21-28, because the MFN

there are no faults to the NW.

Cellli,m] | }<m<k has fault pattern 13-40.

of the fault

bit is set and

Cell[i,zm] |m>k

knows

only of faults to its far-west and is in configuration pattern 14-42.

Cellfi-1,m] | }<m<k

has con-

figuration 1-46, while cell[i-1,m] | m> =k has configuration 1-48.

Cell{i+ 1,m] | }<m<k is in al-

gorithm pattern 19-28 and cellli+ l,m] | m> =k has configuration 20-28. The complete list of state
transitions for row|i] is shown below. (F) indicates a faulty cell, with state “S” being a spare cell.
time
t=0-1

t=0
t=]
t=2
t=n
t=n+]
t=n+2
t=m
t=m+1
t= fnl

states of row{il
S

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
A

A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B

B

Bf
Bf
Bf
B
B
B
C
C
C

C

f
f
f
f
f
f

D

D
C
CC
C
C
D
D
D
D

E

E
E
D
D
E
E
E
E
E

G

H

GH
G
H
GH
G
H
GH
G
H
G
H
G
H
G
H

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I

J

f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f

K

K
J
JjJ
J
J
J
J
J
J

S&S
S§S
«K
kK
kK
kK

§

K

K
K

Now we assume the two faults were sequential, with the fault in cellli,j] occurring earlier, and
configuration around that fault already completed.
process that has completed at time t= 1.

Figure

18 on page 83 shows the configuration

Cells to the east of the new fault in cellli,k] will not be

affected and will retain the same configurations they had in the description above where the faults
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occurred simultaneously.

Cellli,k-1] learns of the second faulty and changes its communications

links to the north and south.

Because cell[i-1,k-1] and cellli+ 1,k-1] were neighbors of the faulty

cell[i,k], they have also learned of the fault, and configure to connect to cell[i,k-1].
page 84 shows the results of the second reconfiguration step.

Figure

19 on

The knowledge of the second fault

has propagated one column to the west, so cellli-1,k-2], cell[i,k-2] and cell[i+ 1,k-2] now take on the
same

configurations

as their neighbors in column[k-I].

This process proceeds

until cellli-1,j],

cell[i,j-1] and cell{i+ 1,j] learn of the fault in cell[i,k]. This is identical to time t = m in the previous
description.

If cell[i,k] is the first faulty cell, Figure 20 on page 85 shows the reconfiguration process will begin
at t=m

of the description of the simultaneous occurrence.

All discussions will now assume si-

multaneous fault occurrence.

3.3.2.2

Case 2-2, Two faults, only one per row.

Figure 21 on page 86 shows the configuration of the array after configuration around two faults
which are separated by two rows.

These faults are treated as two distinct instances of single faults

which was discussed in a previous section.

3.3.2.3

Case 2-3 Single Faults in adjacent rows.

There are two possibilities for single faults in adjacent rows at cell[i,j] and cell[i+ 1,k]. In case 2-3a,
j>k and in case 2-3b, j < = k.

Figure 22 on page 87 shows the first possibility.

volved in reconfiguration around this pattern are [i-1], [i], [i+ 1] and [i+ 2].
are identical to row[i-1] and row|i+ 1] in the single fault discussion.
placed in configuration
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The rows in-

Rows [i-1] and [i+ 2]

In rowJi], cell[i,m] | m<k

1-28 and maintain their north/south connections.

1s

Cellli,q] | k< =q<j
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enters configuration number 1-30, with faults to the far-east and south or south-west.
| q>Jj, the configuration pattern is 3-28,

In row[i+t 1], celljit+ 1,q] | q<k-1
while cell[i+ 1,q] | k<q<
the south-west.

For cell[i,q]

west and south-west.

maintains its north/south links in configuration number

1-28,

=j is in configuration pattern 3-39 and connects to the north-west and

The final configuration used in this case is 1-29, with faults to the north-west and

the far-west, adopted by cell[i+1,q] | q>j.

These cells connect to the north and south-west.

Figure 23 on page 88 shows case 2-3b, j <k.
3-29 and cellfi,q] | q>k

in pattern 3-28.

cell[i+ 1,q] | q>k has pattern 1-28.

Cellfi,q] | | <q< +k connects in configuration pattern
Cell[i+1,q]

| }< =q<k

has configurations 2-28 and

All other cells are identical to case 2-3a.

The contents of the

fault-registers are shown under each cell in Figure 23 on page 88.

3.3.2.4

Case 2-4, Single faults separated by one fault-free row.

Two possibilities exist for case 2-4, the fault in the northern row is east of the southern fault, and

the fault in the northern row is west of the southern fault.
possibility.

Figure 24 on page 89 shows the first

In this instance, faulty cell[i,j] is east of faulty cell[i+2,k].

Cells in row]i-1] and row|i]

are not affected by the fault in row[it+ 2]. These cells have the same configurations as row{i] and
row|i-1] in case 1-1.

Cellfi+ 1,q] | q<k

Row[i+ 3] cells and those in row[i+ 2] are not affected by the fault in cellli,j].

is in configuration

1-28, cellfi+ 1,q] | k< =q<j

cell[i+ 1,q] | q>j is in configuration 2-30.

in configuration

1-30 and

There are no cell state changes in row[i+ 1], and those

in row[i] and row[i+ 2] are described previously in the single fault proof.

Figure 25 on page 90 shows the second configuration in case 2-4.
to this case, and no state changes are required.
(i+ 2,k].

Cell[it+ 1,q]
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| q<j

will

be

Again only row[i+ 1] is unique

Faults are assumed to have occurred in cell|i,j] and

in configuration

1-28

and

configure

north

and

south.
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Cellfi+ 1,q] | }< =q<k

has configuration number 2-28 and connects to the north-east and the

south, while cell[i+ 1,q] | q> =k assumes configuration number 2-30 and connects to the northeast and the south-east.

As before, no state changes are required in row[it+ 1]. Case 2-4a and 2-4b

are mirror images of each other.

We have shown that an array equipped to use algorithm 2-10 will tolerate all two fault occurrences
except those that occur in adjacent cells.

3.3.3.

Three Faults

Three faults which can be tolerated can occur as either:

2.

1-2, with a single fault in one row and double faults in another row.

Theorem

1.3:

A cellular array equipped to use algorithm 2-10 will tolerate all cases of three faults

except those cases in which two are adjacent in the same row or three faults are in the same row.

Proof:

If the faults occur as a 1-1-1, case 3-1, and they are separated by one or more rows, or if

two of the faults occur in adjacent rows, but are separated from the third by one or more rows,
reconfiguration will be handled exactly as in single and double cases already described.

The only

possibility not described so far is if the faults occur in rows [i], [i+ 1] and [i+ 2]. Figure 26 on page
91 shows an example of this configuration.

Cells in row[i-1] will configure as they did in case 1-1,

with their configuration depending upon whether they are west of faulty cellfi,j] or not.

Cells in

row[i+ 3] will also configure the same as row[i+ 3] in case 1-1. The configuration for cells in row(i]
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and row[i+ 2] will be the same as those of row[i] and row[i+ 1] in case 2-3a and 2-3b
two faults occurred in adjacent rows.

3.3.3.1

in which the

Only row[i+ 1] will be unique to this configuration.

Case 3-1

Six possible configurations exist for three faults in adjacent rows.

If the faulty cells are cell[i,j],

cellfi+ 1,k] and cell{i+ 2,2], then the possibilities, using cell[i+ 1,k] as a reference are:
a.

j<=k<=?

b.

j<@<k

c

¢<=j<k

d.

@>=j>k

e.

j>é@>k

f.

j>k>?

Figure 26 on page 91 shows

case 3-l.a.

Cell[it+ 1,m] | m<j is in configuration number 1-28, and

remains connected to the north and south.
with faults N or NW
k<m<

and not SW.

If j< =m<k the cells have configuration number 2-28,

These cells connect north-east and south.

Cell[i+1,m]

=? will connect to the north and south-west because it is in configuration

cell[i+ 1,m] | | m>#@ has a configuration of 1-28 and connects to the north and south.

|

1-29 while
Cells in

row|[i-1] are affected only by the fault in cell|i,j] and configure as they did in case 1-1, the single fault.
Cellli,m] is not affected by the fault in cell{i+ 2,7] and configures the same as the same cell in case
2-3, as does cell[i+ 2,m] because they are not affected by the fault in cellfi,j]. Cell[i+ 3,m] is affected
only by the fault in cell[i+2,l] and configures identically to cells in the same position relative to a
single fault in case 1-1.

State changes for the three rows containing faulty cells is identical to those

of case 1-1.

Figure 27 on page 92 shows case 3-1.b, in which cellli,j] is west of cell[i+ 2,7] which is west of
cell[i+ 1,k].

As in the previous case, cells in row[i-1], row[i], row|[i+ 2] and row[i+ 3] configure as

case 1-1 single faults, case 2-3b, case 2-3a and case 1-1] respectively.
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this fault pattern.

Cell[i+ 1,m] | m<j is in pattern 1-28, cell[i+ l,m] |] < =m<¢@ has pattern 2-28

and cell[i+ 1,m] | @< =m<k

is in configuration number 2-30.

Figure 28 on page 93 shows an

array in fault condition 3-1.c, in which cell[i+ 2,2] is west of cell[i,j] which is west of cell[1+ 1,k].
In this configuration, cell[i+ 1,m] | @< =m <j connects to the north and south-east, being in configuration 1-30.

Cell[i+ 1,m] | }<m<k

is in algorithm configuration pattern number 2-30.

Again,

cells in rowfi+ 1] which are east of all three faults by more than one cell are in pattern
Figure 29 on page 94 shows case 3-1.d.
tion

1-28,

j<m<

cellfi+ 1m]

| k<m<

=j

1-28.

In this configuration, cell[i+ 1,m] | m<k is in configurafits

=? configures in pattern number

algorithm
1-29.

pattern

number

3-29

and

cell[i+1,m]

|

Cell[i+1,m] | m>/@ is east of all three faults and

fits algorithm configuration 1-28.

Figure

30 on page 95 shows one possibility for case 3-1.e, in which the faults in rows [i] and [i+ 2]

are east of cell[i+1,k]. With this fault pattern, all cells west of column{[k], cell[i+ 1,m] | m<k
in algorithm configuration number 1-28.
and cellfi+ l,m] | @<m<
south.

Cell[i+ 1,m] | k<m<

=¢@

are

has configuration pattern 3-29

=j fits algorithm configuration number 3-28 and connects north-west and

Cell[i+ 1,m] | m>j fits configuration pattern 1-28 and connects north and south.

Figure 3] on page 96 shows a fault pattern in which the fault in row[i] is east of the fault in
row[i+ 2],j>k>2@.

This constitutes case 3-1f.

tern 1-28, cell[i+ 1,m] | m>j
number 1-30.

3.3.3.2

In this configuration, cell[i+ 1,m] | m<é@

fits 1-28, and cell[i+ l,m] | @> =m<k

Cell[i+ 1,m] | k<m<

fits pat-

has algorithm configuration

=] fits algorithm pattern number 3-28.

Case 3-2, Two faults in one row.

In case 3-2, two faults occur in one row, while the other fault occurs as a single fault in another row.

If the rows are separated by two or more rows, the faults are independent and reconfiguration in
the single fault neighborhood proceeds as if that were the only fault. The configuration around the
two faults proceeds as described in the two fault case 2-1.
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either row[i] or row[i+ 4] and the double fault is in row[i+ 2]. These instances are the mirror image
of each other, so only one will be discussed, the single fault in row[i].

Case 3-2.b has the single fault

in row/i] or row[i+ 2] and double faults in row[i+ 1]. Again only the first case will be discussed.

Figure 32 on page 97 shows one instance of case 3-2.a.

For this case, the configuration patterns

of rows [i-1], and [i] are the same as those of a single fault in row[i] and no faults in row[i+ 2].
Those in rows|i+ 2] and [1+ 3] do not depend upon the fault in row[i] and are the same as if only
the double fault in row[i+ 2] existed.

Again, only the configuration of row[i+ 1] is unique.

Two configurations may exist for case 3-2.a.
double

faults in cell[i+2,k]

cell[i+ 1,m] |m

Case 3-2.1a will consist of a single fault in cellli,j] and

and cellfi+ 2,7], with }<k<2@.

Figure 32 on page

97 shows

that

< k connects to the north and south-west, being in algorithm configuration num-

ber 1-47 because the MFS bit is set in row[it+ 1].

Cell[it+ 1,m] | j< =m<

number 2-47 and connects north-east and south-west.
SW and SE, so it is in configuration 2-46.

=k is in configuration

Cell[i+ 1,m] | k<m <7 has faults to its NW,

Cell[i+ 1,m] | ?<m has configuration number 2-48 be-

cause it has no faults to its SE, so it connects to the north-east and south-east.

Other examples of case 3-2.a may have the single fault in any location in row[i] or row[it 4].

In

all cases, the northern connection of row[i+ 1] (the southern connection in row|i+ 3]) depends only
upon whether the cell is east or west of cell[i,jj(cell[i+ 4.j]).

The southern connection in row[i+ 1]

(northern connection for row[i+ 3]) cells remains identical to those defined in this case.

3.3.3.3

Case 3-2.b

Case 3-2.b occurs if the single fault is in the row adjacent to the double faults. Figure 33 on page
98 shows an example of this pattern.
@>k+1.

The faults exist in cellfi,j], cell[i+ 1,k] and cell[i+ 1,é] with

As in the cases above, this configuration would also exist if the single fault were in

cell[1+ 2,j], but this case will not be discussed because of symmetry.
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In example | of case 3-2b, the single fault lies west of the double fault, ie.
uration,

bits in the fault register are set called FCR,

FCRN

and

j< =k.

FCRS,

In this config-

fault-in-critical-region.

When this occurs with a single fault in a row, the configuration around this fault must be reversed
and moved to the west.

Cell[i-1,m] |m

<=

1-35 and connects north and south-west.
north and south.

j has the FCRS bit set and is in configuration number
Cellfi-1,m] | m>j

has configuration 1-34 and connects

Cellli,m] | m<j has the FCR and MFS bits set placing it in configuration number

5-49. Cell{i,m] | j<m<
it in configuration

=k still has the FCR and MFS bits set, but has its fault to the west, placing

number

4-50.

Cellfism]

| k<m<7?

has configuration

5-49 and

cell{i,m]

|

¢< =m has configuration 5-51.

Cells in rowji+ 1] have the FCRN
16-42.

Cell{i+ 1,m] | |< =m<k

configuration number

and the MF

bits set.

Cellli+ 1,m] | m<yj has configuration

configures in pattern number 17-42.

16-40, while cell[i+ 1,m] | m>7?

Cell[i+ l,m] | k<m</# has

has algorithm configuration number 18-41.

The cells in row[i+ 2] configure identically to the double-fault case 2-1.

Figure 34 on page 99 shows case 3-2.b, which exists if the single fault is in cellli,j] with j > k. In this
example, no critical-region faults exist.

Cells to the west of cellli,j] in any of the rows involved are

handled as the same cells would be in case 2-1.

The single fault to the east or north-east have no

affect on cells in rows [i] and [i+ 1]. Those cells east of column|j-1] are not affected by the western
most of the double faults, cell[i+ 1,k].

Reconfiguration to the east of this column is handled the

same as in case 2-3, single faults in adjacent rows.

Cells in rowf[i-1] have the configuration they had in case 1-1, with only a single fault.

Cells in

row[it 2] have the configuration they would have had if the single fault did not exist, case 2-1.
Cell[i,m] | m<k
j< =m<

has configuration 1-47, cell[ism] | k<m<yj

=¢ configures in pattern 3-47.

has configuration 1-46, and cell[i,m] |

Cells to the east of all faults, cell[i,m] | m>#@ have fault

neighborhoods which place them in configuration number 3-46.
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Cell[i+ 1,m] | m<k configures in patterns 14 and 42, cell[it+ 1,m] | k <m <j uses pattern 13-40 and
cell[i+ l,m] | }< =m<#

connects in pattern 14-40.

The remaining cells, cell[i+ 1,m] | m>¢@ con-

nect in pattern 14-41.

This ends proof that an array equipped to use algorithm 2-10 will reconfigure all triple faults except
those with adjacent faults in one row, or three faults in one row.

3.3.4

Four Faults

Theorem

1-4: An array equipped to implement algorithm 2-10 will tolerate all occurrences of four

faults except:

e

Occurrences in which any two of the four faults are in adjacent cells in the same row.

@e

Occurrences in which three faults occur in one row.

e

Occurrences in which two faults occur in each of adjacent rows, and there is no overlap in the

fault patterns.

This occurs when both faults in one row are to the east of both faults in the

second row.

Occurrences in which all four faults are in one row.

Proof:

More than two faults in any one row cannot be tolerated because only two spare cells exist

in each row.

The pattern in which two double-fault-per-row conditions exist in adjacent rows

cannot be tolerated if there is no overlap in the fault patterns.

This can be shown by assuming the

western fault of one of the patterns exists in cell[i,j]. If the columns are numbered beginning at zero,
then there are *j” cells to the west of cell[i|[j].
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figuration process.

Moreover, cell[i-1,j] must form a north-south link with cellli,j-1]..

that there are still j-1 cells which must be connected into the pattern.

This means

However, if two of the cells

to the west of cell[i-1,j] are faulty, there are only j-2 available fault-free cells in row[i-1], meaning
only j-1 columns can be configured to the west of celll[i,j].
Fault patterns which can be tolerated occur in:
1.

J-]-1-1

Case 4-1, 1-1-1-1 is identical to case 3-1, in which three single faults occurred.

If the faults occur

in non-consecutive rows, the analysis and configuration patterns are identical to case 3-1.

If they

are in adjacent rows, row(i], row[+ 1], row[i+ 2] and row|i+ 3], then the analysis is identical to case
3-1 in which three adjacent rows had faults.

In case 4-1, rows [i+ 1] and [i+ 2] will have the same

configurations as row[i+ 1] in case 3-1, while row[i+ 3] is identical in configuration to row[i+ 2] in
case 3-1.

Rowli] is identical in both cases.

Case 4-2 has single faults in two rows and a double fault in another row.

If the rows are all sepa-

rated by two fault-free rows, the reconfiguration process is handled as described in the single fault
case and the double fault case 2-1.

If one of the single faults is in the adjacent to the double fault,

and the other is at least two rows away from either of the two rows, the double and adjacent single
fault is configured as in case 3-2 with a single and double fault and the other single fault is treated
as a single fault.

The only configurations for case 4-2 which cannot be reduced to previously dis-

cussed cases are those in which single faults are adjacent to the double fault, that is faults in row(il,
row[it+ 1] and row[i+ 2]. The double fault may be in any of these three rows, and the singles in the
other two rows.

Case 4-2a is a 1-1-2 pattern, with single faults at cell[i,j] and cell[i+ 1,k], with the

double fault at cell[i+ 2,7] and cell[i+ 2,m].
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in which both single faults are west of the double fault.

In this example, j <k </?, forces a critical

fault designation for cell{i+ 1,k] because it is west of the double fault. A new case is introduced, that
of the FCR created when cellli,j] became faulty.

Because this cell is west of a critical fault, and it

is a single fault, it must also be declared a critical fault because configuration around it must be to
the west.

The FCR

bit in this case is generated in row[i] because FCRS

is set, and a faulty cell

exists to the east of cellli,j-1], and no faulty cell exists to the south or south-west in row|i+ 1]. This
generates FCRS

bits in row[i-1] and FCRN

set while row[i+ 1] has FCR and FCRN

in row[i+ 1].

bits set.

Row[i] now has FCR and FCRS bits

These two bits create a new fault configuration

patterns.

Cells in row[i-1] have the same configuration as row[i-1] in case 3-2a. Cellli,n] | n <j 1s in configuration 5-37 and connects north and south.

Cellfi,n] | j}<n< =k is in configuration 4-38, and

cell[i,n] | n>k has configuration pattern 4-37.

Cell[i+ I,n] | n<]j configures in pattern 10-49.
which places it in configuration
Cell[i+ 1,n]

| @<n<m

Celllit+ 1,n] | }< =n< =k has a fault neighborhood

11-49 and cell[i+ In] | k<n<

configures

as a 10-49

and

cell[i+1,n]

=? configures in pattern

10-50.

| n> =m

10-51.

configures

Row[i+ 2] and row[i+ 3] are identical to row[i+ 1] and row[i+ 2] of case 3-2.b.

as

Rowl[i-1] is also

identical to row[i-1] in case 3-2.2.

Figure 36 on page 101 shows an example of a configuration in which j>k.
n< =k configures in pattern 1-35 while cell[i,n] | k<n<j
has a 3-35 pattern.
isfies a 4-50 pattern.

In this case cellli,n] |

configures as a 1-34 and cellfi,n] | j<n

Cell[i+ 1,n] | n<k configures in pattern 5-49 and cell[i+ 1,n] | k<n<

=@ sat-

Cellli+ 1,n] | ?<n<j

is placed in a 4-49 pattern and cell[i+ 1,n] | j< =n<m

satisfies the requirements for pattern 5-49.

Those cells east of column|m], cell[i+ I,n] | n>m con-

figure in a 5-51 pattern. Cells in row[{i+ 2] and row[i+ 3] have identical configurations to the same
rows in case 3-2.b.
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Figure 37 on page 102 shows an occurrence of case 4-3.1, a 2-2 configuration in which the faults
are separated by one row.

If the faulty rows are separated by more than one row, they will con-

figure as separate occurrences of two faults already described in case 2-1.
cellfi-1,j] and cellfi-1,k] | k > =j+ 1) and cell[i+ 1,2] and cell[it+ 1,m] | m

If the faulty cells are

> = 1+ 1, rows [1-2], [1-1],

[i+ 1] and [i+ 2] configure as in case 2-1. Only row[i] is unique to this configuration.
fits into configuration pattern 21-47, with MFN

Cell(in) | j<n< =@

and

MFS

Cellli,n] |n <j

set, and no faults to the NW

has configuration 19-47 and connects north and south-west.

or SW.

If cell[i+ 1,2]

had been west of cellli-1,j] the connections would have been the mirror image, being made to the
north-west

and

south instead.

Cellliyn]

k< =n<m

has configuration 20-46.

| 2<n<k

configures in pattern

19-46

and

Cells to the east of column|[m], cell[i,n] | n>m

cellli,n]

|

has pattern

20-48.

Figure

38 on page 103 shows case 4-3.2, in which the double faults are in adjacent rows.

occur in cellfi,j], cell[i,k], cell[it+ 1,7] and cellfi+ 1,m].
identically to row[i-1] and row[i+ 1] in case 2-1.

The faults

Cells in row[i-!] and row[i+ 2] configure

Only rowfi] and row[i+ 1] are unique to this case.

Cellli,n] | n<@ has a configuration of MF and MFS and no faulty

cell to the west or south-west,

number 14-52.

Cellli,n] | ?< =n <j has pattern 14-54 and cell[i,n] | } <n <m configures as a 13-52.

Cell[i.nJ

=n<k

| m<

holds

a

13-54

pattern

and

Cellfi+ 1,n] | n<? has configuration number 25-42.

cell[in]

| n>k

is in configuration

Cell[i+ 1,n] | @<n<

pattern and cell[i+ 1,n] | j}<n<m _ has a 25-40 pattern.

Cell[i+1,m]

15-52.

=j configures in a 27-40

| m<n<

=k is placed in a

26-41 configuration, with cells to the east of column|k], cell[i+ 1,n] | n>k has a fault pattern which
dictates a 25-41 configuration.

All occurrences of case 4-3.2 can be configured in this manner, as

long as there is overlap between the double fault patterns.

It has been shown that an array equipped to implement algorithm 2-10 will tolerate many 4-fault
occurrences.
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3.3.5

Five faults

Theorem 1.5: An array equipped to use algorithm 2-10 can tolerate all instances of five faults which
can be reduced to instances of four faults with a single fault in another row.

Proof: Instances of five faults can occur as:

1.

1-1-1-1-1

2.

1-]-1-2

3.

1-2-2

Only case 5-3, with the faults in adjacent rows has a configuration not discussed previously.

Assume the faults occur in cellfi,j], cell[i+ 1,k], cell[i+ 1,@], cell[i+2,m] and cell[i+ 2,n].
row|i-1], and row[i] configure as did the same cells in case 3-2.

Cells in

Cells in row[i+ 2] and row[i+ 3]

configure exactly as those in case 4-3.2. Only those in row[i+ 1] are unique, having a single fault in
the northern row and a double fault in the row to the south.

Figure 39 on page 104 shows an in-

stance of case 5-3 in which the single fault is west of the double fault in row[i+ 1]. Cells in row[i-1]
and row|i] have the same fault patterns as the same rows in case 3-2.

Row[i+ 1] has the same

northern configuration as case 3-2, and the southern configuration of case 4-3.2.

Row|i+ 2] and

row[i+ 3] have the same fault configurations as case 4-3.2, row[i+ 1] and row[i+ 2].

We have proven that an array equipped to use algorithm 2-10 will tolerate many occurrences of five
faults.
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3.3.6

Six faults

Theorem

1-6: An array equipped with hardware to use algorithm 2-10 can tolerate all occurrences

of six faults which do not have adjacent cells faulty, or three or more faults in one row, or double
faults without overlap.

Proof: Six faults can occur as:

1.

1-1-1-1-1-1

2.

1-1-1-1-2

3.

1-1-2-2

4.

2-2-2.

In the first three cases, they can be reduced to previously discussed cases.

Case 6-1, 1-1-1-1-1-1

configures exactly as case 3-1, with all the interior rows of the distribution behaving as the interior
row of the 1-1-1 configuration.

Case 6-2, with the single occurrence of a multiple fault configures

as did case 4-2, noting the possibility of carrying the critical region faults to the 4 rows with single
faults.

Likewise,

case 6-3, with

1-1-2-2 distribution configures the same as the

1-2-2 case of five

faults, with the addition of the single fault in an adjacent row.

Only case 6-4 with a 2-2-2 distribution which occurs in adjacent rows is new.
105 shows this case.

The faults occur in row[i-1], row[i] and row[i+ 1].

unique, the others having been discussed in four and five fault cases.
fault pattern configuration which is new.

Figure 40 on page

Only those in row|i] are

Again, only row[i+ 1] has a

The cells in row[it+ 1] have the same northern config-

uration as row[i+ 1] in case 4-3, and the southern configuration as row[i] in the same fault case.
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It has been shown that an array with logic to support algorithm 2-10 will tolerate many six-fault
occurrences.

3.3.7

Conditions with More

Than Six Faults.

Fault conditions with more than six faults in the array can be tolerated only if they exist as
of the conditions previously discussed.

For example, seven faults can be tolerated

one

in a 2-2-2-1

configuration, iff the 2-2 combinations can be tolerated, because all 2-1 configurations can be tol-

erated.

Eight faults can be tolerated in a 2-2-2-2 pattern if each of the 2-2 combinations can be

tolerated.

In the ten by eight active array, the maximum number of faults which can be successfully

reconfigured is 20 (Figure 41 on page 106).

3.3.8

Clustered Faults

Fault clusters which are too large to be tolerated by the reconfiguration algorithm can be handled
in the following manner.

Whenever a

cell finds itself without a neighbor on any of its boundaries,

for example both its western neighbors are faulty, the fault-free cell ceases to attempt communications with cells in that direction and assumes an s-value[Kumar84b] of 1. This will affect the svalues of surrounding cells which are still active neighbors.

This is the same mechanism used to

force the cells on the array boundary to assume an s-value of 1.

Figure 42 on page 107

shows one possible method of configuring around the cluster.

ample, cells to the east of the cluster configure as if a single fault existed in the cluster.

In this exA pattern

grown in this area has the disadvantage that one fault in the row with the cluster is assumed, and
only one more can be tolerated.

Algc>
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cells which surround the cluster would clear their fault register bits which denote faulty cells in the
cluster. This configuration has the advantage of still being able to tolerate two faults in the row east
or west of the cluster.

3.4

“Coverage Analysis

Fault analysis is given here for one through eight faults, for an array with ten rows and eight cells
in each row.

This combined with the two spare columns composes a ten by ten array.

There are

100
1

= 100

choices of the position of a single fault. The reconfiguration algorithm will tolerate all 100 of these.

Double faults can occur in one of two formats, either single faults occurring in separate rows, or
two faults that occur in the same row.
those tolerated in each case.

The total number of double faults tolerated is the sum of

For the single faults, case 2-2 through 2-4, there are

10
2

x 107 = 4500

choices, representing the number of choices of two rows out of ten times the number of choices for
the location of a single faulty cell within a row of ten cells.
rows containing a faulty cell.

This is squared because there are two

To this is added
36x 10
= 360
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choices for the two fault per row possibility.

This represents the 36 possible two-fault-per-row

configurations that the algorithm will successfully reconfigure for case 2-1.
9 possibilities in which the faults are adjacent.

It will not tolerate the

The total number of double faults tolerated is 4860.

Of the possible

100

= 4950

2

fault patterns, the algorithm will survive a total of 98% of them.

There are

100
3

= 161,700

possible occurrences of three faults in the 100 cell array.
fault in three rows category, and the 1-2 category.
the sum of the tolerances of the two categories.

These can be broken into the 1-1-1, single

The tolerance of the algorithm to three faults is

For the 1-1-1 category, all of which can be tolerated

by the algorithm, there are
10
3

possibilities.

x 10°

3

= 120,000

The 1-2 tolerance is expressed by the equation
10
2

x 10 x 36 = 16,200.

The total tolerance for three faults is

120,000 + 16,200 = 136,200
which gives a tolerance percentage of 84%.
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Four faults can be arranged as |-1-1-1, 1-1-2 or 2-2 occurrences.

The 2-2 arrangement must be

further broken down to those in which the double faults do not occur in adjacent rows, and those
in which they do.

This must be done because all 36 of the fault combinations cannot tolerate oc-

currences of double faults in an adjacent row if there is no overlap in the fault patterns.
number of 1-1-1l-]

The

occurrences is
10

4

x 10°

4

= 2,100,000.

The 1-1-2 pattern can occur in

(
ways.

10
3

x 107 x 36 = 432,000

The 2-2 patterns can occur either in patterns in which the rows containing the faults are

adjacent, or the rows are not adjacent.

This yields

| () _ 9| x 36? = 46,656
combinations for the non-adjacent configuration and
9 x 1065 = 9585
for the adjacent occurrences.

The first part of the equation represents 45 ways to choose 2 rows

from the 10 available, minus the nine choices which would yield adjacent rows, times the 36 valid
choices for placing two faulty cells in one row.

Since there are two rows, the 36 is squared.

The

second part of the equation represents the number of ways to place the two faults in adjacent rows.
There are 9 combinations of 2 adjacent rows.

The 1065 represents the total combinations of 2-2

in adjacent rows, which is slightly less than the 1296 combinations which can be tolerated if the
faults are not in adjacent rows.

This difference is created because adjacent double fault conditions

must have an overlap condition to be tolerated.

Assuming the faults exist in cell[i,j], cellf{i,k],

cell[i+ 1.7] and cell[i+ 1,m], either 2<j<mor?@<k<m.

The number of these conditions can be

found with the summation
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»
»
j=0k=jt+2

»
€=0

m=9

= 1065.
= max(j + 1,/+ 2))]
bove(m

M

j=? k=9 C=k-1

This is a row by row count of the number of ways in which two faults can exist in each of two
adjacent

rows

in the ten by ten array.

The

2,100,000 + 432,000 + 46,656 + 9585 = 2,588,241.

total tolerance
This

for 4 faults in the algorithm

gives a tolerance figure for the

is

3,921,580

possibilities of 66%.

Table

2 on page 66 provides a tabulation of the analysis results.

Because of the slight difference

between the adjacent and non-adjacent occurrences of double faults, a value of 30 was used in the
analysis to give a conservative estimate of tolerances to five or more faults.

The algorithm will tolerate as many as 20 faults in a 10 row array, however there are 3.54 x 108
possibilities of 20 faults, with the algorithm surviving only 1.6 x 10" of them.

Figure 41 on page

106 shows one possibility for 20 faults.

3.4.1.

Survivability Analysis

The MTBF

for the 10 by 8 cell array in which each cell has a probability of survival of 0.9999 is

oo

!

e~ 80x 0.0001' — 125. The probability of surviving as a function of time for the array without

Spares is given as R = e~ 8*0.000l", For the 10 by 10 array with hardware added to implement algorithm 2-10, which is assumed to be small compared to the original size of each cell and adds no
significant amount to the failure rate, the probability of survivability is given as
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R=e

—

100 x 0.0001¢

+ 100e7 °° *8°NN(L — e ON)
+4860e" °F * 90] — @= 9.000192

+1.36 x 10°e7 97 * 97] — g= 2.000183
+2.58 x 10%e7 % * 014 |

9 O.0001n4

+3.73 x 107e7 %* 9] — e= 200044)9
+3.77 x 108 e794 * 20014

= 2.00016

+1.56 x 10°@7 9 * 20H]

9 200017

$1.18 x 100 e792 % 900174 __ p= 0.000108
Table

3 on page 66 shows the results of the computations of the probability of surviving as a

function of time for both the 80 cell array without spares and the 100 cell array with spares.

These

data show that the array without spares has a 36% probability of surviving until its MTBF

value

of 125.

When the spares and the logic to implement algorithm 2-10 are added, the probability of

surviving at this same time is approximately 97%.
values fromt =

3.5

0 until t =

Figure 44 on page 109 shows a

plot of these

250.

Cost of Implementation

To implement algorithm 2-10, an array must add to its communications load the transmission of
31 bits to allow transmission of the bits of the fault register to neighboring cells.
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An estimate of the additional gates needed to design the logic for the fault register and the decoder
is based upon the code used in the simulation files for each function.
each are needed with four additional latches.

Two registers with 24 bits

The number of gates required for the decoder is esti-

mated to be 102 ‘and’ gates, 146 ‘or’ gates and 66 inverters.

This estimate is based upon the code

used in the simulator.

3.6

Time for Reconfiguration

The time required to complete reconfiguration
number of cells in each row in the array.

using algorithm 2-10 is a function only of the

In an m by n array, a maximum

of n reconfiguration

cycles are required after detection of the last fault are required to complete reconfiguration.
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Table

1.

Fault Register Contents

BIT NO.

DESCRIPTION

0

N

1

NW

PHYSICAL LOCATION
OF FAULTY CELL

[i-1,)]
(t- 1k]

| 0<k<j

3

S

[i-1,k] | k>4
fit Lj]

4

SW

fit 1k] | O<k<j

6
7

E
FE

8
9

WwW
FW

2

5

10
11

12

NE

SE

NN
NNW
NNE

13
14
15

MFNNE
SS
SSW

16
17
18

SSE
MFSS
MF

20
21

MEFS
FCR

19

MFN

[i+ 1k]
| k>j
ijt1
[Lk] | k>j

[i,j-1]
[ik] |O<k<j-]
[i-2,}]
[1-2,k]

| 0<k

<j

[i-2,k] | k>j

Two Faults in Row [1-2],

[i+ 2,)]

[i+ 2,k] | 0<k<j

fit 2,k] | k>]j

Two Faults in Row [i+ 2],
Two Faults in Row [i]
Two Faults in Row [i-1]
Two Faults in Row [i+ 1]
Fault in Critical Region, That is a Fault
Row [i], with MFN and no faults west of this

fault in row[i-1], or MFS

22
23

Algorithm 2-10

FCRN
FCRS

set and no faults

west of this fault in row[i+ I]
FCR set in row[i-1]
FCR set in row|i+ 1]
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Table

2.

Coverage Analysis Results

Number
of Faults

Possibilities

Covered

Percentage

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
20

100
4950
161,700
3.92x 10°
7.53x107
1.19x 109
1.60x 101°
1.86101!
5.35x 107°

100
4860
136,200
2.59x 10°
3.73x107
3.77x 108
1.56x 10°
1.18«10?°
1.6010?

100
98.1
84.2
66
49.5
31.6
9.8
6.3
0

Table

3.

Survivability Probabilities

t

W/O Spares

W/Spares

t

W/O Spares

W/Spares

0
20
40
60
80
100
120
130
150
170
190
210
230
250

1
0.852144
0.726149
0.618783
0.527292
0.449329
0.382893
0.353455
0.301194
0.256661
0.218712
0.186374
0.158817
0.135335

1
0.999517
0.997661
0.993983
0.988214
0.98022
0.969966
0.964002
0.95045
0.934827
0.917272
0.897941
0.877001
0.854624

10
30
50
70
90
110
125
140
160
180
200
220
240

0.923116
0.786628
0.67032
0.571209
0.486752
0.414783
0.367879
0.32628
0.278037
0.236928
0.201897
0.172045
0.146607

0.999894
0.998793
0.99607
0.991371
0.9845
0.975375
0.967053
0.957492
0.942889
0.926281
0.907818
0.887661
0.865981
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Figure 3.
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Ten By Ten Array:

Ten by Eight Active Array with Two Spare Columns
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| SSW

Ceellfi,j] and Surrounding Cells:

faulty.

55

SSE

|

With each cell containing the bit set in cell[i,j] if the cell is
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Maximum Tolerance:

|

Array showing two faults in each row.
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Figure 42.
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Clustered Faults:

Array showing the effect of clustered faults on the s-value.
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Figure 43.
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Clustered Faults:

Array showing the effect of clustered faults on the s-value.
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Algorithm 2-12

The second algorithm has a communications network which allows it to communicate with its
twelve nearest neighbors.

This includes all cells which are cell distance 1 or 2.

128 shows this neighborhood.

Figure 45 on page

In addition to the logic needed to incorporate the additional com-

munications links, logic is also added to control the internal destination of several of the links.
cells in this algorithm which can be designated as the NORTH

©
©
©
©
©
©

©
©
©
©
©

neighbor of cellli,j] are:

Cellli-1,j]
Cellfi-1,j-1]
Cellfi-1j+ 1]
Cellfi-2,j]
Cellfi,j-1]
Cellfi,j +1]

The possible SOUTH

¢

The

neighbors of cellli,j] are:

= Cellfi+ 1,j]

Cellfi+1j-1]
Cellfit+ 1j+]]
Cellli+2j]
Cellfi,j-1]
Celllij+ 1]

Algorithm 2-12
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Control logic must be added to designate two cells, [i,j-1] and [i,j+ 1] as either the NORTH,
SOUTH

or WEST

neighbor in the case of the former, and either a NORTH,

neighbor for the latter.

SOUTH

or EAST

This additional logic is shown in Figure 46 on page 129

Figure 3 on page 68 shows the ten by eight logical array with two columns of cells to be used as
spares.

4.1

Fault Register

Table 4 on page 127 shows the fault register used for this algorithm.

Seven bits have been added

to control the reconfiguration in cases of non-overlapping double faults and three and four faults
in arow.

Only 24 of the 32 bits are decoded.

The remaining 8 bits are used to determine the values

of some of the 24 decoded bits.

4.1.1

Setting the Fault-Register

Bits 0 through 20 and bits 24 through 26 are set exactly as bits 0 through 20 and bits 2! through
23 were set in algorithm 2-10 in the previous chapter. These bits perform the same function in both
algorithms.

Bit 21, indicating the necessity to generate a pseudo fault is set in cellli,j] whenever a

cell detects its south neighbor is faulty, and there are no faults to the W, and there are faults to its
SW and SE.

It is also set in the three cells which are nearest neighbors of cell[i,j]._

In cellfi,j] it is

used when combined with the MFS bit to create the pseudo fault in cellli,j]. In cell[i-1,j], it is used
to force the configuration of columns to the west. In row|i-1], it is propagated to the west to create
the south-west configuration of the entire row.

Algorithm 2-12
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If the input from the east indicates the EAST neighbor is the pseudo fault cell, with an input of
PF, S, SE and SW, then both bits 21 and 22 are set.

This happens only for cellli,j-1], and this

combination is used to force this cell to denote cell|i,j] as its SOUTH
its EAST neighbor.

neighbor, and cell[i,j+ 1] as

A similar occurrence happens in cell[i,j+ 1] in which bits 21 and 27 are set.

This combination forces cellli,j-1] to be denoted as the WEST
the east in row|i], and bit 22 is propagated to the west.

neighbor.

Bit 27 is propagated to

Ifa cell has both bit 27 and bit 22 set, in-

dicating pseudo faults to the east and the west, they essentially cancel each other.

Bit 29 is set if a cell has the conditions necessary to generate bit 21 above, and the input from the
WEST cell indicates a pseudo fault to the west by having bit 27 set.

If this occurs, cell[i,j] will have

bits 29, 27 and 21 set, indicating it is the eastern fault of two pseudo faults.
to the east in row[i].
neighbor.

Bit 29 is propagated

Bit 28 is set if the 21-27-29 combination is received from the SOUTH

This bit indicates two pseudo faults to the south-west, and it is propagated to the east

in row[i-1].

Bit 30, PFNW,

is set if the input from the NORTH

neighbor contains bit 29.

This bit is propa-

gated to the east in row[i+ 1].

4.2

The Algorithm

Unlike the previous algorithm 2-10, the east/west links are not determined solely by the condition
of the east or west neighbors.
or WEST

Because of the introduction of the pseudo fault condition, the EAST

neighbor of a cell may be in one of the adjoining rows.

For this reason, the definition

of the algorithm is changed to include the EAST and WEST neighbors, as well as the NORTH and
SOUTH neighbors.
order NORTH

Algorithm 2-12

The following definition contains the complete list of a cell’s neighbors in the

neighbor, SOUTH

neighbor, EAST neighbor and WEST

neighbor.

Note that in
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the switch and case statements, the pseudo-fault term is used to reference 8 bits, with the case
statements listing the values which are set.
Note that coverage analysis has determined that algorithm 2-12 offers only marginal benefits over
algorithm 2-10.

Therefore, the following algorithm definition is not intended to be complete, but

defines only the major points of the new sections of the algorithm.

Algorithm 2-12
{ /* begin algonthm 2-12 */
East

switch(E W FE FW PF)
1.

case(null)

connect east

2.

Case(E and not((FE and (W or FW)) or east = PF))
connect far-east

3.

Case(E and FE and (W or FW) and north=east
connect north-east

4.

Case((E and FE and (W or FW) and south-east = PF )
or(PF))
connect south-east

= PF )

West
switch(E W

FW

FE FW

PF)

5.

case(null)

connect west

6.

Case(W and not((FW and(E or FE) or west = PF))
connect far-west

7.

Case((W and FW and (E or FE)) or north-west = PF)
connect north-west

8.

Case((W and FW and (E or FE)) or south-west = PF)
or PF)
connect south-west
/* begin north link code */
switch( MF MFN FCR FCRN PF)

{

case (null){
9.

if((not(W or FW) and
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not(N or NW)) or ((W or FW) and

NW) )
connect north;
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10.

else

if(((N or NW) and

not(W or FW)))

11.

else if (((W or FW) and

connect north-east;

not(NW)))

connect north-west;
break; }

case (FCR){
12.

if(((W or FW) and

not(N or NW))

13.

else

14.

else connect north-west /* not possible in this configuration */
break; }

if(((W or FW) and

case(FCRN)

)

connect north;

(N or NW)) or (not(W or FW)))

connect north-east

{

15.

if (((NW) and

not(W or FW)))

16.

else if ((not(NW)) or ((NW) and

17.

else

connect north;

(W or FW)))

connect north-west;

connect north-east;/* not possible in this configuration */

break; }

case (FCR AND

FCRN){

18.

if((not(W or FW) and

not(N or NW)) or ((W or FW) and

19.

else

if((not(W or FW) and (N or NW)))

20.

else

if (((W or FW) and

(NW)))

connect north;
connect north-east;

not(NW)))

connect north-west;

break; }
case (MF)
21.

{

if(((W or FW) and

(E or FE) and not(N or NW))
or (NW and not(E or FE)))

22.

else if((not(W or FW)) or ((W or FW) and

23.

else if((not(E or FE) and

not(NW)))

(E or FE) and

connect north;

(N or NW)))

connect north-east;

connect north-west;

break; }
case (MF AND
24.

FCRN){

if((NE) or ((W or FW) and
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(E or FE)))

connect north;
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25.

else if((not(W or FW) and

26.

else if((not(E or FE)))

(N or NW)))

connect north-east;
connect north-west;

break; }

case(MFN)
27.

{

if((not(W or FW) and (NW and NE)
or ((W or FW) and (not(N or NE))))

28.

else if((not(W or FW or NE)))

29.

else if((not(NW)) or ((W or FW) and

case (MFN AND

connect north-east;

(N or NE) and (NW)))

connect north-west;
break; }

FCR){

30.

if((not(W or FW)) or ((NW and NE))

31.

else if((not(NE)))

32.

connect north;

connect north;
connect

else if(((W or FW) and not(NW)))

t

no

north“Cast
-east;

connect north-west;

break; }
case (MF AND

{

33.

34.

35.

MFN)

if((not(W or FW) and not(N or NW))
or ((W or FW) and (E or FE) and (NW and NE))
or (not(E or FE)
else if((not(W or FW) and (N or NW))
or ((E or FE) and (W or FW) and not(NE)))
else if(((W or FW) and

not(NW)) or (not(E or FE) and

}
case(PFIE )
36.

and

not(N or NE)))

connect north;

connect north-east;

(N or NE)))
connect north-west;
break; }

/* single pseudo fault to the east */

if(not FCRN or (FCRN and( N or NW)))
connect north-east(NE)

37.

if(FCRN and not(N or NW))
connect north(N)

38.

if (PF ) /* pseudo fault injected this cell)
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connect west(W)
cate PF INE)

{

39.

if(not(W or FW))

40.

if(W or FW)
connect north-west(NW)

connect north

}

case(PF2W)

/* this is set only if two pseudo faults in a row */

41.

if(not NW and not(PF))

42.

if(NW

43.

if(PF )

connect north-west

and not(PF ))

connect north
connect east

}

case(PF2NW) /* set only if two pseudo faults in a row */
if(E or FE)

connect north-east

45.

if(not(E or FE))

connect north

}
46.

case(N and NW and NE) | connect far-north
/* end north configuration algorithm
/* begin south link code */
switch(MF MFS FCR FCS PF)
{ /* south link switch code */

*/

case (null):
47.

if((not(W or FW) and

not(S or SW)) or ((W or FW) and

48.

else if(((W or FW) and

49.

else if((not(W or FW) and

not(SW)))
(S or SW)))

(SW)))

connect south;

connect south-west;
connect south-east;
break; }

case (FCR)

{

50.

if(((W or FW)

SI.

else if(((W or FW)

Algorithm 2-12

and

(not(S or SW))))
and

connect south;

((S or SW))) or (not(W or FW)))
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connect south-east;

52.

else connect south-west; /* not possible this configuration */

break; }

case (FCRS)

{

53.

if((not(W or FW) and

SW))

54.

else if((not(SW)) or ((SW)

55.

else

connect south;

and

(W or FW)))

connect south-east;/* not possible this configuration */

connect south-west;

break; }

case (FCR AND FCRS)
{

56.

if((not(W or FW)) or ((W or FW) and

57.

else if(((W or FW) and

58.

else if((not(W or FW) and (S or SW)))

SW))

connect south;

not(SW)))

connect south-west;
connect south-east;
break; }

case (MF)

{

59.

if(((W or FW) and

60.

else if((not(E or FE or SW)))

61.

else if((not(W or FW)) or ((W or FW) and

case (MF AND

(E or FE) and

not(S or SW)))

connect south;
connect south-west;

(E or FE) and (S or SW)))
connect south-east;
break; }

FCRS)

62.

if((SE) or ((W or FW) and

63.

else if((not(E or FE)))
else if(((S or SW) and

(E or FE)))

connect south;
connect south-west;

not(W or FW)))

connect south-east;

break; }
case (MFS)

{
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65.

if(((SW and SE) and not(W or FW)))

66.

else if((not(SW)) or ((SE or S) and

67.

else if(not(W or FW or SE))

case (MFS AND

(SW) and

connect south;

(W or FW)))

connect south-west;

connect south-east;
break; }

FCR)

{

68.

if((SW and SE) or (not(W or FW)))

69.

else if(((W or FW)

70.

else if(not(SE))

and

not(SW)))

connect south;
connect south-west;
connect south-east;

break; }
case ( MF AND

{

71.

72.

73.

MBS)

if(((W or FW) and (E or FE) and (SW and SE))
or (not(E or FE) and not(SE or S))
or (not(W or FW) and not(S or SW)))
else if(((W or FW) and not(SW))
or (not(E or FE) and (S or SE)))
else if(((W or FW)and (E or FE) and not(SE))
or (not(E or FE) and (S or SE))
or (not(W or FW) and (S or SW)))
case(PF1SE)

connect south;

connect south-west;

connect

break; }

south-east;

{

74.

if(not FCR or(FCR and (W or FW))

75.

if(FCR and not(W or FW))

connect south-west

connect south

cade(PFIE)
{

76.

if(S or SW)
connect south

77.

if(S or SW and not(east = PF)/* pseudo fault notin cell j+1*/
connect south-east

78.

if(east = PF)
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connect

79.

east

if(PF) /* pseudo fault induced this cell */
connect farsouth

cale(PE2W)
{

80.

if(S or SE)

81.

if(not(S or SE))
connect south

82.

if(west = PF) /* second pseudo fault injected cellli,j-1] */

83.

if(PF)
connect farsouth

connect south-west

connect west

}

case(PF2SW)

{
84.

if((W or FW) and not FCR)

85.

if(not(W or FW))

connect south

}}

connect south-east

} /* end south link switch code */
} /* end reconfigure */

4.3

Fault Coverage

4.3.1

Single Faults

Theorem 2.1: An array equipped to use algorithm 2-12 will tolerate all single fault occurrences.

Proof: Algorithm 2-12 is identical to algorithm 2-10 for single faults.

See the previous chapter for

single fault coverage.
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4.3.2

Double

Faults

Theorem 2-2: An array equipped with hardware to implement this algorithm will successfully reconfigure around all double faults except those in which the faults exist in adjacent cells.
Proof:

Algorithm 2-12 handles the same double fault configurations tolerated by algorithm 2-10.

See the previous chapter for this proof.

4.3.3

Three faults.

Theorem 2-3: An array implementing this algorithm will tolerate all triple faults except those in
which two or three faults occur in adjacent cells in the same row.
Proof:

Triple faults can exist in the following cases:

1.

1-1-1

2.

1-2

3.

3

4.3.3.1

Case 3-3

Three Faults in one Row.

Cases 1 and 2 are identical to those in algorithm 2-10 and described in the previous chapter.
3-3 is the only triple fault instance which is new to this algorithm.
of the three faults is in adjacent cells.
occurrence in one row.
j+1<k<&l-1.

This case is tolerated if no two

Figure 47 on page 130 shows one possibility for a three fault

For discussion, assume the faults occur in cell[i,j], cell[i,k] and cell[i,2] |

Cells in row[i-2] which are north or west of the center fault, cell[i-2,m] | m<

are in algorithm configuration 9-74-1-5, and configure to the north, south-west, east and west.
other cells in row|i-2] are in configuration 9-47-1-5.
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=k,
All

This configuration change in row|i-2] is created
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because the pseudo-fault-south-east(PFSE) bit is only set in cells north and west of the center fault.
Cellfi-1,m] | m
and west.

< j is in configuration number 38-76-1-5 and connects to the north-east, south, east

Cellli-1,m] | j <=

and south-east.

m

< k-1 has configuration 36-77-1-5 and connects to the north-east

Cell[i-1,k-1] takes on the roll of cell[i-1,k] which has generated the pseudo fault,

and is in configuration number 38-79 -2-5.
to cellfi-1,k+ 1] as its eastern neighbor.

It connects to cellfi-1,k] as its southern neighbor, and

Cell[i-1,k] has configuration number 43-79-4-8.

This cell

logically switches the input from its western neighbor to its northern neighbor circuits, making
cell[i-1,k-1] its northern neighbor, and the cell[1+ 1,j] as its southern neighbor.

It also connects

eastern and western input circuits to accept input from its south-east and its south-west neighbors
respectively.

Cellli-1,k+ 1], which is placed in configuration number 9-65-1-6 completes the con-

figuration of row|[i-1] by connecting to its far-west neighbor, cell[i-1,k-1].
center fault, cell[i-1,n] |jn>k+1

Cells to the east of the

have the same configuration as the same cells in case 2-1, the

double fault.

Cellli,m] | m<

j-1

has a pseudo fault to its north-east and no faults to its west, placing it in con-

figuration number

39-61-1-5 with connections to the north and south-east, while cell[i,j-1] has

configuration 39-61-2-5 and connects to the north, south-east, far-east and west.

Cellli,j + 1] has

the pseudo fault to its north-east and faults to its west, placing it in configuration 40-59-1-6.
cell connects

north-west,

south,

east and far-west.

Celllism]

| j+1<m<k-1

This

connects to the

north-east, south, east and west because it has a fault configuration of 40-49-1-5.

The remaining

two cells involved in configuring around the pseudo fault are cell{i,k-1] and cell[i,k+ 1]. Cell[i,k-1]
will be in either configuration number 40-59-2-5 or 40-59-2-6.
40-59-2-5.

Figure 47 shows

configuration

This cell connects to the north-west, south, north-east and west. If j =

k-2, meaning

there is only one fault-free cell between the faults, cell[i,k-1] would configure to the far-west instead
of the west.

Cell[i,k+ 1] has faults west, far-west and far-east, placing it in configuration 21-59-1-7,

with connections to the north, south, east and north-west. If 1 =

k+2, this cell would be in con-

figuration 21-59-2-7, and connect to its far-east instead of its east. All other cells in row|i] configure
identically to those in case 2-1.
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Cells in row[i+ 1] configure identically to algorithm 2-10, case 2-1, with two faults in a single row,
except for cell[it+ 1,k].

Cell[i+1,m] |.m

< k 1s affected only by the faults at cellli,j] and cell[i,k],

while cell[i+1,m] | m

> k sees only faults at cellfi,k] and cell[i,7].

Cell[i+1,k] has faults north,

north-west and north-east, with no fault to its north-north-west, meaning no fault in cellfi-1,m] |
m

< k.

This places this cell into configuration number 46-48-1-5 and it connects to cell[i-1,k] as

its northern neighbor.

All other cells in the four rows involved in this fault pattern see only a

double fault, and configure identically to algorithm 2-10, case 2-1.

It has been shown that an array equipped to support reconfiguration algorithm 2-12 will tolerate
three faults.

4.3.4

Four Faults

Theorem 2-4:

An array equipped with hardware to invoke this algorithm will tolerate all instances

of four faults except those in which two faults lie in adjacent cells in the same row or two faults are
adjacent in the same column, if that column contains the center fault of three in one row.

Proof:

Four faults can exist in the following cases:

1.

1-1-1-1

2.

1-1-2

3.

1-3
a.

Single and triple faults separated two or more rows.

b.

Single and triple faults separated by one fault-free row

c.

Single in adjacent row, north-west of center fault

d.

Single in adjacent row, north-east of center fault

e.

Single in adjacent row, north or south of center fault
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4.

f.

Single in adjacent south-west of center fault

g.

Single in adjacent south-east of center fault.

4

4.3.4.1

Case 4-3

Cases 4-1 and 4-2 are identical to cases in algorithm 2-10 and proof of their configuration is given
in the previous chapter.

Case 4-3, with a 1-3 fault configuration has seven variations which affect

the reconfiguration process.

Figure 48 on page 131 shows case 4-3a in which single and triple faults are separated by two rows.
They reconfigure as separate fault occurrences, a single fault and a triple fault.
one does not affect the other.

Reconfiguration of

These processes were described in the previous chapter case 1, and

in this chapter in case 3-3.

Figure 49 on page 132 shows one possibility for case 4-3b.

In this case the faulty cells are cell[1-2,)],

cell[i,k], cell[i,é] and cellli,m] with j < @, placing the single fault to the north-west of the pseudo fault.
If the single fault had been east of the pseudo fault, or in row[i+ 2], the reconfiguration process
around the single fault and the triple fault would not affect each other.

Cells in row|[i] and row[i+ 1]

have identical configurations to the same cells in case 3-3, with three faults in a single row.

Cells

in row|i-3] are identical to those in a single fault occurrence in which the FCRS bit is set as described in case 3-2.2a.
PFSE bit was set.

This bit was set because the single fault occurred in an area in which the

Cell[i-2,n] | n<j has the PFSE and FCR bits set with no fault to the west, so

they connect to the north-east and south.
the N or NW,

in one row.

Cell[i-1,7] | @ <j has PFE and FCRN

and no fault to

so it connects to the north, with the southern link identical to case 3-3, three faults

If the single fault occurred either in row[i+ 2] or in row[i-2] east of the center fault, that

is cell[i,j] | 1 > 2, the reconfiguration process would treat them as independent faults. The single fault
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would have no affect on the triple fault configuration.

All other cells involved in the reconfiguration

process in row[i-1] through row[it+ 1] configure identically to case 3-3, three faults in one row.

4.3.4.2

Figure

Case 4-3c

50 on page 133 shows the first occurrence of case 4-3c, a 1-3 configuration in which the

single fault occurs in a row which is adjacent to the row with the triple fault.

In this example, the

faults are in cellfi,j], cell[it+ 1,k], cell[it+ 1,2] and cell[it+ l,m], with } =

Reconfiguration for

k.

row(i-1] and row[i] are identical to case 3-2 in algorithm 2-10, with the exception of cell[i,?], which
is directly north of the center fault of the triple.

This cell is in configuration pattern number

9-67-1-5 and selects cell{i+ 2,2] as its southern neighbor.

Configuration around the pseudo fault,

which is now placed in cell[i1+ 2,@] is the mirror image of case 3-2 of this algorithm.

Figure

51 on page 134 shows an occurrence of the 1-3 pattern in which the single cell was east of

the center fault. This is case 4-3d.

Cells to the west of the single fault configure as if the single fault

did not exist, case 3-3, and cells to the east configure as if the fault pattern were a 1-2, case 3-2 in
the previous chapter.
in rowli-1].

Figure

If the single fault occurs in row[i+ 2], the location of the pseudo fault is left
52 on page 135 shows this occurrence, with the single fault west of the center

fault in row[i+ 1] and the triple fault in row[i].

If the center fault of the triple occurs in cell[i,j], the

single fault may occur in either row|i-1] or row[i+ 1] except cell[i-1,j] and cell[i+ 1,j].

These two

conditions constitute a fatal error, case 4-3e.

4.3.4.3

Figure

Case 4-4.

53 on page 136 shows one possibility for case 4-4, with four faults in one row.

two pseudo faults are generated in row[i-1].
cell[i,?] and cell[i,m].
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In this case,

We assign faulty cells the designators cellli,j], cell[i,k],

To simplify the discussion, we also assume cellli,j] and cell[i,m] were previ-
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ously faulty, and the reconfiguration process around these faults is complete when the interior faults
occur.

When the interior fault occurs, two groups of 4 cells know a pseudo fault is being injected.

They are cellji-1,k], cell[i+ 1,k], cellfi,k-1] and cell[i,k+ 1] for the fault in cellli,k] and cellfi-1,@],
cell[it+ 1,&1.], cellfil-1] and cell[i,l+ 1] for cellfi,é].
faults is being transmitted westward in rowji-1].
to the east in the same row.

At this time, information about both pseudo

A single bit in the fault register is also propagated

At this point in time, reconfiguration is proceeding as if only one

pseudo fault exists.

At some point in time, cellli-1,n] learns of both pseudo faults.

The existence of the PFE and PFW

bits in its fault register triggers an operation which clears the PFE bit in row[i] as well as the bits
in the cells in rows[i-1] and row[i+ 1] with which cell[i-1,n] is communicating.

This process con-

tinues until cell[i-1,7] learns of the pseudo fault at cell[i-1,k]. At this time, cell[i-1,2] begins propagating information to the east which will force this pseudo fault to be configured to the east instead
of the west.

Figure

53 on page 136 shows the final configuration around two pseudo faults.

Cells

in columns west of column|l-1] configure exactly as they did in case 3-3 with only three faults in the
row.

Cells to the east of the eastern pseudo fault are the mirror image of those west of the western

pseudo fault.

4.3.5

Coverage Analysis

Coverage analysis of a ten by ten array equipped with this algorithm has been analyzed.

It has been

determined that although this algorithm provides some advantages over algorithm 2-10, the advantages are only marginal.

Tolerance to single faults is 100 percent, as was that of algorithm 2-10,

and algorithm 2-12 will tolerate the same number of occurrences of two faults.
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With three faults, the only advantage of an array equipped with hardware to support algorithm 2-12
over one equipped to support algorithm 2-10 is the tolerance of all three faults in one row.

There

are 56 possible occurrences of three faults in a single ten-cell row which can be tolerated by this
algorithm.
erated.

With an array with ten rows, this adds only 560 possible conditions which can be tol-

When compared to the 161,700 possible three-fault combinations, and added to the 136,200

already tolerated by the previous algorithm, the increase is less than

one-half of one percent.

Algorithm 2-10 equipped arrays would tolerate 66 percent of the possible occurrences of four faults.
With the additional hardware necessary to implement algorithm 2-12, the number of four-fault occurrences which could be tolerated would be increased by only 55,182.

When compared to the

faults already tolerated by algorithm 2-10, the increase is less than 1.5 percent.

The marginal increase in survivability combined with the extra logic necessary to implement this
algorithm to allow switching the inputs to various input/output registers makes this particular algorithm of only marginal interest.
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Table

4.

Fault Register Contents

BIT NO.

DESCRIPTION

0

N

l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

NW
NE
S
SW
SE
E
FE
WwW
FW
NN
NNW
NNE

14
15
16

SS
SSW
SSE

21
22
23
24

PF
PFISE
PFIE
FCR

13

17
18
19
20

25

26
27
28
29
30
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PHYSICAL LOCATION
OF

FAULTY

CELL

[i- 1,3]

[i-1,k] | O<k <j
fi-l,k] | k>]
lit 1,j]
lit 1k]
| O<k<j
fit 1,k]
| k>j
fij+ 1]
lik]
| k>]
[i,j-1]
lik]
| O0<k<j-l
fi-2,]]
[i-2,k] | O<k <j
fi-2,k] | k >]

MFNN

Two Faults in Row [i-2],

MFSS
MF
MFN
MFS

Two
Two
Two
Two

FCRN

FCRS
PFINE
PF2SW
PF2W
PF2NW

fit 2,j]
[i+ 2,k]
| O<k<j
(i+ 2,k] | k >]

Faults
Faults
Faults
Faults

Psuedo
Pseudo
Pseduo
Fault in

in
in
in
in

Row
Row
Row
Row

[1+ 2],
[i]
|i-1]
[i+ ]]

fault
fault south and east
fault east
Critical Region, That is a Fault

Row [i], with MFN and no faults west of this
fault in row [i-1], or MFS set and no faults
west of this fault in row [i+ 1]

FCR set in row [i-1]

FCR set in row [it 1]
Pseudo fault west
Two Pseudo faults south-west
Two Pseudo faults west
Two Pseudo faults north-west
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NORTH
NORTH

NORTH
WEST
‘

f
|
|
\

NORTH

NORTH
EAST

:

FAR
EAST

Figure 45.
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Twelve Neighbor Interconnection:

Cellli,j] and its twelve possible neighbors.
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FAULT

DECODE
——

ogda

Figure 46.
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Typical Cell:
south link.

LOGIC
SECTION

LOdNI

WEST

REG

EAST

odd

LAdNI

INPUT

Showing new logic needed to gate eastern and western cells to north or
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5.0

Algorithm 4-12

Algorithm 4-12 is implemented using the twelve-neighbor interconnect scheme described in the
previous algorithm.

Figure 45 on page 128 shows the implementation of this neighborhood.

The cells which can be configured as cellli,j]’s NORTH

©
©
©
©

neighbor are:

Cellli-1,j]
Cellfi-1,j-1]
Cellli-1,j+]]
Cellfi-2,j)

The possible SOUTH neighbors of cellli,j] are:
e = Cell[i+ 1,j]
e

=6Cellfi+ 1,j-1J

e

Cellfi+1,j+ 1]

© = Cell{i+ 2,j]
Cells which can be logically WEST neighbors are:

©
©
©
©

Celllij-1]
Celllij-2]
Cellfi-1,j-1]
Cellfit 1-1]

Algorithm 4-12
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Those that are designated as possible EAST neighbors are:
©

§Cellfi,j+ 1]

e

Cellfi,j + 2]

e = Cellfi-1,3+ 1]

©

Cellli+ 1,j+ 1]

As was the case in algorithm 2-12, logic must be added to the basic control circuitry to allow gating
input/output data from the proper registers to the correct communications link.

5.1

Two

Spares Complement

spare rows of cells, one on the northern boundary and one on the southern boundary, are

included, in addition to the two spare columns of spare cells used in algorithm 2-10 and 2-12.
Figure

5.2

55 on page 168 shows an 8 by 8 active array with two rows and two columns of spare cells.

Fault Register

There are 33 bits in the fault register in this algorithm.

The twenty-four bits in algorithm 2-10 are

used, plus nine additional bits to force row deformation, reverse the effects of northern row defor-

mation and force southern deformation, and to negate the normal effects of multiple fault conditions when the faults are in adjacent cells.

Algorithm 4-12
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ALGORITHM

Definition

Fault Condition

SIAN

Cellfi+ 1k]|k <j
Cellli+ 1,k]|k>j
Celllij+ 1]
Cellli,k]|k>j+1

FW
NN
NNW
NNE
MFNN
SSW
SSE
MFSS
MFN

Cellfi,j-1]
Cellfi,k]|k <j-1
Cellli-2,j]
Cellli-2,k]|k <j
Cellli-2,k]|k > j
Two or more faults, row [1-2]
Cell{i + 2,j]
Cellfi + 2,k]|k <j
Cellfi+
Two or
Two or
Two or

2,k]|k
more
more
more

>j
faults, row [i+ 2]
faults, row [i]
faults, row [i-1]

MEFS
RDN
RDNE

Two or more faults, row [i+ 1]

FCR

Fault in row [i] and west of a
multiple fault in row [i+ I] or [i-1]
Fault in row [i-1] which is west of
a multiple fault in row [i-2] or [i]
Fault in row[i+ 1] which is west of
a multiple fault in row [i] or [1+ 2]
Row deformation begins in this row
A condition exists in row[i+ 1] which requires
row deformation

RDNW

FCRN
FCRS
RDFS

28

RDFT

29

RDFN

30

RDS

Algorithm 4-12

REGISTER

Cellfi-1,j]
Cellli-1,k]|k <j
Cellfi-1,k||k > j
Celli + 1,3]

WN ©

Bit Position

4-12 FAULT

Row deformation north
Row deformation northeast
Row

deformation

northwest

Condition exists in this row

which requires row deformation
Condition exists in row[i-1]
which requires row deformation

Force row deformation to the
south instead of the north. This bit
is set when a fault occurs north of a deformed
row
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5.3

3]

RDE

Row
This
exists
to its

deformation to the east.
bit is set whenever a fault
in a row with a deformation
east

32

RDW

Row deformation to the west.

Setting the Fault Register

With the exception of the following bits which were not used in algorithm 2-10, all bits are set exactly as the same bit in algorithm 2-10.

Description of the logic controlling the common

bits is

found in the chapter dealing with that algorithm.

Bit 21 is used to indicate the presence of a row deformation in this column.

A special set of bits

called row reformation blockers is used to determine the set of cells which will set the deformation
bits.

If the blocker bits are zero, indicating row deformation to the north may take place, bit 21

is set by:
e = [it l,j] and ({1+ 1,j+ 1] or [i+ 1,j-1]) and not blocker
e

Sand SE and SW and not blocker

e

Nand NE and NW and blocker

@ — [i-1,j] and ([i-1,j + 1] or [i-1,j-1]) and blocker
e

Sand SW and RDE and not blocker

e

Nand NW and RDE and blocker

e

Sand SE and RDW

e

Nand NE and RDW and blocker

e

Sand RDE and RDW

e

Nand RDE and RDW and blocker

and not blocker

and not blocker

This bit is then propagated to the north or south in the same column.

If adjacent cells are faulty

bit 21 is set in both columns.
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.

Bit 22 is used to indicate the presence of a row deformation beginning in column{j+ 1].

This bit

is used to trigger the usage of cell[i-1,j+ 1] or cell[i+1,j+ 1] as the eastern neighbor instead of
cellfi,j+ 1]. It is set by:
@ = cellfi,j + 1] and cellfi,j + 2] are faulty
e

E and FE and (W or FW)

e

Eand FE and RDW

e

=E and (W or FW) and RDE

e

Eand RDE and RDW

e

input of bit 2] from the EAST neighbor

The last term in the above list is used to set bit 22 and bit 21 to disable the southeast link and enable
the eastern link when both bits are set.

Bit 22 is used in combination with bit 30 to force the de-

formation to the south instead of the north.

Bit 23 is used to indicate the presence of a row-deformation beginning in columnfj-1].
the usage of either cell{i-1,j-1] or cell[it+ 1,j-1] as the western neighbor.

It enables

It is set by:

@ — cellfi,j-1] and cell[i,j-2] are faulty
@
e

= W and FW and (E or FE)
W and (E or FE) and RDW

e = =69°W

e
¢

and FW and RDE

Wand RDE and RDW
input from the WEST neighbor contains bit 23 set

As was the case with bit 22, the combination of bit 21 and bit 23 set in a cell disables the southwest

link and enables the western link. Again bit 30 is used to force the deformation to the south. The
same propagation rule applies to bits 22 and 23 that was used on bit 21.

Bits 27, 28 and 29 are used to counteract the action of the multiple fault bits in certain instances.
When more than one fault exists in a row, a bit is set indicating the existence of the multiple faults
in row{i], row[it 1] and row|i-1].

If this multiple fault consists of two or more adjacent faulty cells

only, or if the faults at the eastern or western fault boundary consists of adjacent faults, the recon-
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figuration process must use row-deformation.

The existence of the multiple fault bits forces de-

formation of columns on each end of the fault pattern.

Bits 27, 28 and 29 are set in the three rows

which are affected by the row-deformation, row|i], and row[i-1] and row[i+ 1]. The same conditions
used to set bit 21 is used to set bit 27. This bit is propagated in each direction in row|i-1], assuming
the multiple fault occurred in row[i].
propagated along row[i].

Bit 28 uses the same conditions as bit 22 to set it. It is then

Bit 29 is set by north and northwest and northeast or by celllfi-1,j] and

either cell[i-1,j-1] or cell[i-1,;+ 1] being faulty.

It is propagated along row[i+ 1].

Bits 27, 28 and

29 are propagated in their respective rows only until they encounter another fault in row[i].

They

are not propagated past a faulty cell.

Bit 30 is the bit used to force the row deformations to the south.
mation blockers is generated whenever a fault occurs.

A set of two bits called defor-

These two bits are generated in the cell south

of the fault and propagated to the south in the same column.

When a condition exists requiring

row-deformation, if the blocker bits are set in the cell or cells north of the fault requiring deformation, generation of the deformation bits is blocked to the north, and enabled to the south.

the blocker bits set, bit 30 is generated along with bits 21, 22 and 23.

With

If a cell[m,n] has an input

from its northern neighbor, cell[m-1,n], which includes a combination of bits 21, 22 and 23 and also

includes bit 30, the same bits are set in the fault register of cell[m,n].

Bits 31 and 32 are set to indicate the presence of a row deformation to the east or the west of a
particular cell. Bit 31 is set if the input from the western neighbor includes bit 23, row-deformationnorth-west.

This bit is propagated to the east until another row deformation is encountered or the

boundary of the array is reached.

Bit 32 is used to indicate a deformation to the east if the input

from the eastern neighbor contains bit 22.

This bit is propagated to the west until the array

boundary or another deformation is reached.
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5.4

The Algorithm

Algorithm 4-12 tolerates faults which were tolerated by algorithm 2-10 in exactly the same way as
that algorithm.

The main advantage of this algorithm is its ability to deform a row to use a spare

cell in one of the spare rows whenever both spare cells in the row are already used.
by shifting the row up one cell at the point of the extra fault or faults.

This is done

If a fault already exists to

the north and in the column at which the deformation must take place, deformation is forced to the
south.

If a fault exists in the column both north and south of the deformation, a fatal condition

exists.

If two or more faults lie to the east of a row deformation, in cell|i,j] and cell[i,j +n] | n> 0, the fault
which lies nearest to the spare column of cells,

cell[i,j +n], uses the column deformation reconfig-

uration process to include a spare cell in the same row into the active array.

All other faults east

of the row deformation must generate row deformations to use cells from the spare rows. A similar
process is required for faults which lie to the west of a deformation.

Ifa faulty cell lies between

deformations, deformation of the row must be used.

In the case where only column deformations are required, the EAST/WEST
east and west respectively, unless those cells are faulty.
the NORTH/SOUTH

neighbors are always

In a similar manner, in row deformations,

links are always set to north or south respectively unless that neighbor is

faulty.
The following is a formal definition of the algorithm.

Fault configurations are expressed in terms

of the contents of the fault register, with the term “RD” being used in the switch statements to denote

any

of

the

row

deformation

bits.

|For

example,

“RDNE”

meaning

the

row-

deformation_northeast bit is set in the fault register may be used in the case statements, but in the
switch statement, only “RD” appears.
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{ /* begin algorithm 4-12 */
/* begin WEST

Switch(RD) /* any row deformation bit */

code

*/

Case (null) {
if(W)

connect far-west

else

connect west

if((RDS and RDN and not RDNW)
or(RDNW and not(RDS or RDN))

connect north_west

else if(not RDS and RDN and not RDNW)

connect south-west

else if((RDE and not RDW and W and not FW)
or(RDW and not RDE and W and not(E or FE))

connect far-west

Case(RD){

else
} /* end WEST code
Switch(RD)
Case(null){

}

connect west}

*/

/* begin EAST code */
{ /* and row-deformation bit */

if(E)

connect far-east

else

connect

}

east

case(RD){
if((RDS and RDN and NOT RDNE)
or (RDNE and NOT(RDN

or RDS))

connect north-east

10.

else if((RDS and RDNE and NOT RDN)
or (RDN and NOT(RDNE or RDS))

connect south-east

11.

else if((R DW

12.

else

and not RDE

or (RDE and not RDW

connect far-east
connect

}

} /* end EAST code
/* begin NORTH

and E and not FE)

and E and not(W or FW)))

east

*/

link code */

switch(MF and MFN

and FCR and FCRN and RD)

case (null){
13.

if(

(not(W or FW) and not(N or NW))
or((W or FW) and NW))

14.

else iff
((N or NW) and not(W or FW)))

15.

else if(

Algorithm 4-12
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((W or FW) and not( NW)))

\ /* end case
case (FCR){

16.

if

*/

‘ow or FW) and not(N or NW))
)

17.

connect north-west

connect north

else if(
((W or FW) and (N or NW))
or(not(W or FW))

)

18.

else

/* not possible in this configuration */

connect north-east
connect north-west

case (FCRN){
19.

if(

(( NW) and not(W or FW))

)

20.

else if(
(not( NW)) or(( NW) and (W or FW))

)

21.

connect north

else

connect north-west
connect north-east

}

case (FCR and FCRN){
22.

if(

(not(W or FW) and not(N or NW))
or((W or FW) and ( NW))

)

23.

connect north

else if(
(not(W or FW) and (N or NW))

)

24.

connect north-east

else if(
((W or FW) and not( NW))

)

connect north-west

case (MF){
25.

if(

((W or FW) and ( E or FE) and not(N or NW))
or(NW and not( E or FE))

)
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26.

else if(
(not(W or FW))
or((W or FW) and ( E or FE) and (N or NW))

)

27.

else if(
(not( E or FE) and not( NW))

)

}

connect north-east

connect north-west

case (MF and FCRN){
28.

if(

( NE)

)

29.

or((W or FW) and ( E or FE))

else if(
(not(W or FW) and (N or NW))

)

30.

else if(
(not( E or FE))

)

}

connect north

connect north-east

connect north-west

case (MFN){
31.

if(N and NW and NE)

32.

else

33.

if(

(not(W or FW) and (NE and NW)
or((W or FW) and (not( N or NE)))

)

34.

35.

else if(

(not( W or FW

else if(
(not( NW))

}

)

or NE))

or((W or FW) and ( N or NE) and ( NW))

connect far-north

connect north

connect north-east

connect north-west

case (MFN and FCR){
36.

if(N and NE and NW)

37.

else if(
(not(W or FW))

)

38.

else 1f(not( NE))

39.

else if(
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connect far-north

connect north
connect north-east
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((W or FW) and not( NW))

)

}

connect north-west

case (MF and MFN){
40.

if( (not(W or FW) and not(N or NW))
or((W or FW) and ( E or FE) and (NE and NW)
or(not( E or FE) and not( N or NE))

)

Al.

Ise if
° TotW or FW) and (N or NW))
or(( E or FE) and (W or FW) and not( NE))

connect north-east

)

42.

else iff
((W or FW) and not( NW))
or(not( E or FE) and ( N or NE))

)

}

connect north

connect north-west

case(RD){
43.

if(RDS and N and not(RDE or RDW))

connect far-north

else if(R DE and not RDW

and( not(E or NE)

45.

else if(RDE and not RDW

and E and not NE)

46.

else if(RDE and not RDW

and NE and not E)

47.

else if(R DW

48.

else if(R DW and not RDE and W and not NW)

49.

else if(RDW and not RDE and NW and not W)

50.

else if(R DW

SI.

else if(RDW and RDE and N)

52.

else

and not RDE and( not(W or NW)

or (E and NE)))

connect north
connect north-east
connect north-west

or (W and NW)))

and RDE and not N)

}

connect north-west
connect north-east
connect north
connect far-north
connect north

\ /* end switch NORTH
switch(MF and MFS

connect north

link code */

and FCR

{ /* SOUTH link switch code */

and FCRS

and RD)

case (null)
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53. iff

(not(W or FW) and not( S or SW))
or((W or FW) and ( SW))

)

54.

else if(
((W or FW) and not( SW))

)

55.

else if(
(not(W or FW) and ( S or SW))

)

}

case (FCR)

56.

57.

iff

((W or FW)
and (not( S or SW)))

else

connect south-west

if(

{

(not(W or FW) and

)

SW)

(not( SW))

)

else connect south-east

}

case (FCR and FCRS)
62.

iff

(not(W or FW))

or((W or FW) and

)

63.

{

SW)

else if(
((W or FW) and not( SW))
else if(
(not(W or FW) and( S or SW))

)
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connect south-west

/* not possible this configuration */

)

64.

connect south

else if(

or(( SW) and (W or FW))
61.

connect south

connect south-east

}

case (FCRS)

60.

connect south-east

else if(
((W or FW) and (( S or SW)))

)

59.

connect south-west

{

or(not(W or FW))

58.

connect south

connect south

connect south-west

connect south-east
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}
case (MF)
65.

if(

{

((W or FW) and ( E or FE) and not( S or SW))
)

66.

67.

else if(
(not( E or FE or SW))
)

connect south-west

else if(
(not(W or FW))
or((W or FW) and ( E or FE) and( S or SW))

)

}

case (MF and FCRS)
68.

if(

(SE )
)

else if(
(not( E or FE))
)

70.

else if(
(( S or SW) and not(W or FW))
)
case (MFS)

if(

(S and SE and SW) or(RDFS and S)
south_link[cell_ number]

72.

else

73.

if(

75.

((SE and SW) and
)

else if(
(not( SW))
)

=

18;

not(W or FW))

or(( S or SE ) and ( SW) and (W or FW))

else if(
(not( W or FW or SE ))

)

}

case (MFS and FCR)
76.

connect south-east

{

)

74.

connect south

connect south-west

}

71,

connect south-east

{

or((W or FW) and ( E or FE))
69.

connect south

connect south

connect south-west

connect south-east

{

if(
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(SE and SW) or(not(W or FW))
)
77.

78.

connect south

else if(
((W or FW) and not( SW))
)

connect south-west

else if(
(not( SE ))

}

connect south-east

)

case (MF and MFS)

{

79.

80.

if(

((W or FW)
and ( E or FE) and (SE and SW)
or(not( E or FE) and not( S or SE ))
or(not(W or FW) and not( S or SW))
)

connect south

else if(
((W or FW) and not( SW))
or(not( E or FE) and ( S or SE ))

)

81.

connect south-west

else if(
((W or FW)and (E or FE) and not( SE ))
or(not( E or FE) and (S or SE ))
or(not(W or FW) and( S or SW))
)

connect south-east

case(RD) {
82.

if((RDN and S and not(RDE or RDW) or (RDFS and S))

83.

else if(R DE and not RDW

84.

else if(R DE and not RDW and E and not SE)

85.

else if(R DE and not RDW

86.

else if(RDW and not RDE and( not(W or SW)

87.

else if(R DW

and not RDE and W and not SW)

88.

else if(R DW

and not RDE and SW and not W)

89.

else if(RDW and RDE and not S)
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and( not(E or SE)

and SE and not E)

connect far-south

or (E and SE)))

connect south
connect south-east

connect south-west
or (W and SW)))
connect south
connect south-west

connect south-east
connect south
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90.

else if(RDW and RDE and N)

91.

else

connect far-south
connect south

}

} /* end SOUTH link switch code */
} /* end reconfigure */

5.5

Fault Coverage

5.5.1

Single Faults

Theorem 3-1:

Proof:

An array equipped with logic to use algorithm 4-12 tolerates all single faults.

This algorithm provides coverage for single faults in exactly the same way as algorithm 2-10.

The proof can be found in the chapter describing that algorithm.

5.5.2

Double

Faults

Theorem 3-2: An array which can use algorithm 4-12 can tolerate all occurrences of double faults.

Proof:

Double faults can exist as

1.

single faults in a 1-] occurrence

2.

two faults in one row, non-adjacent cells

3.

two faults in adjacent cells
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Case 2-1 and 2-2 are configured exactly as the same cases in algorithm 2-10.
currence of two faults which was not tolerated by algorithm 2-10.
the

Figure

Case 2-3 is an oc-

56 on page 169 shows

array with two faults in adjacent cells at time t= 1, after the first reconfiguration cycle. At this

time, assuming the faults exist in cell[i,j] and cell[i,j + 1], the neighbors of these two cells detect the
faults and begin the reconfiguration process.

Initially, reconfiguration begins with each cell detect-

ing only a single fault, as in case 1.
At time t= 2, the six neighbors of the two cells will all detect the existence of the adjacent faults
and begin the row deformation process. Figure

57 on page 170 shows that cell|[i,j-1] detects both

its eastern neighbors are faulty and configures north, south, north-east and west.
gorithm configuration numbers 9-80-12-6.

This cell has al-

Cell[i,j +2], the cell which is immediately east of the

double fault configures to the north, south,east and northwest because it has a fault neighborhood
which places it in configuration number 38-78-12-3 Cells to the east of the double fault configure
to the east and those to the west of the double fault receive information about the multiple faults
at the same time they set their RDF bits and continue to connect north and south.

Cell[it+ 1,j] and

cell{it+ 1,j+ 1] have the same configuration with the RDFN bit set and a fault to the north.

These

cells connect to the farnorth, south-east and west, with algorithm configuration number 36-47- 12-6.
Cell{i-1,j] which is directly north of the western fault, sets its RDN
combination

southeast.

is used to enable links to the

southwest

This cell is in configuration 52-82-12-4.

and

bit and the RDNW

east, rather than

Cell[i-1,j+ 1] sets its RDN

which sets its communications links to the west and southeast.

the

bit.

This

southwest

and

and RDNW

bit,

It has configurations 52-82-10-6.

The cycle is completed when cell[i-1,j] and cell[i-1,]+ 1] assume the states previously held by their
southern neighbors, the faulty cells.

These states still are available in the fault-free cells state reg-

isters because the reconfiguration process halted the next-state algorithm execution.
Figure

57 shows that after cycle 2, knowledge of the adjacent fault condition has been transmitted

to the north to cell[i-2,j], cell[i-2,j+ 1], cell[i-1,j-1] and cell[i-1,;+ 2].

In addition the appropniate

“RDF” bits have been generated in the cell[i-1,j +2], cell[i-1,j-1], cell[i+ 1,j-1] and cell[i+ 1,j+ 2].
These bits now begin to reverse the configuration process to the right.
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figuration number

52-91-12-6 and connects north-south-east and west.

RDFN bit in this cycle and connects to the north,south,east and west.

Cellfi+1,j+2] sets the
Cells|i-1,j-1] and [1+ 1,j-1]

follow a similar process and return to their normal north/south connections.

At this time, cell[i-2,j]

and cell[i-2,;+ 1] take on the states previous ly held by cell[i-1,j] and cell[i-1,j+ 1] respectively.

Reconfiguration continues in this manner until the final configuration is reached.
page 171 shows the final configuration.
included in the active array.

Figure

58 on

Cells [1,}] and [1,j+ 1] were spare cells which have been

The RDF-x bits, which are propagated east and west from the fault

area until another fault is encountered in the same row, have returned the configuration of the cells
in rowsfi-1], [1] and [1+ 1] not involved in the row deformation to normal north-south links.
cells with an RDF_x bit set have north-south configurations.
adjacent faults, a RDE or RDW

All

If another fault occurs in a row with

bit will be set in the row, overriding the RDF_x bits.

We have shown that an array equipped with hardware to support algorithm 4-12 will tolerate all
two-fault conditions.

5.5.3.

Three Faults.

Theorem 3-2: An array with hardware to implement algorithm 4-12 can tolerate all three fault occurrences except those which occur in a cluster of the type cell|i,j]-cell[i,j + 1]-cell[i+ 1,j].

Proof: Three faults may occur in the following configurations:
1.

1-1-1

2.

1-2

3.

a.

1-2, two not adjacent

b.

1-2, two in adjacent cells

3
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a.

all three adjacent

b.

two adjacent, one non-adjacent

c.

none in adjacent cells.

Case 3-1 is identical to case 3-1 in algorithm 2-10.
algorithm 2-10.

Case 3-2a is identical to case 3-2a and 3-2b in

Case 3-2b, with two of the faults in adjacent cells, can be tolerated if the adjacent

cells are cellli,j] and cell[i,j+1] and the single fault is not in either cell[i-1,j] or cell[i-1,j+ 1] or
cellfit+ 1,j] or cell[it+1,j+ 1].
cell in the array.

Figure

Reconfiguration will be successfull if the single fault is in any other

59 on page 172 shows one of the configurations which cannot be tolerated.

Figure 60 on page 173 shows one configuration for case 3-2b which can be tolerated.

In this fault

configuration, the single fault is north of the double fault located at least two rows north and in
one of the columns occupied by the double fault.

Reconfiguration begins around each fault iden-

tically to case 1 of algorithm 2-10 for the single fault and case 2-3 described earlier in this algorithm
for the double fault. Assuming the faults occur in cellfi,j] and cell[i+ 4,j] and cell[i+ 4,j + 1], the first
step in the configuration process will be column deformation around the single fault at t= 1, followed by row deformation to row[i+ 3] north of the double fault and column

deformation to

cellli,j + 2] at tume t= 2. At this time, cell[i+ 1,j] which is directly south of the single fault, generates
one of the auxiliary bits called row-deformation-blocker.

This bit will be propagated to the south

in the same column until it encounters another faulty cell.

At some point in time, the deformation blocker bit will reach cellfi+ 3,j] north of the double faults.
This bit is then propagated along row[i+ 3] in both directions until it encounters a cell in row[it 4]
which is not faulty. The effect of this bit is to clear the row-deformation bits 21-23 in row[it 3]
north of the double fault. When the bit is propagated to cellli+ 4,j-1] and cell[i+ 4,j + 2], they cause
the generation of bit[30], RDS.

This bit is also generated in cells [i+ 5,j] and [i+ 5,j+ 1] when the

blocker bit reaches them, as well as the same row-deformation bits which did exist in cells{i+ 3,}]

and [i+ 3,j+ 1].
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When the deformation bits were cleared from the cells north of the double fault, the source for this

data was removed from the input to cells in row[i+ 2]. The deformation bits are then cleared in this
row.

The deformation bits are then cleared from all cells north of the double fault in the same

manner in which they were originally generated.
north one row each clock cycle.

The elimination of these bits propagates to the

At the same time, the combination of deformation bits combined

with the RDFS bit is propagated to the south, causing the row deformation to proceed to the south
until spares are encountered.
The single fault is reconfigured identically to the process described in case 1 of algorithm 2-10.
Cell[i+ 3,j], with RDFS

set, a fault to the south and no deformation bits set, is in configuration

52-82-12-6 and connects north, farsouth, east and west.
tion in this case.

Cellfi+ 3,j]+ 1] has an identical configura-

Cell[it+n,j-1] | n> =4 forms the western edge of the row deformation.

This cell

is in configuration 52-91-10-6 Cell[i+ 5,j] connects farnorth, south, east and northwest because its
fault pattern places it in configuration 43-91-12-3.
northeast and west.

Cell[i+5,j+ 1] connects to the farnorth, south,

It has configuration 43-91-8-6.

Cell[it+n,j] [n> 5 is the list of cells south of

the fault cell in column j. These cells connect north-south-east and northwest because the contents
of their fault registers place them in configuration 52-91-12-3.

Cellfi+n,j+ 1] |n>5 has configura-

tion 52-91-9-6 and connects to the north, south, west and northeast.
the eastern edge of the deformation to the south.

Cell[i+n,j+ 2] |n > =4 forms

These cells connect to the north, south, east and

southwest because their configurations are 52-91-12-4.
Figure

61 on page 174 shows another tolerated configuration for case 3-2.

In this case, the single

fault in cell[i,j] is west of the double fault in cell[it+n,j+m] and cell[itn,j+m-+ 1] where m and n
are positive integers.

The configuration around these faults, assuming they occur simultaneously,

proceeds initially as if both fault patterns were independent.

The process around the single fault

proceeds as described in case 1, and around the double fault as described earlier in this chapter.
When the row deformation reaches row[i+ 1], assuming the column deformation around the single
fault has already passed this point, the setting of the row deformation bits in cell[i+ 1,j+m-1],
which is the western boundary of the row deformation, generates the row-deformation-east bit be-
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cause the northwest bit is also set in this cell.
row[it 1].

This bit will then be propagated to the west along

Propagation of the northwest bit to the east in row[i+ 1] is stopped by the row defor-

mation bits.

Information about faults on either side of a row deformation is not propagated across

the row deformation.

In the next communications cycle, cell[i,j) +m] and cell[i,j+m+ 1] will set bit 21 because they receive bit 22 from a southern cell on the southwest link. This bit then generates the RDE bit in this
row

and blocks propagation

of the farwest bit to the east in row[i].

Bit 22 is generated

cell[i-1,j+m-1] in the next cycle because it receives a bit 21 from its southeast neighbor.

in

This

blocks propagation of the southwest fault bit in row[i-1] and allows all cells to the east of the row
deformation to return to null fault register contents.

Those columns involved in the row defor-

mation can then continue with the deformation process.

The deformation will continue until the

spare cells in row | are incorporated in the pattern.

RDE bits have now been generated in row|i-1], row|i] and row[i+ 1]. As these bits are propagated
to the west, cells to the east of the single fault will return to normal north-south-east-west communications patterns.
| j+1<@<j+m-1

Cellli-1,2] | }<@<j+m-1

has algorithm configurations 52-91-12-6

connects to the north-south-east and west because it has the RDE

no faults to the east or southeast or north or northeast.

Cellli,2]

bit set and

Likewise, cellli+ 1,2] | j}<@<j+m-1

has

a similar configuration.

Cells west of the single fault will change communications links to configure around the fault to the
west.

Cellli-1,2]

| 2< =j connects

N-SW-E-W

because it falls into configuration

Cell[i+ 1,7] | 2< =j has a configuration of 46-91-12-6.
configuration of 45-84-11-6.
configuration which is 12.

Figure 62 on page

Cell[i,j-1] connects NE-SE-FE-W, with a

Cellli,?] }@<j-1 has the same configuration except for the eastern
It connects NE-SE-E-W

175 shows another configuration of case 3-2 in which the single fault is in

row[i+ 1] and the double fault in row[i].
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fault patterns would configure independently.

For discussion, assume the faults occur in [i,j],

i,j + 1] and cell[i+ 1,2]. With the FCRN bit in row[i+ 1] and no faults to the northwest, the critical
fault bits are set in row[i], row[i+ 1] and row[it+ 2].

Cell[ism]

| m<

=@ now changes only its

southern link, connecting to the southeast with configuration number
connects NE and SE with configurations 46-83.

82.

Cell[it+1,m]

| m<?

Cell[i+2,n] | n< =? connects to the northwest,

with northern configuration of 17 with the FCRN bit set and no fault to the northwest.

If the single fault occurs two or more rows to the south of the double fault, they will be treated as
independents.

If it occurs to the northwest of the double fault, the configuration will be opposite

to that in the example with the fault to the west of the deformation.

The single will be bypassed

by configuring to the east as if the double deformation did not exist.

Figure 63 on page 176 shows a configuration around three faults in case 3-2 in which the single
fault lies in the column used as one of the boundary cells in the row deformation.
faults in cell[i,j], cell[it+ 2,j-2] and cell[i+ 2,j-1], cell[i-1,j] generates the RDN
RDNW

set as the only deformation bit and a fault to the south,

because it is received from cellfit+1,j].
RDNE.

With RDN, RDNW

RDNW

Cell[i-1,j-1], which had RDN

In this case, with
bit because it has

will continue to be set

and RDNW

set, will set

and RDNE, cellfi-n,j-1] | n< =i-1 will configure N-S-E-W instead

of N-SW-E-W which it had before cellli,j] became faulty.

When cell[i,j + 1] connects to cell[i-1,j]

because its fault register decoding logic declares that cell to be its northern neighbor, it will receive
a bit 23, RDNW.

Because it has a faulty cell to its west, it will set the RDNW

and will not transmit the fault information about cellli,j] to its neighbors.

bit in its fault register

This will clear the in-

formation from cells to the east and they will return to null fault registers and connect N-S-E-W.
RDNW

will then be propagated northward in column|j+ 1] and complete the configuration shown.

Figure 64 on page 177 and Figure 65 on page 178 show occurrences of case 3-3, in which all three
faults are in one row.

In these configurations the adjacent faults will configure exactly as in case

2-3 with row deformation.

Because the RDFS, RDFN

and RDFT bits are only propagated until

another fault is reached in the row with the adjacent faults, the single faults on either end will have
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the same configuration as in case 2-2 of algorithm 2-10, with two faults in one row.

In Figure 64

on page 177, the cells to the west of the single fault know only of a multiple fault and no faults to
the west.

In Figure 65 on page 178 the same is true of cells to the east of the single fault.

If the

faults occur in cellli,j], cell[i,j + 1] and celli,k], the RDF_x bits are only propagated to column[k1].

Figure 66 on page
adjacent cells.

179 shows the configuration around three faults in one row with no faults in

In this configuration, with the faults in cellfi,j], cell[i,k] and cell[i,7], cell[i-1,k] has

faults to the south, southeast and southwest,

Cellfi,k-1] sets the RDNE

causing it to set bit 21, RDN,

bit and cell[i,k+ 1] sets the RDNW

bit.

of the fault register.

Since the RDS bit is not set,

these bits are propagated to the north.

Cell[i-l,.k-1] |? < =i has an eastern configuration of 9 because it has “RDNE”
deformation bits set. These cells connect to the northeast.

Cellfi-1,k+ 1] |? < =1 has the “RDNW’”

bit set and connects to the northwest, with western configuration number 3.
figuration

52-82-10-4.

set with no other

This cell connects to N,SS,SE,SW.

Cellli-1,k] has con-

Cellfi-1,k] |? <i-1 connects to N,S,SE

and SW because its southern algorithm reference number is 91.

Figure

67 on page 180 shows case 3-3a in which all three faults are adjacent.

The faults occur in

cell[i,j], cell[i,j + 1] and cell[i,j + 2]. This configuration is identical to case 2-3 with two faults in adjacent cells.

Cells in column|j-1] have the same configuration as cells in column|j-1] in case 2-3.

Cells in column{j + 3] are identical to cells in column|j + 2] in case 2-3.
are unique to this configuration.

These cells have the RDN,

RDNW

Only cells in column|j+ 1]
and RDNE

bits set in their

fault registers, which changes their algorithm configuration numbers for the east and west

links.

These cells connect to the east and west with algorithm configurations of 12-6.

It has been shown that an array equipped to implement algorithm 4-12 will tolerate a large percentage of three faults.
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5.6

Four Faults.

Theorem 3-4: An array equipped with hardware to implement algorithm 4-12 will tolerate all occurrences of four faults except:
e

Fault patterns which contain the three fault pattern which
could not be tolerated.

e = Patterns in which two adjacent cells in one row are faulty
with a single fault to the north in either of the columns
in which the double fault occurs
and a single fault to the south in either of the columns.

Proof:

Four faults can occur in the following configurations.

L

d-d-1-1

2.

1-1-2

3.

2-2

4.

1-3

5.

4

Case 4-1 1s identical to case 4-1 in algorithm 2-10.

All occurrences can be tolerated.

Case 4-2, with two single faults and one double fault, which do not involve adjacent faults is iden-

tical to case 4-2 in algorithm 2-10.
cannot be reconfigured.

Figure 68 on page 181 shows one instance of this case which

In this example, row deformation is blocked both to the north and the

south.
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Analysis of this fault pattern is made easier if the array is divided into three sections, northeast of
the double fault, northwest of the double fault and south of the double fault.

If the single faults fall

in two of these three sections, the faults are independent and will configure identically to case 3-2
described earlier.

Figure 69 on page 182 shows a configuration of case 4-2 which is tolerated.
cellfi,j], cellfit+n,k], cell[it+n,k+ 1] and celll[i+m,¢].

The faults occur in

The double fault in row[i+n] and the single

fault in cell[i,j] have configurations identical to case 3-2b, Figure 61 on page

174.

The fault in

cell[it+ m,@], with m>1i+n-+ 2, has a configuration which is independent of any of the other faults,
and configures as a single fault occurrence, case 4-1.

Figure

70 on page 183 shows four faults in case 4-2 in which the double fault has a single fault to

its north.

This configuration is identical to case 3-2b in Figure 60 on page 173.

The double fault

will deform the rows to the south. When the row deformation bits are removed from the cells north
of the double fault, the single faults which are north of the double fault will configure identically
to two single faults in case 2-1.

Figure 71 on page 184 shows a configuration of case 4-2 in which the row deformation to the north
is blocked.

The double faults occur in cellli,j] and cellfi,j + 1]. Cellfl,j-1] through Cell[l,j +2] |1> =

i configure identically to case 3-2c.

The single fault which is west of the row deformation in

cell[i+ 2,j-2] would configure identically to the center fault in case 3-3c.

5.6.1.1

Case 4-3

Figure 72 on page 185 shows a

fault pattern which is case 4-3, or two faults in each of two rows.

If none of the faults are in adjacent cells, the reconfiguration is identical to algorithm 2-10, case 4-3.
In this example, cell{i,j] and cell{1,j+ 1] are faulty, forcing a row deformation to the north.
m,k] and cell[i-m,/] are faulty to the northeast.
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figure as a normal two fault configuration, changing communications links to the east.

Cell[i-m,k]

has a fault to its east, so it must reconfigure by deforming the row to the north.

Figure 73 on page 186 shows an instance in which the double fault in row[i] has one faulty cell on
either side of the row deformation.

In this case, cellli,j] to the west of the deformation has the same

configuration as the single cell in case 3-2b of this algorithm and configures to the west.
maining fault in row[i] is configured to the east, a mirror image of cellli,j].

The re-

This is identical to case

3-2c of this algorithm.

Figure 74 on page 187 shows an example of case 4-3 in which both occurrences of two faults are
adjacent cell faults.

Reconfiguration around each of the pairs of faults is identical, with row de-

formation required by each.

5.6.1.2

Figure
fault.

This is two instances of case 2-3.

Case 4-4 Three faults in one row.

75 on page 188 shows an instance of case 4-4 in which the single fault is east of the center
In this case, the three faults in one row configure identically to case 3-3c, in Figure 66 on

page 179. The single fault is then configured as a normal single fault occurrence.

Figure 76 on page

189 shows case 4-4 with the single fault in cellli-n,j] north of the center fault cellfi,j].

This config-

uration proceeds as a row deformation until the deformation reaches cell[i-n + 1,j]. At this time, the
blocker bits are generated, and are propagated to the south until they reach cellfi-1,j]. The northeast
blocker bit is then generated in cellli,j-1] and the northwest blocker generated in cell[i,j+ 1].

Both

bits are set in celJ[i+ 1,j]. This combination causes the RDN, RDNE and RDNW bits to be cleared
north of row[i] by clearing the RDN bit in cellfi-1,j], and setting the RDS bit in cell[i,j-1], cell[i,j + 1]
and cell[i+1,j].

These RDN_x

bits are propagated to the north only if the RDS

bit is not set.

With no input from the south to continue transmitting the bits, they will be cleared to the north
one logical row per clock cycle. The combination of these four bits is propagated to the south from
row|i].

Cell[i+1,j-1] | 1> =0 then has a eastern configuration of 10 and connects to the southeast.
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Cellfi+1j+ 1] | 1> =0 has a western configuration pattern of 4 and connects to the southwest.
Cell[i+1,j] | 1>0 has a western configuration of 3 and connects to the northwest, and an eastern
configuration of 9 and connects to the northeast.
and connects to cell[i-1,j].

Cell{i+ 1,j] has a northern configuration of 31

Cell[i-1,j] has a southern configuration of 82.

Figure 77 on page 190 shows the last example of three faults in one row to be discussed.
faults are in adjacent cells in columns [i], [i+ 1] and [i+ 2].

All three

Ifthe single fault is in a more than one

row north of the triple fault, and in any column other than these three columns, they will be treated
as described in previous examples, with the triple fault configured identically to case 3-1 and the
single faults configuration process dependent upon its location relative to the row deformation.

If

the single fault occurs north of the triple and in one of the same columns, the blocker bits will be
generated in the cell to the south of the single fault and propagated to the south, forcing the five
columns involved in the row deformation to deform to the south as described in the previous case.

5.6.1.3

Figure

Case 4-5

78 on page 191 shows only one configuration for four faults in one row.

are adjacent, they will deform to the north as in case 2-3.
as in case 3-3a.

If two of the faults

If three are adjacent, they will deform

If none of the faults are adjacent, the two interior faults will generate row defor-

mations identical to case 3-3c..

It has been shown that an array equipped to use algorithm 4-12 will tolerate a large percentage of
four-fault occurrences.
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5.6.2

Five Faults.

Theorem 3-5: A cellular array which has hardware to implement algorithm 4-12 will tolerate all
occurrences of 5 faults except those containing fault patterns listed in the 3 and 4 fault theorems
and an occurrence of three faults in one row with none of the faults in adjacent cells and faults to
the north and south in the column containing the center fault of the three faults.

Proof:

Five faults can occur as:

1.

1-]-1-1-1

2.

1-1-1-2

3.

1-2-2

4.

1-1-3

5.

2-3

6.

1-4

7.

5

Case 5-1 and case 5-2 are identical to previous cases in three and four fault descriptions.
contains one pattern which has not been described before.

Figure

Case 5-3

79 on page 192 shows a

fault

pattern not previously discussed, that of reconfiguration around a fault or around faults which lie
between two row deformations.
with row deformation.

Both instances of double faults configure identically to case 2-3

The single fault in cellli,j] has row deformations to its east and west.

combination sets the RDN

bit in cell[i-1,j], the RDNE

bit in cellfi,j-1] and the RDNW

This
bit in

cellli,j+ 1]. Since bit 30, RDS is not set, this row will be deformed to the north.

Many other configurations of five or more faults can be tolerated.

However, all algorithm cases

have been described, and analysis of previous algorithms has shown six or more faults have insignificant impact on the coverage data.
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5.7

Coverage Analysis

This section gives coverage analysis for an 8 by 8 active array, with two spare rows and two spare
columns, or a ten by ten array.

This analysis is intended to be conservative.

When counting con-

figurations which cannot be tolerated, very little effort was made to eliminate double counting.

If

there was a question about whether or not a configuration had been counted before, it was counted
again.

It is assumed that the ten by ten array is only a part of a larger array, and that other cells

will be available to assume the state functions of the spare cells should they become faulty. The
target array for this architecture has unbounded

size, so it was assumed that the spare cells are

needed for the state pattern algorithm.

An array equipped with hardware to support algorithm 4-12 will tolerate all single and double
faults.

All three faults will be successfully reconfigured except those which contain a pattern of two

faults adjacent in one row with one adjacent neighbor in one of the columns also being faulty.
There are nine choices for getting two faults in adjacent cells in one row.
choices for the third fault.

In all rows there are four

This gives
10x9x4 = 360

ways in which three faults can be catastrophic ignoring boundary conditions.

Four faults which

cannot be tolerated can occur as a three fault pattern which cannot be tolerated with the fourth fault
in any other cell in the array, or as an adjacent-cell two-fault pattern with a faulty cell in either of
the same columns to the north and to the south.
column is faulty was counted in three faults.

Configurations in which the adjacent cell in the

If the adjacent faults are in row 0 or row 9, there are
2x9x 16x95

patterns which cannot be tolerated.

This represents 2 choices for the row, with 9 choices for the

adjacent faults, 16 possibilities for the third fault, which is in one of the columns containing the
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adjacent faults, but not in the adjacent row, and 95 choices for the fourth fault, which can be in
any cell except those which are immediately north or south of the adjacent faults.

Faults in these

boundary rows are special cases because only one other fault in the columns is catastrophic.

If the

adjacent faults are in row 1 or row 8, there are 2x9x2x14 possibilities, 2 rows, 9 choices for adjacent
faults, 2 choices for the third fault and 14 choices for the fourth fault.

In the following numbers for

rows 2/7, 3/6 and 4/5, the numbers represent 2 choices for the row, 9 choices for the adjacent faults,

and the choices for the third and fourth fault respectively.

These figures are:

2x9x4x 12 + 2x9x6x10 + 2x9x8x8.
This gives a total of 30396 adjacent-fault patterns of four faults which cannot be tolerated.

The

number of four fault occurrences which cannot be tolerated is

360x97 + 30396 = 65026.

Five faults can be catastrophic if they include the fatal patterns with four faults, plus a triple fault
which is non-adjacent with faults to the north and south in the same column as the center fault.
This blocks row deformation to the north and the south.

An estimate of these configurations gives

3.10 10° five fault configurations which cannot be tolerated.

Because of the difficulty in being certain that all fatal configurations have been counted in the larger
fault configurations, and our desire to be conservative in the reliability figures, estimates of greater
fault tolerances will not be made.

This will cause the survivability figures given later to be low, but

accurate survivability calculations are only possible if all 40 patterns are counted.

The figures given

for survivability will be somewhat lower than the actual figures.

Table

5 on page 167 shows the results of coverage analysis for an array using this reconfiguration

algorithm.

Figure

4-12, and Figure

54 on page 167 shows the calculations of survivability equations for algorithm
80 on page 193 is a plot comparing the data for an 8 by 8 active array with and

without the algorithm installed.
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The MTBF

for this basic 8 by 8 array is

o

& 64,0001) = 156. The basic array has a probability

of surviving that long of approximately 37 percent.

The array augmented with 36 spare cells has a

survival probability of 99 percent for that same period.

5.8

Cost of Implementation

The number of additional bits which must be transmitted by each cell to its logical neighbors to
enable implementation of this algorithm is 41, eight single latch bits and 33 fault register bits. Logic
estimates, again based on the simulation code, indicates the need of 139 ‘and’ gates, 70 inverters and
159 ‘or’ gates in the decoder, and 430 ‘and’ gates, 252 ‘or’ gates and 47 inverters in the fault register
logic. Total new logic is approximately 1100 gates.

5.9

Time Complexity

In an ‘m’ row by ’n’ column array, the worst-case reconfiguration would be the existence of two
faults which were not adjacent on one side of the array, with a fault in the northern most row in
the same column as the western fault.

If a single fault occurred in the same row on the opposite

boundary of the array, it would take approximately ‘m’ clock cycles for the information about the
new fault to propagate sufficiently to begin the row deformation.

Another ’n’ cycles might be re-

quired to reach the point where the knowledge that the northern deformation is blocked and another ‘n’ cycles to deform to the south.
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Table

5.

Coverage Analysis Results

Number
of Faults

Possibilities

Covered

Percentage

!
2
3
4
5

100
4950
161,700
3.92x10°
7.53x 107

100
4950
161340
3.86 10°
7.24x 107

100
100
99.7
98.4
95.9

64 Cell Active Array
2 Spare Columns 2 Spare Rows
lambda = 0.0001
t
0
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180

200
220
240

W/O SPARES

W/SPARES_

t

W/O SPARES

W/SPARES

0.879853
0.774142
0.681131
0.599296
0.527292
0.46394
0.408199
0.359155

|
0.999994
0.999954
0.999826
0.999518
0.998879
0.997694
0.995694
0.992575

I
30
50
70
90
110
130
150
170

0.938005
0.825307
0.726149
0.638905
0.562142
0.494603
0.435178
0.382893
0.33689

0.999999
0.999981
0.999905
0.999703
0.999252
0.99837
0.996814
0.994294
0.990496

0.278037
0.244632
0.21524

0.981711
0.973379
0.962791

210
230
250

0.2608
0.229466
0.201897

0.977814
0.968379
0.956595

0.316004

Figure 54.
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0.988017
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0.296413

0.985101

Algorithm 4-12 Survivability Probability.
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Figure 55.
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Ten by Ten array:

Array with two spare rows and two spare columns.
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6.0

Algorithm 4-24

Algorithm 4-24 is implemented using two rows and two columns of spare cells identical to the
spares complement of algorithm 4-12.
communicate

Figure

has

been

increased

The complement of neighboring cells with which a cell can

to 24, or all cells which

have

a cell-distance of three or less.

82 on page 219 shows the neighborhood of a cell.

The cells which can be configured as cell|i,j]’s NORTH

©
©

Cellli-1,j]
Cellli-2,j]

©

Cellfi-3,j]

neighbor are:

The possible SOUTH neighbors of cell|i,j] are:

¢ = Cellfi+ 1,j]
e § Cell{i+ 2,j]
e = Cellfit+ 3,j]
Cells which can be WEST neighbors are:

¢ = Cellli,j-1]
©

Cellfi,j-2]

e

§ Cellfi-1,j-1]

/* not used */

e = Cellfi+ 1,j-1]

Algorithm 4-24
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¢ § Cell[i+2,j-1]
@ = Cellfi-2,j-1] /* not used */
Those that are designated as possible EAST neighbors are:
©

§=Cellfi,j+ 1]

© = Cellfi,j +2]

/* not used */

e = Cellfi-1,)+ 1]
e

Cellfit 1,j+ 1]

e

Cell[i+2,j+ 1] /* not used */

6.1

Two

Spares Complement

spare rows of cells, one on the northern boundary and one on the southern boundary, are

included, in addition to the two spare columns of spare cells used in algorithm 2-10 and 2-12.
is the same spares complement used in algorithm 4-12.

Figure

This

55 on page 168 shows an 8 by 8

active array with two rows and two columns of spare cells.

6.2

Fault Register.

The fault register for this algorithm contains the same bits as the fault register used in algorithm
4-12, with the addition of three of the auxillary bits, the row-deformation-blocker bits, with these

three bits also added to the decoder, plus NN and SS, for a total of 30 bits decoded.
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ALGORITHM

SNOB

WN ©

Bit Position

4-12 FAULT

Definition
N
NW
NE
S

SW
SE

REGISTER
Fault Condition

Cellfi-1,j]
Cellfi- 1 .ky]k <j
Cellli-1k]]k > j
Cellfit 1,j]
Cellfi+ 1,k]|k <j
Celli + L klk >}
Cellfi,j + 1]
Cellli,k||k>j+1
Cellfi,j-1]
Cellli,k]lk <j-1
Cellli-2,j]
Cellli-2,k]|k <j
Cellli-2,k]|k > j
Two or more faults, row [1-2]
Cellfi+ 2,j]
Cell[i + 2,k]|k <j
Cellfi+
Two or
Two or
Two or

2,k]|k
more
more
more

>j
faults, row [i+ 2]
faults, row [i]
faults, row [1-1]

Two or more faults, row [i+ 1]
Row deformation north
Row deformation northeast
Row deformation northwest

Fault in row [i] and west of a
multiple fault in row [i+ 1] or [1-1]
Fault in row [1-1] which is west of

a multiple fault in
Fault in row[i+ 1]
a multiple fault in
Row deformation
A condition exists
Row deformation

Algorithm 4-24
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RDFT

29

RDFN

30

RDS

31

RDE

row [1-2] or [i]
which is west of
row [i] or [1+ 2]
begins in this row
in row[i+ 1] which requires

Condition exists in this row

which requires row deformation
Condition exists in rowli-1]
which requires row deformation

Force row deformation to the
south instead of the north. This bit
is set when a fault occurs north of a deformed
row
Row deformation to the east.
This bit is set whenever a fault
exists in a row with a deformation
to its east

196

32
33
34
35

6.2.1

RDW
RDNB
RDNEB _
RDNWB _

Row
Row
Row
Row

deformation
deformation
deformation
deformation

to
to
to
to

the
the
the
the

west.
north blocked.
northeast blocked.
northwest blocked.

Setting the Fault Register

The bits in the fault register are set identically to the bits in the fault register of algorithm 4-12.
Two additional bits are used for decoding in this algorithm, the NN

and the SS bits.

For a de-

scription of the logic used in determining the state of the fault register, see the previous chapter.

The three new bits, row-deformation blockers to the north, northeast and northwest are set when-

ever a deformation encounters a faulty cell in its path.

This is indicated by the occurrence of the

row-deformation-north bit set in a cell which has a faulty cell to its immediate north.
occurs, the RDNB

When this

bit, row-deformation- north-blocker is set in that cell with the RDNEB

whenever the RDNE

bit is set and the northeastern neighbor is faulty.

RDNW

is set and the northwestern neighbor is faulty.

6.2.2.

The Algorithm

Algorithm 4-24 is identical to algorithm 4-12 with two exceptions.
classes of faults which could not be tolerated by algorithm 4-12.

The RDNWB

bit set
is set if

This Algorithm will tolerate two
Those are the faults which occur

as adjacent faults in one row, with a cell which is adjacent to one of the row faults, but in another

row also being faulty.

This would occur if cell{i,j], cell[i,j + 1] and cell[i-1,j] were faulty. The second

class of faults tolerated by this algorithm is that of adjacent faults in one row with faults one of the
same columns to the north of the adjacent faults and one to the south in one of the same columns.
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In the second class of fault configurations, the faults to the north and south of the adjacent faults
could be in any column which contained one of the adjacent faults.

In this algorithm, these faults

can be tolerated as long as the northern and southern faults do not occur in the same column.

This

condition cannot be reconfigured.

More significant benefits cannot be achieved with the additional interconnections because cells may
have different states.
neighborhood.

Reconfiguration cannot be done to cells on a diagonal because of the four-cell

This problem can be demonstrated by an example.

Figure

83 on page 220 shows

a fault pattern which cannot be tolerated even though the cell interconnection will support reconfiguration.

Assume three cells are faulty in row[i] with the center fault in cell[i,j] and a faulty cell in cell[i+n,j]
south of the center fault.
fault in cell[i,j].

Reconfiguration would proceed with row deformation above the center

If cell[i,j] had a fault-free state of “d”, cell[i-1,j] takes on state “d”. The state pattern

will be shifted up as row deformation proceeds.

A fatal condition will exist in this case, if cellli-n,j]

with a fault-free state of ‘a’ becomes faulty during the cycle in which cellfi-n+ 1,j] takes on state ‘c’.
At this time, two states are missing from the state pattern, ‘a’ and ’b’.
can take on these states and provide a path towards a spare cell.
cellfi-1,j+ 1].

Row

This deformation is blocked by the faulty

The additional interconnections used to implement this algorithm provide little addi-

tional fault coverage.
tion.

Those cells are cellfi-n,j-1] and

Neither of these cells has any knowledge of the previous state of cell[i-n+ 1,j].

deformation must be blocked and reversed to the south.
cell[i+n,j].

Only two cells exist which

Figure

84 on page 221 shows another instance of the same fault configura-

In this case the fault in cell{i-n,j] occurred some time before the fault in cellli,j].

In this case

the cell with state ‘a’, cell[i-n,j + 1] could possibly take on state “b’, with ‘a’ shifted to cell[i-n-1,j],
which would contain this state if cell[i-n,j] were not faulty.

If the cell[i-n,j] were the western fault

of two faults in row[i-n], then cell[i-n,j+ 1] would not be available to take on state ’b’ because it
would not be connected to that cell.

Algorithm 4-24
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If the fault in cell[i-n,j] occurs after the row deformation, then no cell in rowfi-n] has knowledge of
the state of cell[i-n,j] because its eastern and western neighbors would then be cell[i-n+ 1,j-1] and
cellfi-n + 1,j)+ 1]. The set of cells available to assume the function of cell{i-n + 1,j] contains only one
cell which is common in all cases, and that cell is cell[i-n+ 1,j].

This cell must maintain the same

state if reconfiguration is to be successful, meaning configuration must proceed to the south.

Ifa

cell[i+n,j] is also faulty, a fatal conditions exists for the same reasons given above.
{ /* begin Algorithm 4-24 */
/* begin WEST code */
Switch(RD) /* any row deformation bit */
Case (null) {
I.

if(W)

2.

else
connect west
break; }
Case(RD){

3.

if(((RDS and RDN and not RDNW)
and not NW)
connect north_west

or(RDNW and not(RDS or RDN))

4.

if(((RDS and RDN and not RDNW)
connect far north_west

or(RDNW and not(RDS or RDN)) and NW)

5.

else if(not RDS and RDN and not RDNW
connect south-west

and not SW)

6.

else if(not RDS and RDN and not RDNW

and SW)

7.

else if((RDE and not RDW and W and not FW)
or(RDW and not RDE and W and not(E or FE))
connect far-west

8.

connect far-west

connect far-south-west

else

break; }

connect west

} /* end WEST

Switch(RD)
Case(null){

code

*/

/* begin EAST code */

{ /* and row-deformation bit */

9.

if(E)

connect far-east

10.

else
connect east
break; }
case(RD){

11.

if((RDS and RDN and NOT
and not NE)

RDNE) or (RDNE and NOT(RDN

or RDS))

connect north-east
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12.

if(((RDS and RDN

and

and NOT

NE)

RDNE)

or (RDNE

and NOT(RDN

or RDS))

connect far-north-east

13.

else if(((RDS and RDNE and NOT
and not SE)
connect south-east

and NOT(RDNE

or RDS))

14.

else if(((RDS and RDNE and NOT RDN) or (RDN and NOT(RDNE
and SE)
connect south-east

or RDS))

15.

else if((RDW and not RDE and E and not FE)
or (RDE and not RDW and E and not(W or FW)))
connect far-east

16.

else
connect east
break }
} /* end EAST code
*/

/* begin NORTH

RDN)

or (RDN

link code */

switch(MF and MFN

and FCR and FCRN and RD)

case (null){
17.

if(

(not(W or FW)

and not(N or NW))

or((W or FW) and

NW)

)

connect north

18.

else iff
((N or NW) and not(W or FW))

)

connect north-east

19.

else if(
((W or FW) and not( NW))
connect north-west
break; } /* end case

case (FCR){
20.

if(

*/

((W or FW) and not(N or NW))
connect north

21.

else if(
((W or FW) and (N or NW))
or(not(W or FW))

)

connect north-east

22.

else

/* not possible in this configuration */
connect north-west
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break; }
case (FCRN){
23.

iff

(( NW) and not(W or FW))
connect north

24.

else if(
(not( NW)) or(( NW) and (W or FW))

)

connect north-west

25.

else

connect north-east
break; }

case (FCR and FCRN){
26.

iff

(not(W or FW) and not(N or NW))
or((W or FW) and ( NW))
connect north

27.

else iff
(not(W or FW) and (N or NW))

)

connect north-east

28.

else if(
((W or FW) and not( NW))

)

connect north-west
break; }

case (MF){
29.

if(

30.

else iff

((W or FW) and ( E or FE) and not(N or NW))
or(NW and not( E or FE))
Jconnect north
(not(W or FW))

or((W or FW) and ( E or FE) and (N or NW))
)connect north-east
31.

else if(
(not( E or FE) and not( NW))
)connect north-west
break; }
case (MF and FCRN){

32.

iff

33.

else if(

( NE) or((W or FW) and ( E or FE))
)connect north
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(not(W or FW) and (N or NW))
)connect north-east
34.

else if(
(not( E or FE))
)connect north-west
break; }
case (MFN){

35.

if(N and NW and NE)
connect far-north

36.

else

37.

iff

38.

else if(
(not( W or FW or NE))
jconnect north-east

39.

else if(
(not( NW)) or((W or FW) and ( N or NE) and ( NW))
yconnect north-west
break; }

(not(W or FW) and (NE and NW)
or((W or FW) and (not( N or NE)))
Jconnect north

case (MFN and FCR){
40.

if(N and NE and NW)

41.

else if(
(not(W or FW))
)connect north

42.

else if(not( NE))
connect north-east

43.

else if(
((W or FW) and not( NW))
Jconnect north-west
break; }

connect far-north

or(NE and NW)

case (MF and MFN){
44.

if( (not(W or FW) and not(N or NW))
or((W or FW) and ( E or FE) and (NE and NW)
or(not( E or FE) and not( N or NE))
)connect north

45.

else if(
(not(W or FW) and (N or NW))
or(( E or FE) and (W or FW) and not( NE))
)connect north-east

46.

else if(
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((W or FW) and not( NW))
or(not( E or FE) and ( N or NE))
yconnect north-west
break; }

case(RD){

47.

if(RDS and N and not(RDE or RDW) and not NN)
connect far-north

48.

if(RDS and N and not(RDE or RDW)
connect far-north-north

49.

else if(RDE and not RDW
connect north

and( not(E or NE)

50.

else if(RDE and not RDW

and E and not NE)

51.

else if(RDE and not RDW and NE and not E)
connect north-west

52.

else if(RDW and not RDE and( not(W or NW)
connect north

53.

else if(RDW and not RDE and W and not NW)
connect north-west

54.

else if(RDW and not RDE and NW and not W)

55.

else if(RDW and RDE and not N)

56.

else if(RDW and RDE and N)

57.

else connect north

connect north-east

and NN)

or (E and NE)))

or (W and NW)))

connect north-east

connect north

connect far-north

}

} /* end switch NORTH

link code */

/* begin SOUTH link code */
switch(MF and MFS and FCR and FCRS and RD)
{ /* south link switch code */
case (null)
58.

if(

59.

else if(
((W or FW) and not( SW))
)connect south-west

60.

else if(
(not(W or FW) and ( S or SW))
)connect south-east
break; }

(not(W or FW) and not( S or SW))
or((W or FW) and ( SW))
)connect south
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case (FCR)
61.

iff

{

((W or FW)
and (not( S or SW)))

)connect south

62.

else if(
((W or FW) and (( S or SW)))
or(not(W or FW))
yconnect south-east

63.

else
connect south-west
break; }

case (FCRS)

{

64.

if(

65.

else if(
(not( SW))
or(( SW) and (W or FW))
jconnect south-west

66.

else
connect south-east/* not possible this configuration */
break; }

(not(W or FW) and
)connect south

case (FCR and FCRS)

SW)

{

67.

if(

68.

else iff

69.

else if(
(not(W or FW) and( S or SW))
)connect south-east
break; }

(not(W or FW))
or((W or FW) and SW)
)connect south
((W or FW) and not( SW))
)connect south-west

case (MF)

{

70.

if(

71.

else if(
(not( E or FE or SW))
)connect south-west

72.

else if(
(not(W or FW))

((W or FW) and ( E or FE) and not( S or SW))
)connect south
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or((W or FW) and ( E or FE) and( S or SW))
)connect south-east
break}
case (MF and FCRS)
73.

iff

(SE )

or((W or FW)

{

and ( E or FE))

)connect south

74.

else if(
(not( E or FE))
)connect south-west

75.

else iff
(( S or SW) and not(W or FW))
yconnect south-east
break; }
case (MFS)

76.

iff

{

(S and SE and SW) or(RDFS and S)

)

south link[cell_ number]

=

18;

77.

else

78.

iff

79.

else if(
(not( SW)) or(( S or SE ) and ( SW) and (W or FW))
jconnect south-west

80.

else if(

((SE and SW) and not(W or FW))
)connect south

(not( W or FW or SE ))
)connect south-east
break; }

case (MFS and FCR)

{

81.

iff

82.

else if(
((W or FW) and not( SW))
)connect south-west

83.

else if(
(not( SE ))
)connect south-east

(SE and SW) or(not(W or FW))
)connect south

break; }

case (MF and MFS)
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84.

if(

85.

else if(
((W or FW) and not( SW))
or(not( E or FE) and ( S or SE ))

((W or FW)
and ( E or FE) and (SE and SW)
or(not( E or FE) and not( S or SE ))
or(not(W or FW) and not( S or SW))
)connect south

\connect south-west

86.

else if(
((W or FW)and (E or FE) and not( SE ))
or(not( E or FE) and ( S or SE ))
or(not(W or FW) and( S or SW))
)connect south-east
break; }

case(RD) {
87.

if((RDN and § and not(RDE or RDW) and not SS)

88.

if((RDN and S and not(RDE or RDW) and SS)

89.

else if(RDE and not RDW
connect south

90.

else if(R DE and not RDW and E and not SE)
connect south-east

91.

else if(RDE and not RDW

92.

else if(RDW and not RDE and( not(W or SW)
connect south

93.

else if(RDW and not RDE and W and not SW)
connect south-west

94.

else if(RDW and not RDE and SW and not W)

95.

else if(RDW and RDE and not S)
connect south

96.

else if(R DW

97.

else connect south

connect far-south

connect far-south-south

connect south-west

and( not(E or SE)

or (E and SE)))

and SE and not E)
or (W and SW)))

connect south-east

and RDE and N)

connect far-south

break}

/* end SOUTH
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6.3

Fault Coverage

6.3.1

Single and Double Faults

Theorem 4-1:

An array equipped to implement algorithm 4-24 will tolerate all single and double

fault occurrences.

Proof:

An array equipped to use algorithm 4-24 will configure identically to an array equipped to

use algorithm 4-12, as described in the previous chapter.

Theorem 4-2:

Proof:

An array equipped to implement algorithm 4-24 will tolerate all triple faults.

Three faults may occur in the following configurations:

1.

1-1-1

2.

1-2
1-2, two not adjacent
b.

1-2, two in adjacent cells

a.

all three adjacent

b.

two adjacent, one non-adjacent

c.

none in adjacent cells.

All triple faults are configured identically to the same fault conditions in an array equipped to implement algorithm 4-12 with the exception of the instances of case 3-2b not tolerated by algorithm
4-12.

Figure

85 on page 222 shows one instance of that fault condition.

With this fault pattern,

assuming the faults are in cellli,j], cell[i,j+1] and cell[i+1,j], at the end of the reconfiguration
process cellfi-?,j-1] | 0< =2<

Algorithm 4-24
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algorithm 4-12.

Cell[i-2-2,j] | 0< =@< =1-2 , cell[i-2-&1.,j+ 1] | 0< =&l. < =1-2 and cellli-?,j + 2]

| 0< =@< =i will also configure

identically to case 2-3 in algorithm 4-12.

Cell{it+1+2,j-1]

lO< =Z, cell[it 1+é,j+ 1] |0< =2 and cell[it+ 3+ &l.,j] | 0< =&l. will have the same configurations as the same cells in algorithm 4-12 case 4-4 as illustrated by Figure
triple fault in that figure located in row[i+ 1].

76 on page 189, with the

Only two cells will have different configurations.

Cellfi-1,j] has a fault to its south(S) and farsouth(SS) and connects to cell[i+2,j]
neighbor.

This places cellfi-1,j] in configuration 88.

as its southern

Cell[i+2,]] has faults to its north(N) and

farnorth(NN) and connects to cell[i-1,j] as its northern neighbor. This cell is in configuration 48.

This fault configuration can occur in four ways, the one just described and with the fault in
cell[i+ 1,j] shifted to either cell[i+ 1,j+ 1], cell[i-1,j] or cell[i-1,j+ 1].

The reconfiguration process is

similar in all four instances.

We have shown that an array equipped to implement algorithm 4-24 will tolerate all triple fault
occurrences.

6.3.2

Four faults.

Four faults can be occur in the following configurations

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

d-d-d-1
1-1-2
2-2
123
4

Theorem 4-3:

An array equipped to implement algorithm 4-24 will tolerate all four-fault config-

urations except instances of case 4-2, with adjacent faults in one row, and the single faults located
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one to the north of the adjacent faults and one to the south, both single faults in the same column
as one of the adjacent faults.

Proof: Case 4-1 with four single faults is handled identically to similar fault patterns in algorithm
2-10 and and 4-12.

Case 4-2 is also identical to algorithm 4-12 with the exception of the instances

in which either the three fault pattern described in the previous section or instances in which the
two faults are adjacent and the two single faults lie one to the north and one to the south in the
same columns.

Figure

86 on page 223 shows one configuration which can be tolerated with the triple fault pattern.

In this example, the faults exist in cellfi,j], cell[i,j + 1], cell[i+ 1,}] and cell[i-n,j+ 1]. As in case 3-2b
described previously, the row deformation to the north originally included both columns [i] and
[i+ 1].

When the deformation reached cell[i-n,j + 1], the blocker bits were generated and deforma-

tion in this column was reversed and sent to the south.

Cellfi-n-2,j+ m] | (?< =n and -1 < =m<

= 2) have the same configurations they would have had

if cell[i-n,j+ 1] were not faulty, with the exception of the state of the southern communications link
on cell[i-n-1,j+ 1], which now has a faulty cell to its south.

In this algorithm, when a fault occurs

in any column involving a northern deformation, the deformation bits, RDN, RDNE and RDNW
are latched and not cleared as was the case in algorithm 4-12.
mations in which only the RDNE

or RDNW

bits are set.

This is also true in southern defor-

This allows the state of cell[i-n-1,j + 1]

to assume the previous state of the faulty cell[i-n,j + 1] and continue the deformation north of that
fault, and in turn to allow the deformations in column|j] to remain in place while forcing the deformation of column|j+ 1] south of cell[i-n,j] to be moved to the south.

Figure 87 on page 224 shows a similar fault pattern with the single fault in cell[i+n,j+ 1].
instance, only column{j] originally had a deformation to the south.
faulty, fault register bits RDN,
RDNW

RDS

and RDNW

In this

When cell[i+n,j+ 1] became

were latched into cell[it+tn+1,j+ 1], and the

and RDS bits were latched in cellfi+n,j+ 1].
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It has been proven that an array equipped to implement algorithm 4-24 will tolerate all four-fault
occurrences except instances in which two adjacent faults are accompanied by two single faults, one
to the north of the adjacent faults and one to the south, and both the single faults are in the same
column.

6.3.3

Five Faults.

Five faults can occur as:

1.

1-1-1-1-1

an
YW
FF Y

SN

]-1-1-2
1-2-2
1-1-3
2-3
1-4
5

Theorem 4-4:

An array equipped to implement algorithm 4-24 will tolerate all occurrences of five

faults except those in which a row deformation is necessary, and which have faults north and south

of the fault requiring deformation in same column.

Proof:

These may occur as cases 5-2, 5-3, 5-4 or 5-5.

Case 5-1 in algorithm 4-24 is identical to case 5-1 in algorithm 4-12.

Figure

88 on page

225 shows one example of case 5-2 which can be tolerated by hardware supporting algorithm 4-24,
but was not tolerated by algonthm

4-12.

The row deformation

around the faults in cellfi,j],

cell(i,j+ 1], cell[i-n,j+ 1] and cell[i+m,j]j is identical to the previously described example of four
faults shown in Figure
are positive values.

86 on page 223

The value of ’m’ and ’n’ is not significant as long as they

The fifth fault may be located in any cell as long as it is not in columns con-

taining the other four faults.
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Figure

89 on page 226 shows an occurrence of case 5-3, with two faults in each of two rows, and

the fifth fault in any row, as long as it is not in one of the columns containing the other four faults.
If the four adjacent faults occur in cellli,j], cell{i,j+ 1], cell[i+ 1,j] and cell[i+ 1,j+ 1], then the configurations of cell[i-n,j-1] | 0< =n<
cell[i-n,j + 1] | 2< =n<
224.

=1, cell[i-n,j+ 1] |0< =n<

=i, cell[i-n,j] | 2< =n< =1 and

=1 is identical to the state of the same cells in case 4-2, Figure

87 on page

Cellli-1,j] and cell[i-1,;+ 1] both have adjacent faults to their immediate south and have the

same southern configuration and connection as cell[i-1,j] in the example of case 4-2 referenced
above.

Cells to the south of the four adjacent faults have configurations which are the mirror image of
those to the north of the faults.

The fifth fault may occur in any row and in any column except

column{j] and column|j + 1].

Figure 90 on page 227 and Figure 91 on page 228 show instances case 5-4, with three faults in one
row and two single faults. This fault pattern can be tolerated if the two single faults are not located
north and south of a fault requiring row deformation, with all three faults in the same column.

The number of occurrences of five faults tolerated by this algorithm makes it tedious process to
prove all of them.

Basically, an array with hardware to support algorithm 4-24 can tolerate any

number of faults as long as there is a fault-free path to a spare cell.

6.4

Coverage Analysis

An array with algorithm 4-24 installed covers all single, double and triple fault occurrences.

The

only occurrence of four faults not covered is adjacent faults with single faults to the north and the
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south in the same column as one of the adjacent faults.

There are nine ways to get adjacent faults

in one row, with the number of choices for the other two faults dependent upon in which row the

adjacent faults occur.

This yields 2x9x(2x8 + 4x7 + 6x6 + 8x5) = 2160 four-fault occurrences

which cannot be tolerated.

Five fault occurrences which cannot be reconfigured consist of the four fault configuration which
cannot be tolerated or three faults in one row with the single faults north and south of one of the
three faults which requires row deformation.
choose 3 out of 10 cells in a row.

To be conservative, there are

°

The occurrence in which the three faults Ne

= 120 ways to
all adjacent was

covered in the above calculation, as well as the case in which two were adjacent and one not adjacent. This leaves 120x2x(7 + 12 + 15 + 16) = 12000 ways to place the single faults north and south
of the center of the three faults, or a total of 12000 + 205200 = 217,200 five fault conditions which
cannot be tolerated.

These data are shown in Table 6 on page 218 and probability of survival for different lengths of
time compared to the array without algorithm 4-24 installed is given in Figure

81 on page 218.

A

plot of the information given in Table 6 is given in Figure 92 on page 229.

6.5

Cost of Implementation

The number of additional bits which must be transmitted by each cell to its logical neighbors to
enable implementation of this algorithm is 42, nine single latch bits and 33 fault register bits. Logic
estimates, again based on the simulation code, indicates the need of 149 ‘and’ gates, 76 inverters and

169 ‘or’ gates in the decoder, and 461 ‘and’ gates, 276 ‘or’ gates and 47 inverters in the fault register
logic. Total new logic is approximately 1200 gates.
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as the estimates in the previous algorithms because simulation was not as extensive on this algorithm as on the previous algorithms.

6.6

Time Complexity

In an ’m’ row by ’n’ column array, the worst-case reconfiguration would be the existence of two
faults which were not adjacent on one side of the array, with a fault in the northern most row in
the same column as the western fault.

If a single fault occurred in the same row on the opposite

boundary of the array, it would take approximately ‘m’ clock cycles for the information about the
new fault to propagate sufficiently to begin the row deformation.

Another ‘n’ cycles might be re-

quired to reach the point where the knowledge that the northern deformation is blocked and another ’n’ cycles to deform to the south.

6.7

Total time in a reconfiguration is m + 2n.

Embedding the Array Within a Processor] Switch

Lattice

Implementation of algorithm 4-24 would require seven vertical channels and two horizontal channels in the layout.

To decrease this number of conductors, investigation was done on methods of

embedding this array into a processor-switch lattice, with a reduced number of vertical channels.

There are two major problems when using a switch lattice for the communications network.
a method of isolating the faulty cells must be found.

First

In the scheme using direct-switched links, this

was done by having all cells with links to the faulty cell disable that link by opening a switch. When
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using a switch lattice, either the switches in the lattice which connect to the faulty cell must be
opened or the power must be removed from the cell.

The second problem which must be solved is distributed control for the switches of the lattice to
eliminate the single-point failure mode which is a feature of control schemes which use external
controllers to set the state of the communications network.

Kumar[Kuma8&4b] solved these problems by making control of the switch-lattice in the same plane
as the control cells for the computational plane.

Faulty cells or switches were isolated by placing

the control cells surrounding the faulty component in a quiescent state.

In this state, a cell would

not transfer any data from faulty components to fault-free components.

A cell in the quiescent state

could not become a member of an active array.
the quiescent cells of 0.

This was accomplished by assigning an s-value to

Reconfiguration around faulty cells is accomplished by moving the active

array to a fault-free area of the array.

The reconfiguration algorithms discussed in this and previous chapters provide mechanisms

for

isolating faulty cells in either the control or computation plane, but provide no control for the
communications network.

Zaidi’s path growth algorithm provided a distributed control mechanism

for the communications plane, but has a speed problem and does not address fault isolation.

The first method examined was an architecture which combines the control of the computation
plane and the communications network into one cell.

The cell in the control plane has control of

the computation cell and the switches of the communications network in its area.

To prevent the

loss of the communications network in the vicinity of a faulty cell, switch control must be shared
by at least two cells.

In this architecture, two serious problems exist.

One is still the isolation of faulty cells.

If control

of the switches is limited to two cells, and one becomes faulty, the fault must still be isolated.

This

can be done by placing additional switches into the control lines from a cell, with these switches
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under

the control of neighboring cells, or by devising a method of disconnecting power from the

faulty cell, thus eliminating all signals from the faulty cell. Either method requires a voting method
be used for allowing the fault-free neighbors to remove power from the faulty cell or for disconnecting its control output.

Because only the four physical neighbors of a cell would know of its

faulty state, the voters must consist of these four cells.
cells to become faulty and still operate properly.

A majority voter would allow one of these

If two of a cells neighbors become faulty, the voter

would not be functional.

A substitute for the voter might be a simple ‘or’ function of the enable terms, except two faulty cells
which were adjacent would be able to enable each other.

Also, if a cells four neighbors become

faulty, the cell would be disabled, leaving a block of five adjacent cells which were disabled, and
therefore eliminating a large portion of the communications network.

This would also take a fault

configuration of four faults which is tolerated by all four reconfiguration algorithms discussed and
turn it into a block of five faults which is not tolerated by any of the algorithms.

Therefore, if a distributed control function for the communications network is to be devised, the

control of the communications cannot be combined with control of the computation function.

The control plane envisioned by Kumar[Kuma84b]
network.

can be used to control the communications

This separate plane would have control of the communications network, and could be

used to isolate faulty cells in either the control or computation plane.

It was proven in [Kuma84b]

that this architecture could control both the state of the functional cells and the state of the communications path.

If provisions are made in the state pattern algorithm to treat a fault as a valid

state, then when a

fault occurred, the condition is communicated to the cells controlling the com-

munication network.

This change in state of one of the cells in the active array would then trigger

a new wave of state changes which would leave the communications network in the proper configuration to allow the cells which do not control switches to shift operations.
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An example of how this procedure would work is the single fault case. If a fault occurs in functional
cell ( as opposed to switch cell) it is detected by its four functional neighbors.

Instead of changing

the internal switch settings to achieve the proper connections for reconfiguration, the functional
cells pass the fault information to cells which control the communications network.

These cells

would then change the switch settings in the switch lattice to make the proper connections to start
the reconfiguration process.

The fault information is then passed to the neighboring functional cells

over the new network and they repeat the process of communicating the fault condition to switch
control cells.

Another possibility for setting the communications network would be imbedding the testing algorithm within the switch control plane.
entirely in the switch plane.

This would allow the reconfiguration process to be achieved

Switch control cells would start a state pattern growth process when

they detected a fault which would then force the proper functional cells to change to the proper
state for reconfiguration.

6.7.1

Reconfiguration Around Faulty Switches or Switch Control Cells

Reconfiguration around faulty switches can be accommodated by adding redundant switches and
communications links to the switch lattice.

However, the problem of faulty switches or switch

control cells re-introduces the original problem with the architecture.

Global reconfiguration is not

possible because the functions controlled by adjacent cells within the control plane is not necessarily
identical.

Some cells control switches, while their neighbors control functional cells. The operation

of a switch might be transferred to a functional cell, but the operations of a functional cell can not
be passed to a switch.

To embed the functional control plane within a switch-lattice, local reconfiguration must be introduced into the communications network.
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be interstitial reconfiguration [Sing88], with spare cells placed within the network which are not used
unless a neighboring cell or switch is found to be faulty.
example of how this system would work.
processor

Figure 93 on page 230 shows a simple

Shown on the left of the figure is a small section of a

switch lattice with no redundancy.

The control plane for this configuration is the

2-dimensional mesh shown below the lattice On the nght side of the figure is a modified lattice with
spare switches added to each pair of switches in the original lattice.
chitecture is shown below it.

The control plane for this ar-

Control cells marked with an “S” control the spare switches.

Their

function in a fault- free system is to monitor the two neighboring control cells to detect a fault in
either the control cells or their associated switches.

If a fault occurs in a switch, its control cell will

set a status bit which would notify its four neighbors and the spare cell of the condition.
cells would then disconnect communications

These five

to both the faulty switch and to its control cell.

Communications would be enabled to the spare cell and its switch.

Figure 93 on page 230 shows

enabled communications links in solid lines and disabled links in dashed lines. The right side of the
figure shows the configuration of the lattice and its control cells after the reconfiguration process.
The spare cell has taken on the fault-free state of the faulty cell, an connected to the same four cells
to which the faulty cell was previously connected.

The state pattern of the communication plane

control cells is not changed, and global reconfiguration is not necessary.
Additional fault coverage can be handled by adding additional redundant cells. Singh[Sing88] shows
schemes of redundancy from 100% to 25%.
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Table

6.

Coverage Analysis Results Algorithm 4-24

MBWwWN=

Faults

Possibile

Covered

Percentage

100
4950
161,700
3.92 10°
7.53x107

100
4950
161700
3.92x10°
7.51x10?

100
100
100
99.9
99.7

64 Cell Active Array
2 Spare Columns 2 Spare Rows
lambda = 0.0001
t

W/O

0
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
200
220
240

180

SPARES

W/SPARES

1

W/O

1
0.879853
0.774142
0.681131
0.599296
0.527292
0.46394
0.408199
0.359155

]
1
0.999996
0.999963
0.99983
0.999459
0.998643
0.997112
0.994551

10
30
50
70
90
110
130
{50
170

0.938005
0.825307
0.726149
0.638905
0.562142
0.494603
0.435178
0.382893
0.33689

]
0.999999
0.999986
0.999916
0.999686
0.999123
0.997986
0.995981
0.992782

0.278037
0.244632
0.21524

0.985021
0.977425
0.967591

210
230
250

0.2608
0.229466
0.201897

0.981488
0.972801
0.961772

0.316004

Figure 81.
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7.0

Simulation

The stated results for this algorithm, and algorithm 4-12 and 4-24 were verified with a program
written in the “C” language.

1.

algor_x.c

The simulator is broken into ten files.

This file contains the code to simulate the reconfiguration algorithm.

This code

determines which of the communications links is enabled by each cell in the array.

2.

cell.c

This file contains the code to simulate the high-level control of each cell. This sub-

routine takes the input from sim_x.c that consists of the cell number and the clock cycle being
simulated, and makes the calls to the appropriate function to be executed during this particular
cycle.

3.

faultrg_x.c This file contains the code for the logic which is used to set bits in the fault register
and the auxiliary bits, which are simple latches, and not two phased latches as is the fault register.

4.

graphics.c

The code in this subroutine runs at the end of each major clock cycle and at the

end of simulation.

Simulation

It displays on the console of a PC the communications links which are
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enabled and the cells of the array.

Faulty cells are displayed as filled white circles and fault-free

cells as unfilled circles.

5.

init.c

This code runs on the initial pass and clears all cell parameters.

6.

newstate.c

This file would represent the code necessary to simulate the state pattern growth

algorithm.

To speed the simulation of the reconfiguration process, this is an empty file at

present and the growth algorithm call is disabled.

7.

mnewsval.c

This file contains code which computes

Kumar’s algorithm.

8.

transmit.c
Simulated

the s-value of each cell according to

This code is functional but is not called to speed simulation.

This file contains code which simulates the transmission of data between cells.
transmission

is accomplished

by writing the output

data into

an array called

cell output.

The number of elements in this array is 24 to allow the code to be used in all

algorithms.

In algorithm 2-10, only output values 0 thru 9 are used.

output array elements is at the top of the file transmit.c.

The definitions of the

Elements are assigned 0 thru 23 to

represent the communications link to a particular neighbor.

Assignments are made to insure

that the sum of the array element used to transmit data by one cell to another 1s 23 -(the array
element used to receive data by the other cell).
cell[i,j-1] is ‘0’ in cellfi,j] and ‘23’ in cell[i,j-1].

Example, the connection between cellli,j] and
If data is not written into an output element, it

is cleared.

9.

sim_x.c

This is the main program.

It simulates operation of the master clock and transmits

cell numbers and clock cycles to cell.c.

10.

receive.c This code simulates the reception of data by each cell. The code examines the values
of the communications links to the north, south, east and west and writes the data from the

appropriate output array into an input register.

Simulation

For example, if the north link is specified to
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be north-east, which is assigned the logical element 4 in the output array, receive.c will take the
contents of cell_output[cell_number - 9][19] and write it into celll1,j]’s input registers.

Simulation is done assuming all faults occur simultaneously.
transmitting fault data to neighboring cells.

This creates the most difficulty in

The main program, sim_x, cycles through the minor

clock cycle and updates the term major_clock_cycle each complete pass through the minor clock
cycle chain.

For each minor clock cycle, a call is issued to subroutine ‘cell’ which takes the input

clock cycle, determines which function should be called, and issues the call.

In minor cycle 1,

transmit to the north and west is done, and receive from the south and east. Cycle 2 causes transmit
south and east and receive from north and west.

Cycle 3 is a compute s-value cycle.

Cycle 4 is

used to transmit fault register and state data to the north and west and receive the same from the
south and east and cycle 5 causes data to be transmitted to the south and east and to be received
from the north and west.

Cycle 6 is the compute-new-state, which is not coded in this simulator,

and reconfigure cycle.

Faults are injected by reading a

file called ‘stmulation.in’ which contains the number of faults to

be injected and their cell numbers, 0 thru 99, on each line.

The main program reads one line of this

file, initializes all variables in the simulation, and then sets the state of cells in which faults are to

be injected to Oxf. Any cell receiving a state value of Oxf from a neighbor will set the bit in its fault
register which corresponds to that cell being faulty.

Normal state conditions are that all cells have

a state of ‘1’. If a cell receives any state other than Oxf or ‘1’, it will ignore the input and determine
that the other cell is not connected to the same link.

The simulator is set to run for a period of 25 major clock cycles and then halt, displaying a graphical
representation of the state of the array on the personal computer screen.

Source code for each of the simulator files is included in Appendix A.

Figure 94 on page 234 shows

a flow-chart of the simulator.

Simulation
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8.0

Conclusions and Future Research Opportunities

Reconfiguration algorithms offering various advantages and costs have been provided for the control cells in Kumar’s

[Kumar84b]

architecture which determine the state of the execution cells.

However, these algorithms assume separate control of the communications network.

One possible

method of implementing local reconfiguration into the control of the communications network was
presented, although it was not proven that it would function as desired.

In using these algorithms, the problems associated with other reconfiguration schemes are eliminated.

Others assume that the communications section of a faulty cell is always fault-free[Royc90].

Faulty cells are isolated in the algorithms presented in this work, and no part of the faulty cell is
assigned any duty.
with simulation.

Control of these reconfigurations is distributed, and control has been confirmed
Other algorithms have claimed to be distributable, but are described as if the

control is centralized [Royc90] [Chea90].

Speed of the systolic array is maintained by implementing

the algorithms with direct connections, rather than switch lattices as in [Patr89] or large switch
networks.

This allows each connection to be minimum length.

[Yann86] cannot tolerate concur-

rent faults, which presents no problem to hardware implementing these algorithms, and the final
configuration of the array depends only upon the fault pattern, and not on the order in which the
faults occurred.

Although these algorithms do not achieve the fault-tolerance of a “FUSS” type

Conclusions and Future Research Opportunities
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algorithm [Chea90], they are much more simple to implement, and achieve their results without
resorting to extremely long communications paths.

8.1

Open Problems

Although not a problem, investigation into allowing reconfiguration on a diagonal should be made.
A great amount of logic was added to force the final configuration of the array to depend only upon
the final fault pattern, and not upon the order in which the faults occurred.

Some advantages may

be gained if the algorithms are changed to allow the algorithms to take into account the current
configuration of the array when configuring around a new fault.
two algorithms presented.

An example of this is in the final

If a fault exists west of a new column deformation, the algorithms force

the column deformation to reverse itself. Logic could be reduced if the row deformation is reversed
when a column deformation is encountered.

It may also be possible to gain some advantages in

algorithm 4-24 by allowing configuration on the diagonal when a row deformation encounters a
column deformation that is stable.

Connections exist in the 24-cell neighborhood that could sup-

port the diagonal reconfiguration, but this would change the final configuration based on order of
faults.

Future research should investigate the possibility of implementing a control scheme for the communications network which offers local reconfiguration.

Work can also be done investigating new

methods of implementing the global reconfiguration algorithms presented here, with emphasis on
reducing the amount of logic needed to implement these algorithms.

No effort was made in this

research to use minimum logic to execute the algorithms.

Conclusions and Future Research Opportunities
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Another research project should also include the capabilities of real-time reconfiguration.

The high

speed with which these arrays handle data makes it important to recover from faulty conditions as
quickly as possible, and to recover without losing data already generated.

Conclusions and Future Research Opportunities
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Appendix A. Simulation Source Code

A.l
[RR

Simulate.c
RRR

File

RR

TOR TR RRR TH ARERR ATR AOR

INR

RR

AR I

RAR AAR EE

simulate.c

This is a generic file, some of the variables are not used

in all algorithms.
This is the main program of the simulation. This file
generates the clock pulses which trigger the cells
RTA

IIR

ERR

EAR

#include < graphics.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <stdio.h>
FILE *output_file
FILE *fopen()
FILE *input_file

[ER

IR

GLOBAL

WR

KK

IR

TR TI

VARIABLE
i

EER

RENAE

IR

RIOR

RRA

RAO

DEFINITIONS

OR

OR RK

RE

RNASE

ROR IO

ORONO

AOR

AC

OKO

RHEE

AK

2K

SERRE

HERA

ERAT

|

ER

tk

int north_link[100],
/* connection to northern neighbor*/
south_link[100],
east_link[100],
west_link[{100],
row_deformation_north_blocker[100],
row_deformation_northeast_blocker/100],
row_deformation_northwest_blocker[100],
row_deformation_northwest_blocker({100],
row_deformation_east[100][2],
row_deformation_west[100][2],
clock_cycle,

cell_number,
s_value[100],
state[100],
connection_valid[100][24], /* used to disable connections to
non existant cells

*/

north_west_is_faulty[100], /* immediate neighbor is faulty */
south_west_is_faulty[100],
south_east_is_faulty[100],
north_east_is_faulty[100],
east_is_faulty[100],west_is_faulty[100],
fareast_is_faulty[100],
farwest_is_faulty[100],
s_value_register[100](4|
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lnpgt_from_north[100][2],
input_from_east[{100][2],
input_from_south(100]{2],
cell_output[100][24][2],
input_from_west[100|[2],

fault_register[100],
fault_register_delayed[100]
[ROR

ARO

ROR

FUNCTION

SRO

ROR

ROOK

ROI

III

PROTOTYPE
RIOR

ORR

ROR ROR

TORIC

IR

DEFINITIONS

OR ROK OR

OR nO

ROK ORR

RAH

ROR Rokk

7

extern void run_cell(int cell_number, int clock_cycle)
extern void initialize{int cell_number)
extern void reconfigure(int cell_number)
extern void transmit(int cycle, int operation, int cell_number)
/* cycle = 1 or 2 for first or second*/
extern void receive(int cycle, int operation, int cell_ number)
/* operation = 1 or 2 for svalue or state */
extern void compute_svalue(int cell_ number)
extern void compute_state(int cell_number)
extern void graph(void)
extern void set_fault_register(int cell_number)
int main()
{ ;* begin main */
/* local variable definitions
int master_clock_cycles = 0

*/
/* indicates the clock cycle

currently being simulated
*/
int i, j, k, number_of_faults
char display = ‘0’ /* local variables */

output_file = fopen("simulate.out”,”w”) /* clears output file */
fclose(output_file)
output_file = fopen("simulate.out”,’a”) /* opens file to write */
input_file = fopen("simulate.in”,’r”)
fscanf(input_file,” %d" ,&number_of_ faults)
/* get number of faults first test*/
while(number_of_faults != 0)
{ /* begin while */
for(cell_ number = 0 cell_number < = 99; cell_number+ +)
initialize(cell_number)
/* call initialization function to set up the
initial communications paramaters
*/
for(j = 1 j < = number_of_faults;
j+ +)
{ fscanf(input_file,” %d”,&cell_number)
State[cell_ number] = Oxf
} /* get list of faulty cells and set states */
while((master_clock_cycles != 25) )
{ /* begin simulation cycle, runs for 25 major clock cycles */
for(clock_cycle = 1 clock_cycle < = 11; + + clock_cycle)
{ /* begin clock pulse “for” loop
*/
/* minor clock cycles
/* set pulse to cycle from beginning */
if(clock_cycle = = 1)
{ /* begin if */
+ + master_clock_cycles
clock_cycle = 6
/* bypass the s_value portion of the code
cells are not currently programed to
calculate the s_value for reasons of speed */
}

/*

end

if clock

=

=

1

*/
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for(cell number = 0 cell_number < =99; + +cell_number)
run_cell(cell_number,clock_cycle)
/* cycle through cell operations each clock cycle

*/

} /* end clock pulse “for” loop */
/* print fault register at the end of each cycle,
comment out these lines if only final registers are needed */
for(i=Oi < =99;1+ +)

{

if( '(1°%10)) fprintf(output_file,”\n”)
if(state[i] != Oxf) fprintf(output_file,”%8Ix ”
fault_register_delayed[i])
fprintf(output_file,” --“)

fprintf(output_file,”\n”)
} /* end while master_clock_cycles!=
master_clock_cycles
if(display

= =

'0’)

25

*/

= 0 /* reset master clock for next run */
graph()

/* display array configuration on screen */
getch() /* halt at end of display */
fscanf(input_file,”%d",&number_of_faults)
} /* end while

number of faults!'= 0

*/

return (0)
} /* end main */

A.2
OO

Intt.c
RR ROE

Initialize.c

RK EE EK ERR

KEK REE KEKE REE

KEKE KERR EEK

KR EK KEK ERK

This file will initialize all parameters to

the initial conditions, communications will be
north = 1, south = 3, east = 2 and west = 1.

The code is expandable to a neighborhood of all cells

with distance 3 or less.
This is a generic file, not all variables are used in

all algorithms.

the scheme is

8
73

5

1

9
10
41211

620
X 23 2117
1219 22 20 16
13 18 15
14

The value of north_link, ect is set to the value of the connetion
shown in the above diamond whenever a connection is to be made. Both
cells must want to connect. If cell (x) has a connection “0” enabled,
then (x-1) must have "2", or some other cell have a connection set
which corresponds to cell =(x)’s connection 0. The relative position of
the numbers in the above diamond correspond to the physical position of
the cell to which that number is associated. Initial conditions are
for each cell to enable 0,1,23 and 22. This produces a 2-dimensional
Jattice connection. These numbers were selected because adding
an enabled port within one cell to the associated port in an
adjoining cell produces the value 23 and makes coding easier. If a
cell outputs to its northern neighbor on port 3, it would expect to
receive data from that same cells port 20.
BUI

IC

ACI

CR

CIO IO

ICE

A AAAI

AOR ACR IR A HR

A AAR AR

HH

extern long input_from_north[100][2],input_from_south[100][2],
input_from_east{100][2],input_from_west[]00][2];
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extern int north_link[100], south_link[100],
east_link[100], west_link[100}];
extern long fault_register[100],fault_register_delayed[100];
extern int connection_valid[100][24],
s_value[100],
north_west_is_faulty[100],
north_east_is_faulty[100],
east_is_faulty[100],
west_is_faulty[100],
state[100],
south_west_is_faulty[100],
south_east_is_faulty[100],
fareast_is_faulty[100],
farwest_is_faulty[100],
row_deformation_north_blocker[100],
row_deformation_northeast_blocker(100],
row_deformation_northwest_blocker[100],
row_deformation_east[100][2],
row_deformation_west[100][2];
void initialize(cell_number)
{ /* begin initialize

*/

int i; /* indexing variable */
north_link[cell_number] = 1,
south_link[cell_number] = 22;
east_link[cell_ number] = _
west_link{cell_number] =
rou defocmation north, blecker[cell_ number] = 0;
row_deformation_northeast_blocker(cell_number] = 0;
row_deformation_northwest_blocker(cell_number] = 0;
row_deformation_northwest_blocker(cell_number] = 0;
row_deformation_east(cell_number][0] =
row_deformation_west[cell_number][0] =
row_deformation_east[cel]_number][1] =
row_deformation_west[cell_number][1] =
s_value{cell_number] = 1;
state[cell_number] = 1;
north_west_is _faulty[cell__ number] = 0;
north_east_is_faulty[cell_ number} = 0;
south_ west_ is_faulty[cell_number] = 0;
south_east_is_faulty[cell_number] = 0;
east_is faulty[cell_number] =
west_is_faulty(cell_number] = 0;
farwest_is_faulty(cell_number] =
fareast_is_faulty[cell_number] =

&

,

input_from_north(cell_number|[0] =
input_from_south[cell_number][0] =
input_from_west{cell_number][0] =
input_from_east{cell_number][0] =
input_from_north[cell_number][1]
input_from_south|cell_number][1] =
input_from_west{cell_number][1] =
input_from_east{cell_number][1] =
fault_register[cell_ number] =
fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
for(i=0;1<24;1+

Oo

0;

o
0;

= 0;

+)

-

a8

822

connection_valid[cell_number]fi] = 1; /* set all ports valid */
/* next code disables ports to non-existent cells */
if(cell_number < 10) {
connection_valid{cell_number][1]
connection_valid{cell_number|[7]
connection_valid{cell_number][3]
connection_valid[cell_number][4]
connection_valid[cell_number][11]=
} /* these cells have no northern neighbor */
if(cell_ number < 20) {
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connection_valid{cell_number][8] =
connection_valid{cell_number][5] = 0;
connection_valid/cell_number][10}]= 0;
if(cell number < 30) connection_valid{cell_number][9] = 0;
if(cell_ number > 69) connection_valid[cell_number][14] = 0;
if(cell number > 79){
connection_valid[cell_number][13] = 0;
connection_valid[cell_number][18] = 0;
connection_valid{cell_number][!5] = 0;

}

~

209000
~
~

if(cell_ number > 89) {
connection_valid{cell_number]{12]
connection_valid[cell_number][19]
connection_validicel]_number][22]
connection_valid{cell_number
[20 ]
connection_valid[cell_number][16 ]

}

if((cell number %10)= =
connection_valid[cell_number][13] = o
connection_validjcell_number][19] =
connection_valid[cell_number][0] = 0;
connection_valid[cell_number][3] = 0;
connection_valid{cell_number][8}] = 0
connection_valid[cell_number][12] = 0;
0
connection_valid[cell_number][7]
connection_valid(cell_number][2]
0;
0
connection_valid[cell_number][6]
0;

}

if(((cell_mumber -1) %10)= =0)
connection_valid{cell_number][12]
connection_valid[cell_number][2]
connection_valid[cell_number][7]
connection_validicell_number][6]

{

= 0;
= 0
= 0;
= 0

if(((cell_ number

+3)%10)=

we

wee
~

wow
ttt
Ww

we

aed

-

~

tt

connection_valid{cell_ number][16 ]
connection_valid|cell_number][17 ]

Hou

}

if(((cell_ number +2) %10)= = 0
connection_valid[cell_number][1 1]
connection_valid/cell_ number]{21]

go°o9°0

connection_valid[cell_number][15]
connection_valid{cell_number][1 1]
connection_valid{cell_number][21]
connection_valid[cell_number]/16]
connection_validjcell_number][17]

~

connection_validjcell_number][20]

=

osfooeso™

if(((cell_ number -2)% 10)= =0) connection_valid[cell_number][6]
if(((cell_ number +1) %10)= =0) {
connection_valid[cell_number][i0]= Oo
connection_valid[cell_number][4]=
connection_valid|cell_number][23]

= 0) connection_validjcell_number][17]

=

} /* end initialize */

A.3

Cell.c

[RRR

ERA

REAR EERE REE REE ARERR ER ERE RARER EEE AREER EERE RAR ERE EERE

AEE

FILE cell.c This file represents the normal control
functions of the control logic. When called, it will
cal] the proper operation function, depending upon the
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clock cycle
FEO

#include

OCC

IG

CISCO

IGIOIC

ICG

UGC

ICR TOIT

I AOR RAR I RAH AIK

|

<stdio.h>

extern state[100];

void run_cell(cell_number, clock_cycle)
{ /* begin cell operations */
switch ( clock_cycle)

{

case
case
case
case
case 5:

1: transmit(1,1,cell_number); break;
2: receive(1,1,cell_number); break;
3: transmit(2,1,cell_number); break;
4: receive(2,],cell_ number); break;
compute_svalue(cell_number); break;

case 6: transmit(1,2,cell_number); break;
case 7: receive(1,2,cell_ number); break;

case 8: transmit(2,2,cell_ number); break;
case 9: receive(2,2,cell_number); break;

case 10: {
set_fault_register(cell_number),
/*compute_state(cell_ number);
* treconfigure(cell_number);
break;

} /* end switch */
} /* end cell operations */

A.4
[PR

Transmit.c
KK KR

RR HR

RH

A

HO

IR

RR

RO

File transmit.c This function transmits the proper output
from each cell. It takes two input values, both integers.
if input 1 is 1, then the transmit is an s_value, it it is
2, then the transmit is a state value and reconfiguration
information
BEC

IIRC

#include

UI ICI

GIORGIO

CI

I

RICCI

AC ICICI OR IO IIR IR

/

<stdio.h>

extern int
s_value[100],
state[100],
multiple_faults[100],north_west_is_faulty[100],
south_west_is_faulty[100],north_east_is_faulty[100],
south_east_is_faulty{100)],
fault_in_critical_region[100],
fault_in_critical_region_north[100],
fault_in_critical_region_south[100],
north_link[100],
east_link[100],
west_link[100],
south_link[100],
row_deformation_north_blocker([100],
row_deformation_northeast_blocker[100],
row_deformation_northwest_blocker[100],
row_deformation_east[100][2],
row_deformation_west[100][2];
extern long
fault_register[100],
cell_output[100][24][2];
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void transmit(cycle,operation,cell_
number)
{ /* begin transmit function */
long int output[2};
/* local temporary holding register */
int i,};

if(state[cell_ number] != Oxf) {
if(operation = = 1 ) output[0] = s_value[cell_number];
else {
output(0] = state[cell_ number];
if(row_deformation_north_blocker[cell_number])
output[0] = output[O] |
0x20000;
if(row_deformation_northwest_blocker[cell_number])
output[O] = output(0]|
0x40000;
if(row_deformation_northeast_blocker|cell_number))
output(0] = output/O]!
0x800000;
if(row_deformation_east{cell_number][0])
output[O] = output[O] | Ox1000000;
if(row_deformation_west{cell_number][0])
output(0] = output[O] | 0x2000000;
if(north_west_is_faulty[cell_number])
output[0] = output[O] | 0x10000000;
if(south_west_is_faulty[cell_number])

output(0] = output(O] | 0x20000000;
if(north_east_is_faulty[cell_number])
output[0] = output(O] | 0x40000000;
if(south_east_is_faulty[cell_number])
output[0] = output(0] | 0x80000000;
output(l]

=

fault_register[cell_number];

}

} else { output[0] = Oxf; output[1] = 0; }
if(cycle = = 1 && operation = = 1)

{

{

for(i = 0;1<24,i+ +)

cell_output[cell_ number]fi][0] = 0;
cell_output(cell_number]fi][i] = 0
} /* this
read an
since it
the cell

code sets up
input which
is attempting
on the other

}

if(cycle ==

the output connections- any cell attempting to
is all zeroes will ignore the input
to complete a connection while
end is not *****#*#REKEARHAERAEHRS/

1)

cell_output{cell_number][north_link[cell_number]][0] =
cell_output[cell_number][north_link{cell_number]][1] =
cell_output[cell_number][west_link[cell_number]][0] =
cell_output{cell_number][west_link(cell_number||{1] =

}

output(0];
output[]];
output/0];
output(1];

else if(cycle = = 2)
cell_output[cell_number][east_link[(cell_number]][0] =
cell_output(cell_
number ][east_link(cell_number]f[1] =
cell_output{cell_number][south_link{cell_number]|[0]
cell_output[cell_number][south_link[cell_number]][1]
RAO

ICI

ICICIIG

III

GCI ICICI

special code for faulty cells , all outputs = Oxf

FOR

TOR

ROS

RIOR SOR IRA

IR AOR TIARA

if(operation = = 2 && state[cell_ number]
for(i=0;i< = 23;1+ +)
cell_output[cell_number][i][0] = Oxf;

AOR I

output[0];
output{1];
= output/0];
= output{1];

COACH

AOE SRK

RE ARE

RE

AR EE

7

= = Oxf)

} /* end transmit function */
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A.S

Recetve.c

PROB; GOI

IOI

UIGI OUI

File receive.c

I

GIORGIO

TORIC

I TIC ATO

ICR RAT

ROR RO AK Ie

This function receives data from other cells.

It requires two parameters, cycle and operation.

if cycle is a

1, the receive is from cells which are the logical south and

east neighbors.

If cycle is a 2, the reception is from north and

west.
If operation is a 1, the data is s_value, a 2 indicates state and
fault information

THIS VERSION OF RECEIVE IS CODED ONLY FOR THE 10 NEIGHBOR
VERSION OF THE CONNECTIONS, WITH SPARE COLUMNS ON EITHER
OIRO

#include

RIO

TOR IO

RIOR OR ATR

OR

TOR A

FOR A IRR

I

FOR IR

RA

OA

RAE

END

AH

<stdio.h>

extern long
input_from_north[100][2],
input_from_south[100]/2),
cell_output(100}[24][2),
input_from_east(100][2],
input_from_west[100][2];

extern connection_valid[100](24],

s_value_register[100][4],
north_link[100],
south_link[100),
east_link[100],
west_link[{100];

void receive(cycle, operation,cell_number)
{ /* begin reception function */
int i;

if(cycle = = 1 && operation = = 1)
{ /* read s-value from south and eastern neighbors */
if(connection_valid(cell_number][south_link[cell_number]])
switch(south_link(cell_number] )
case 22: s_value_register[cell_number][0] =
cell_output[cell_number + 10][1]/0]; break;
case 19: s_value_register[cell_number][0] =
cell_output(cell_number + 9][4][0]; break;
case 20: s_value_register[cell_number][0] =
cell_output(cell_number + 11][3][0]; break;
case 18: s_value_register[cell_number][0] =
cell_output[cell_number + 20][5][0]; break;
} /* end south link switch */
} /* end if connection south valid */

else

s_value_register[cell_number][0]

=

0;

if(connection_valid{cell_number][east_link[cell_number]J])
{ /* read east neighbor output */
switch(east_link{cell_number] )
case 23: s_value_register[cell_number][1] =
cell_output(cell_number + 1][0][0]; break;
case 21: s_value_register[cell_number][1] =
cell_output(cell_ number + 2][2][0]; break;
} /* end east switch */
} /* end east validation code */
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else
s_value_register[cell_number][1] =
} /* end if cycle and oper = 1 */

if(cycle

= =

2 &&

operation

= =

0;

1)

if(connection_valid[cell_number][north_link(cell_number]])
{ /* read north neighbor output */
switch(north_link[cell_number])

{

case 3: s_value_register[cell_number][2] =
cell_output[cell_number - 11][20][0]; break;
case 1: s_value_register[cell_number][2] =
cell_output(cell_number - 10][22][0]; break;
case 4: s_value_register[cell_number][2] =
cell_output[cell_number - 9][19][0]; break;
} /* end north switch */
} * end if valid north connection */
else
s_value_register[cell_number][2] = 0;
if(connection_valid[cell_number][west_link[cell_number]])
switch(west_link[cell_number])
case 0: s_value_register[cell_number][3]

cell_output(cell_ number

-1][23][OJ; break,

=

case 2: s_value_register[cel]_number][3] =
cell_outputfcell_number - 2][21}{0]; break;
} /* end west input */
else s_value_register[cell_number}[3] = 0;
} /* end cycle 2 operation 1 input */

if(operation = = 2 && cycle = = 1)
{ /* read state and fault information from south and
eastern neighbors */
if(connection_valid[cell_number][south_link[cell_number]])
switch(south_link{cell_number] )
case 22:{
input_from_south{cell_number][0] =
cell_output[cell_number + 10][1][0];
input_from_south{[cell_number][1] =
cell_output(cell_ number + 10][1][1]; break; }
case 19:{
input_from_south{cell_number][0] =
cell_output(cell_ number

+ 9][4][0];

input_from_south{cell_number][1] =
cell_output[cell_number + 9][4][1]; break; }
case 20:{
input_from_south[cell_number][0] =
cell_output[cell_ number + 11][3][0];
input_from_south[cell_number][1] =
cell_output{cell_ number + 11][3][1]; break;}
case 18:{
input_from_south|cell_number]j0] =
cell_output(cell_ number + 20][5][0];
input_from_south[cell_number][!] =
cell_output(cell_ number + 20][5][1]; break;}
case 14:{
input_from_south[cell_number][0] =
cell_output[(cell_number + 30][9][0];
input_from_south{cell_number|[!] =
cell_output[(cell_ number + 30](9][1]; break;}
} /* end south link switch */
} /* end if connection south valid */

else { input_from_south{cell_number][0]
input_from_south{cell_number][1] = 0;

=

}

0;

if(connection_valid[cell_number][east_link(cell_number]]})
{ /* read east neighbor output */
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switch(east_link[cell_number] )
case 23:{
input_from_east[cell_number][0] =
cell output{cell_ number + 1][O][0};
input_from_east{cell_number][1] =
cell_outputi[cell number + 1][OJ[1];
break; }

case 21:{

input_from_east{cell_number][0] =
cell_output(cell number + 2][2][0];
input_from_east[cell_number][1] =
cell_output(cell_ number + 2][2][1]; break;}
case 20:{
input_from_eastfcell_number][0] =
cell_output[cell_number + 11][3][0];
input_from_east(cell_number][1] =
cell_outputfcell_number + 11][3][1]; break;}
case 4:{
input_from_east{cell_number][0] =
cell_outputfcell_number - 9][19][0];
input_from_east[cell_number][]] =
cell_output(cell_number - 9][19][1];
break; }
} /* end east switch */
} /* end east validation code */

else {
input_from_east[cell_number][0]
input_from_east{cell_number][1]
} /* end else */
} * end if cycle and oper = 1
if(cycle = = 2 && operation =

=
=

0;
0;

*/
= 2)

if(connection_valid[cel!_number][north_link[cell_number]])
{ /* read north neighbor output */
switch(north_link(cell_number])
case 3:{
input_from_north[cell_number][0] =
cell_output{cell_number - 11][20][0];
input_from_north[cell_number][1] =
cell_output{cell_number - 11][20][1];
break; }
case 1:{
input_from_north[ceil_number][0] =
cell_output(cell_number - 10}[22][0];
input_from_north[cell_number][1] =
cell_output(cell_number - 10][22][1];

break;}
case 4:{
input_from_north{cell_number][0]

=

cell_output[cell_number - 9][19][0];

input_from_north{cell_number][1] =
cell_output{cell_number - 9][19][1];
break; }
case 5:{
input_from_north[cell_number][0] =
cell_output[cell_number - 20][18][0];
input_from_north{cell_number][1] =
cell_output(cell_number - 20/(18][1];
break; }
case 9:{
input_from_north[cell_number][0] =
cell_outputfcell_number - 30][14][0];
input_from_north[cell_number][1] =
celi_outputjcell_number - 30][14][1];
break; }
} /* end north switch */

} /* end if valid north connection */

else {
input_from_north{cell_number][0]

=

0;
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input_from_north{cell_number][1]

=

0;

if(connection_valid[cell_number|[west_link[cell_number]])
switch(west_link[cell_number])

case 0:{
input_from_west[cell_number][0] =
cell_output[cell_ number -1][23][0];
input_from_west{cell_number][1] =
cell_output[cell_ number -1][23][1]; break;}
case 2:{
input_from_west{cell_number][0] =
cell_output{cell_number - 2][21][0];
input_from_west[cell_number][1] =
cell_output{cell_number - 2][21][1]; break; }
case 3:{
input_from_west[cell_number][0] =
cell_output(cell_number - 11][20][0];
input_from_west[cell_number][1] =
cell_output[cell_ number - 11][20][1]; break; }
case 19:{
input_from_west[cell_number][0] =
cel]_output{cell_number + 9][4][0];
input_from_west{cell_number][1] =
cell_output(cell_ number + 9][4][1]; break; }
} /* end west input */
else{
input_from_west[cell_number][0] = 0;
input_from_west[cell_number][1] = 0
} /* end cycle 2 operation 2 input */
} /* end reception function */

A.6

Newsval.c

[BEREAN

RAR

AE EE EERE

EERE

EE REAR

REA

A REE R EEE

EERE REE

EERE

EERE

File newsval.c This function computes the new s_value
of acell. Input parameter is the cell_number
HARRI

REA

#include

E ER ERE

RRR

REA

ARR

RK RR RARER

RRR

ERE

RRA

REE

ER ARE

<stdio.h>

extern s_value[100], s_value_register[100][4];
extern state[100);

void compute_svalue(cell_number)
{ /* begin new s value computation */
int j,i; /* indexing variable */
s_valuefcell_ number]
for(i

=

1,51 <

451+

= s_value_register[cell_number][0};
+)

/* find minimum

*/

if(s_value[cell_ number] > s_value_register[cell_number][i])
s_value[cell_ number] = s_value_register[cell_number][i];
++

s_value[cell_number];

} /* end new s function */

A.7
#include
#include

Graphics.c
< graphics.h>
<stdlib.h>
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#include
Hinclude

<conio.h>
<stdio.h>

extern int north_link[100],south_link[100],
east_link[100],west_link[100];
extern int connection_valid[100][24],state[100];
_~

void graph()

/* begin graphics routine */

/* request auto detection */

int g driver = DETECT, g_mode, errorcode;
int x_cord, y_cord, temp;

int radius =
int i,j,cell;

12;

int south[100][2] = {20,32 ,80,32, 140,32, 200,32,
260,32, 320,32, 380,32, 440,32, 500,32, 560,32,
20,80, 80,80, 140,80, 200,80, 260,80, 320,80,
380,80, 440,80, 500,80, 560,80,
20,128 ,80,128,140,128,200,128,260,128,320,128,380,128,

440,128 ,500,128,560,128,

20,176,80,176,140,176,200,176,260,176,320,176,380,176,
440,176,500,176,560,176,
20,224 ,80,224,140,224,200,224,260,224,320,224,380,224,
440 ,224,500,224,560,224,
20,272,80,272,140,272,200,272,260,272,320,272,380,272,
440,272,500,272,560,272,
20,320,80,320,140,320,200,320,260,320,320,320,380,320,
440,320,500,320,560,320,
20,368 80,368 140,368,200 368,260,368 ,320,368,380,368,
440 368,500,368 560,368,

20,416,80,416,140,416,200,416,260,416,320,416,380,416,
440,416,500,416,560,416,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 };
int north{100][2] = {
0,0 ,0,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0,
20,56, 80,56, 140,56, 200,56, 260,56, 320,56, 380,56,

440,56, 500,56, 560,56,
20,104 ,80,104,140,104,200,104,260,104,320,104,380,104,440,104,
500,104,560,104,
20,152,80,152,140,152,200,152,260,152,320,152,380,152,440,152,
500,152,560,152,
20,200,80,200,140,200,200,200,260,200,320,200,380,200,440,200,
500,200,560,200,
20,248 ,80,248,140,248,200,248
260,248 320,248 380,248 440,248,
500,248 560,248,
20,296,80,296,140,296,200,296,260
296,320,296 380,296,440 296,

500,296,560,296,
20,344 ,80,344,140,344 200,344 260,344 320,344 380,344 440,344,
500,344,560 ,344,

20,392,80,392,140,392,200,392,260,392,320,392,380,392,440,392,
500,392,560,392,
20,440,80,440,140,440,200,440,260,440,320,440,380,440,440,440,
500,440,560,440

int east(100][2] = {32,20 ,92,20, 152,20, 212,20, 272,20, 332,
20, 392,20, 452,20, 512,20, 0,0,
32,68 ,92,68, 152,68, 212,68, 272,68, 332,68, 392,68, 452,68,
512,68, 0,0,
32,116 ,92,116, 152,116, 212,116, 272,116, 332,116, 392,116,
452,116, 512,116, 0,0,
32,164 92,164, 152,164, 212,164, 272,164, 332,164, 392,164,
452,164, 512,164, 0,0,
32,212 92,212, 152,212, 212,212, 272,212, 332,212, 392,212,
452,212, 512,212, 0,0,
32,260 ,92,260, 152,260, 212,260, 272,260, 332,260, 392,260,
452,260, 512,260, 0,0,
32,308 ,92,308, 152,308, 212,308, 272,308, 332,308, 392,308,
452,308, 512,308, 0,0,
32,356 ,92,356, 152,356, 212,356, 272,356, 332,356, 392,356,
452,356, 512,356, 0,0,
};
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32,404 ,92,404, 152,404, 212,404, 272,404, 332,404, 392,404,
452,404, 512,404, 0,0,
32,452 92,452, 152,452, 212,452, 272,452, 332,452, 392,452,
452,452, 512,452, 0,0,
}

int west{100][2] = {0,0 ,68,20, 128,20,188,20,248,20,308,20,368,
20,428,20,488,20,548,20,
0,0 68,68, 128,68,188,68,248,68,308,68,368,68,428,68,488,68,
548,68,
0,0 ,68,116, 128,116,188,116,248,116,308,116,368,116,428,116,
488,116,548,116,
0,0 68,164, 128,164,188,164,248,164,308,164,368,164,428,164,
488,164,548,164,
0,0 68,212, 128,212,188,212,248,212,308,212,368,212,428,212,
488,212,548,212,
0,0 68,260, 128,260,188,260,248,260,308,260,368,260,428,260,
488,260,548,260,
0,0 ,68,308, 128,308,188,308,248,308,308,308,368,308,428,308,
488,308 ,548,308,
0,0 68,356, 128,356,188,356,248,356,308,356,368,356,428,356,
488,356,548,356,
0,0 68,404, 128,404,188 ,404,248,404,308,404,368,404,428,404,
488 404,548,404,
0,0 68,452, 128,452,188,452,248,452,308,452,368,452,428,452,
488,452,548,452,
>

initgraph(&g_driver, &g mode, “bgi”);
err
orcode = graphresult();
setcolor(4);
for(y_cord = 20; y_cord < =480; y_cord = y_cord + 48)
for(x_cord =20; x_cord < 600; x_cord = x_cord + 60)

{

if(x_cord = = 20 && y_cord

else + + cell;

= = 20) cell = 0;

if(state[cell] = = Oxf) {

setcolor(9);
fillellipse(x_cord,y_cord,12,12);

else {
setcolor(4);
circle(x_cord,y_cord,radius);

}

}

for(i= 10;1< =99; i++)
if(state[i] != Oxf)

/* draw north_south links */

{

switch(north_link{i] )
case 0: {
if(connection_valid[i][0])

{

if((south_link[i-1] != 23) || (statefi-1] = = Oxf)) setcolor(9);
line(north[i|[0],north{i][1],north[i][0],north{il[1]-10);
line(north[i][O],northfij[1]-10,northfij[0}-10,north{i][1]-10);
line(north[i][0]-10,north[i][1]-10,southfi-1 [0]+ 10,south{i-1][1]+ 10);
line(south[i-1][0]+ 10,south[i-1][1]+ 10,south[i-1][0],
south[i-1|[1]+ 10);
line(southfi-1][0],south{i-1][1]+ 10,south[i-1][0}],south[i-1][1]);
} break;

}

case 3:
if(connection_valid{i][3])
‘south _linkgiel 1] != 20) setcolor(9);
line(north{i}[0],north{i][1],south[i-1 1 ][0],southfi-11][1]);
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}

}

break;

case 1: {
if(connection_valid[i][1 ])
\ (south link?i-10] != 22) setcolor(9);
line(north{i][0],north{ij[1 ],south(i-10][0],south{i-10]{1});
break;

case 4: {
if(connection_valid{i][4])
ifsouth_link{i-9} != 19) setcolor(9),
line(north[ij[(0],north[ij[1 ],south[i-9][0],southfi-9}[1 ]);
} break;

case 5: {
if(connection_valid[i][5])

{

if((south_link[i-20]!= 18) |} (state[i-20] = = Oxf))setcolor(9);
line(north{i][O],north{i][1 ],north[i][0] + 20,north{i][1]-20);
line(north{iJ[0]+ 20,north[i|[1]-20,north]iJ[0] + 20,south[i-20][1]+ 20);
line(north{i|[0] + 20,south[i-20][1]+ 20,south[i-20][0],south[i-20][1 ]);
}

break;

case 9: {
if(connection_valid[i][9])

{

if({(south_link[i-30]!= 14) || (state[i-30] = = Oxf))setcolor(9);
line(north[i}[0], northfi][1 ],north(t][0] + 20,north{i][1 ]-20);
line(north[i|[0]+ 20,north[i][1]-20 north[i}[0] + 20,south[i-30][1]+ 20);
line(north[i][0]+ 20,south{i-30][1]+ 20,south{i-30][0],south[i-30][1});
}

}

break;

}/* end switch */

setcolor(4);

} /* end north link drawing */

for(i=O;1< =99;i+ +)
if(state[i] != Oxf

/* draw east -west links */

setcolor(3);
switch(west_link[i])
case 0:
if(connection_valid{i][0])
‘east tink{i-1] != 23) setcolor(9);
line({west[i][0],west[i][1 ],east[i-1][O],east{i-1][1]);
} break;
case 2:

{

if(connection_valid[i][2])
if(east_link[i-2] != 21) setcolor(9);
line(west[i}[0],
west[i][1 ], west[iJ[0]-30,west[i}[1] +20);
line(west[i][0]-30,west{i][1] + 20,east[i-2][0]+ 30,east[i-2][1]+ 20);
eae ae + 30,east[i-2][1]+ 20,east[i-2][0],east[i-2][1]);

}

break;

case 3:
'
t

if(connection_valid[i][3])
t((east_linkji-1 1 != 20) || (state[i-11] = = Oxf))
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setcolor(9);

line(west|i][0], west[i][1],east{i-1 1 ][O],east{i-11J[1]);

}

} break;

case 8:

if(connection_valid[i][8])

{

if({east_link[i-21] !=
setcolor(9);

15) || (state[i-21] = = Oxf))

/Mine(west[i][0], west[i][1], west[i][O]-20,west[i][1 ]-20);
line(west[i}[0]-20,west|ij[1]-20,east[i-21][0] + 20,east[i-2 1 |[1]+ 20);
line(east[i-21][0]+ 20, east[i-21 ][1]+ 20,east[i-2 1 ][O],east[i-21][1]);
* line(west[i][0], west{i|[1 ],east[i-2 1 ][O],east(i-21][1]);
} break;

case 13:
if(connection_valid{i][13])
(east link{i+ 19] !=

setcolor(9);

10) || (statefi+ 19] = = Oxf))

/Mine(west[i}[0], west{iJ[1 ], west{i][0]-20,west[i}f1]-20);
line(west|i|[0]-20,west[i][1 ]-20,east[i-21][0] + 20,east[i-21][t] + 20);
line(east[i-21][0)+ 20,eastfi-21)|1]+ 20,east{i-2] ][0),east[i-21][1]);
* line(west(i][0],
west[i][1 ],east[i + 19][O],east{it+ 19][1]);
} break;
case 19:

if(connection_valid[i][{19])
tr (east_linkli+ 9] {= 4)||(state[it+9] = = Oxf))
setcolor(9);

line(west[i][0],west[i][1],east[i + 9][O],east{i+ 9][1]);

}

} break;

}/* end switch */

} /* end west draw */

getch(),

closegraph();

} /* end graphics routine */

A.8

Algorl.c

[RERRERRERERERR

File: algorib.c

RARER ER KAREN

ERE

EERE SERRA

ERE

ERR AR ERE EERE

This file contains code to

set the inter-cell communications links
BARE

R EERE

#include
[RRR

REE ERE ERE

<stdio.h>
ER

EER

ER EERE
GLOBAL

AREER

ERA ERR EERE SHER EERE

VARIABLES

RRA

RA

ARR

RR

RARER
EH

RR

RES

extern long fault_register_delayed[100];
extern int north_link[100], south_link[100], east_link[100],
west_link[100],state[100};
void reconfigure(cell_number)
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{ /* begin reconfigure */
if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x100)
west_link[cell_ number] = 2;
else west_link(cell_number] = 0;
if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x40)
east_link(cell_number] = 21;
else east_link[cell_ number] = 23,
/* begin algorithm 2-10 code
/* begin north link code */

*/

switch(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x30c0000)
case 0x0:{
if(
(!(fault_register_delayed/cell_number] & 0x300)
&& '(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x3))
|I((fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x300)
&& fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2)

)

north_link[cell_number] = 1,
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3)
&& !(fault_register_delayedicell_number] & 0x300))
north_link[cell_number] = 4;
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& '(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x2))
north_link[cell_number] = 3;
break; } /* end case

*/

case 0x1000000:{
/* fer */
if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& !(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3))
north_link[cell_ number] = 1;
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3))
|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
else

north_link[cell_ number] = 4;
/* not possible in this configuration */
north_link[cell_number] = 3,

break; } /* end case 1000000
case 0x2000000:{

fer

*/

if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2) && !
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
north_link{cell_number]

= 1;

else
_if(
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2))
\i((fault_register_delayed(cell_number] & 0x2) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
else

north_link{cell_number] = 3;
north_link[cell_number] = 4;

break;

} /* end case 2000000

fern

*/

case 0x3000000:{
if(
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
'(fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x3))
\|((fault_register_delayed|cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2))

)
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north_link[cell_number] = 1;
else
—if(
('(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed|cell_number] & 0x3))
north_link(cell_number] = 4;
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x300) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2))
north_link[cell_number]

break; } /* end case 3000000
case 0x40000:

= 3;

fer and fern */

case 0x1040000:{
/* mf or mf and fer */
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0xc0) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[celi_number] & 0x3))
\|(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2 &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0xc0))
)north_link[cell_number] = 1;
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0xc0) &&
(fault_register_delayed{cell_
number] & 0x3))
Jnorth_link[cell_number] = 4,
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0xc0) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2))
ynorth_link{cell_number] = 3;

break; } /* end case 40000

multiple fault mf */

case 0x2040000:
case 0x3040000:{
if(
({fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x4)
I|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & Oxc0))
)north_link[cell_number] = 1;
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3))
ynorth_link[cell_number]

= 4;

else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0xc0))
ynorth_link[cell_number] = 3;
break; } /* end case 2040000 mf and fern */
case 0x80000:
case 0x2080000:{ /* mfn or mfn and fern */
if((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x7) = = 0x7)
north_link[cell_number] = 5;
e
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& ((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x6)= = 0x6))
\|({fault_register_delayedj[cell_
number] & 0x300)
&& (!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x5)))
ynorth_link[cell_ number] = 1;
else
if
({(fault_register_delayed{cell_number]
ynorth_link[cell_number] = 4;
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
||((fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] &
(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] &
)north_link(cell_number] = 3;

& 0x304))
& 0x2))
& 0x300) &&
0x5) &&
0x2))
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break; } /* end case 80000

case 0x1080000:

mfn

*/

case 0x3080000:{ /* mfn and fer */
if(fault_register_delayed(cell_
number] = = 0x80007)
north_link[cell_number] = 5;

else

_if(

else

—if(

else

if

(‘(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x6) = = 0x6)
)north_link[cell_number] = 1;
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x4))
)north_link(cell_number] = 4;

((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& '(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2):
ynorth_link[cell_number] = 3;
break; } /* end case 1080000 mfn and fer */
case 0xc0000:
case 0x10c0000:
case 0x20c0000:
case 0x30c0000:{/*

mf and mfn, fer and fern not critical */

if(
({(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x300)
&& !(fault_register_delayed{cell_
number] & 0x3))
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0) &&
((fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x6) = = 0x6))
\|({(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0)
&& !(fault_register_delayed/cell_
number] & 0x5))
)north_link[cell_number] = 1;
else
if
(‘(fault_register_delayed/cell_
number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3))
*\(!(fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & OxcO)
&& (fault_register_delayed|cell_number] & 0x3)) */
i|((fault_register_delayed[cel!_
number] & Oxc0)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x4))
)north_link{cell_ number] = 4;
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& !(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2))
([({(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & Oxc0)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x5))
)north_link[cell_number] = 3;
break; } /* end case cO0000 mf and mfn

} /* end switch north link code */

*/

/* begin south link code */
switch(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x5140000)
{ /* south link switch code */

case 0:

{ /* begin case 0 */
if(
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& !(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18))
||((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed{cell_
number] & 0x10))
)south_link[cell number] = 22;
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x10))
)south_link[cell_number] = 19;
else
if
('(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18))
)south_link{cell_ number] = 20,

break; } /* end case 0, single faults, no critical area faults */

case 0x1000000:
{ /* begin case

*/
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if(
((fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18)))
)south_link[cell_number] = 22;
else _ iff
((fault_register_delayed(cell_number] & 0x300)
&&

((fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x18)))

\|({(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
ysouth_link[cell_number] = 20;
else
south_link[cell_number] = 19;
break; } /* end case 0x1000000, fer */
case 0x4000000:
{ /* begin case

*/

if(
(\(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x10)
)south_link{cell_number] = 22,
else
iff
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x10))
|((fault_register_delayed[cel]_
number] & 0x10)
&& (fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x300))
)south_link[cell_ number] = 19;
else
south_link[cell_number] = 20;
/* not possible this configuration */
break; } /* end case fers */
case 0x5000000:
{ /* begin case */
if(
(‘(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
(\((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x10)
)south_link(cell number] = 22;
else
_if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
'(fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x10))
)south_link[cell_ number] = 19;
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18))
)south_link[cell_number] = 20;
break; } /* end case fcr and fers

*]

case 0x40000:

case 0x1040000:
{ /* begin case */
if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0xc0) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x18))
)south_link[cell_number] = 22;
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxd0))
)south_link[cell_number] = 19;
else
iff
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
\i((fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0) &&
(fault_register_delayed(cell_number] & 0x18))
)south_link[cell_number] = 20;
break;

} /* end case mf */

case 0x4040000:
{ /* begin case */
if(
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x20)
([((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0))
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)south_link[cell_number] = 22;
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0xc0))
)south_link[cell_number] = 19;

else

if

((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
ysouth_link[cell_number] = 20;
break; } /* end case mf and fers

case 0x100000:
case 0x4100000:

{ /* begin case

*/

*/

‘(fault register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x38) = = 0x38)
\((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x8000008) = = 0x8000008)
south_link(cell_ number] = 18;
eie
(((fault_ register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x30)= = 0x30) &&
‘(fault_register_delayed|[cell_ maa & 0x300))
)south_link[cell_number]
=
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x10))
(I((fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x28) &&
(fault_register_delayed(cell_number] & 0x10) &&
(fault_register_delayed{[cell_
number] & 0x300))
ysouth_link[cell_ number] = 19;
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_ number] & 0x320))
\south_ link(cell_ number]=
20;
break; } /* end case mfs */
case 0x1100000:
case 0x5100000:

{ /* begin case */
if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x30) = = 0x30)
|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
)south_linkjcell_ number] = 22;
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
'(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x10))
)south_link[cell_number] = 19;
else
iff
(‘(fault_register_delayed{[cell_ number] & 0x20))
jsouth_link[cell_number]
=
20;

break; } /* end case mfs and fer «j
case 0x140000:

case 0x1140000:
case 0x4140000:
case 0x5140000:

{ /* begin case

*/

if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0xc0)
&& ((fault_register_delayed{cell_ number] & 0x30)= = 0x30))
\l(\(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0)
&& '(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x28))
li¢!(fault_ register_delayed/cell_ number] & 0x300)
&& !(fault_register_ bere Sa
number] & 0x18))
)south_link[cell_number]
=
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x300)
&& !(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x10))
|(\(fault_register_delayed/cell_number] & Oxc0)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x28))
)south_link[cell_number] = 19;
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
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&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0xc0)
&& '(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x20))
|I(!(fault_register_delayed/[cell_number] & Oxc0)
&& (fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x28))
\|({(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&&(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18))
)south_link[cell_ number] = 20;
break; } /* end case mf and mfs */
} /* end south link switch code */
} /* end reconfigure */

AY
POR

Faultrgl.c
ABIIIIOITIOII

ORI

O

CIIOICI TCA

IORI OR AIR O A AK

IO

file: set_f_rg.c set fault registers, this routine takes the input
from the receive routine and sets the appropriate fault register
bits
FAIS

CIO

I ACI

I TR RRR TOR

RAR RE RR RR

AE

RR |

#include <stdio.h>
extern long
input_from_north[100][2],
input_from_south({100]/[2],
input_from_east[{100][2],
input_from_west[{100][2],
fault_register[100],
fault_register_delay[100];
extern
north_link[{100],
south_hnk[100],
east_link[100],
west_link[100],
state[100],

north_west_is_faulty[100],
north_east_is_faulty[100],
south_west_is_faulty[100],
south_east_is_faulty[100],
fareast_is_ faulty[100],
farwest_is_faulty[100];
void set_fault_register(cell_number)

{

int i;
long bit[34];
fault_register_delay[cell_number]

= fault_register(cell_number];

for(i=0;1< = 33;1+ +)
bit[i] = 0;
[FRR

CIC

CCA

CCC

CR

RIC

ACA

IRA

I

AO

SET AUXILLARY BITS, NE IS FAULTY, SE IS FAULTY, NW IS FAULTY ANS SW IS
FAULTY THESE BITS ARE TRANSMITTED, BUT ARE NOT USED IN DECODING
FR

if(

RT

KR

RR

AR

RRR

RR

RR

A HR RR

REE

ERE

RK

/

(((input_from_north{cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf)
&& (north_link[cell_number] = =
\i((anput_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x1) &&
east_link(cell_number] = = 23)
north_east_is_faulty[cell_number] =

];

if(
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(((input_from_north{cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf)
&& (north_link[cell_ number] = = 3))
|i((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x1) &&
west_link[cell_ number] = = 0)
if(

north_west_is_ faulty[cell_ number]

=

(((input_from_south|cell_number][0] & 0x = = Oxf
&& (south_link[cell_number] = = 20))
\i(Ginput_from_east{cel]_number][1] & 0x8) &&
east_link[cell_number] = = 23)

south_east_is_faulty(cell_number] =
if(
(((input_from_south[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf)
&& (south_link{cell_ number] = = 19))
[\((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x8)&&
west_link[cell_ number] = = 0)
south_west_is_faulty[cell_number] =
if
((tinput, from. east{cell_ number|[0 & Oxf) = = Oxf)
&&(east_link[cell_ number] = = 21))
\\(Ginput_from_south|cell_number][0] & 0x40000000) &&
(south_link[cell_ number]= = 20))
|'({input_from_east{cell_number]{0] & 0x80000000)
&& east_link{cell_number] = =
fareast_is_faulty[cell_number]
if(

=

(({input_from_west[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf
&&(west_link[cell_ number] = =
farwest_is_faulty(cell_number]

RII

TIGR

III

OIG

=

GIGI

ICICI

OI

TT

ICICI ACR

FOR ROR

IR RR ®

RECONFIGURATION IS DONE BASED ON THE CONTENTS OF THE delayED
FAULT REGISTER, BUT INPUT IS USED TO SET THE CONTENTS OF THE
FAULT REGISTER. THIS ALLOWS A CELL TO COMMUNICATE TO ITS
CURRENT NEIGHBORS ALL THE INPUT IT RECEIVED FROM ALL ITS
NEIGHBORS BEFORE DISCONNECTING FROM A CELL

FORCE

IOC

JOGO

I ICR RIO

TORO

ICICI

RIOR

RRC

AOR

OR ROR FRR

RRR

AR

TCR

if(

(((input_from_north[{cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (north_linkjcell_number] = =
|| ({input_from_west{cell_number][0] & 0x40000000) &&
(west_linkjcell_number] = =
\| ( Gnput_from_east[cell_number][0] & 0x10000000) &&
(east_link[cell_number] = = 23))
fault_register[cell_ number] = fault_register(cell_number] | 0x1;
} /* immediate cell to the north is faulty */

if(

(((input_from_north[cell_ number}(0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (north_link[cell_number] = =
lf (GQnput_from_north{cell_ rl mber} i) & 0x300) &&
({ north_link[cell_ number] = = 1) j| (north_link[cell_ number] = = 3)))
\\ {( input_from_north{cell_number]{1] & 0x200) &&
north_link[cell_number] = = 4)
\|((input_from_west{cell_ number][]] & Ox3)&&
((input_from_west[cell_ number [1] & 0xe00000) != 0x800000)&&
(west_link[cell_number]= = 0 |! west_link[cell_number]= = 2))
|| ((input_from_west{cell_ number [0] & 0x40000000) &&
(west_link[cell_number]=
)
|| (Ginput_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x300) &&
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west_link[cell_ number] = =
|| north_west_is_faulty[cell_
number]

)

bit{1] =

1;

/* fault north and west of this cell */

if(

(({input_from_north[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (north_link[cell_number] = =
It ((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & OxS)&&
{((input_from_east(cell_number][1] & 0x600000)= = 0x400000) &&
(east_link[cell_ number] = = 23 || east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
(| ((input_from_north{cell_number][1] & OxcO) &&
( north_link[cell_ number] = = 1 || north_link[cell_number] = = 4))
\\((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & Oxc0) &&
east_link[cell_ number] = = 4)

)

bit[2] = 1;

/* fault north and east of this cell */

if(

(((input_from_south[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (south_link[cell_ number] = = 22
|| (input_from_west[cell_number][0] & 0x80000000) &&
(west_link{cell_ number] = =
|| ((input_from_east[cell_number][0] & 0x20000000) &&
(east_link(cell_number] = = 23))
fault_register[cell_number] = fault_register[cell_ number] | 0x8;
/* immediate southern neighbor is faulty */

if(
(((input_from_south{[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (south_link[cell_ number] = = 19))
\|(Gnput_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x18) &&
'((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0xe00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 || west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
\|(input_from_west[cell_number][0] & 0x80000000) &&
west_link(cell_ number] = = 2
[|((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x300) &&
south_link[ceill_number}] = = 22
|\|((input_from_west(cell_number]|[1] & 0x300) &&
west_link[cell_number] = = 19
I| ((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x8) &&
west_link[cell_number] = =
((input_from_south{cell_number][1] & 0x2) &&
south_link[cell_number] = = 18)

)

bit[4] =

1;

/* fault to the southwest of this cell! */

/*if(cell number = = 55 && (fault_register_delay[55] & 0x300038)){
printf("55 has %olx input “%d\n",input_from_south[55][1],south_link[(55]); getch(); }

*}

if(

(((input_from_south{cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (south_link[cell number] = = 20))
i[((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x28) &&
'((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x600000)= = 0x400000) &&
(east_link{cell_number] = = 21 |j east_link[cell_number] = = 23))
|| ((input_from_south{cell_number][1] & Oxc0) &&
( south_link[cell_number] = = 22 || south_link[cell_number] = = 20) )
[|((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & Oxc0) &&
east_link[cell_ number] = = 20)
\|((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x4) &&
south_link[cell_number] = = 18)

)
bit[5] = 1;
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/* fault to the southeast of this cell */
if(

(((input_from_east[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (east_link[cell_ number] = = 23))
fault_register[cell_number]

= fault_register[cell_number] | 0x40;

/* immediate eastern neighbor is faulty */

if(

)

(((input_from_east{cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (east_link(cell_number] = = 21))
|| ((input_from_east|cell_number][1] & Oxcd)&&
'((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x600000)= = 0x400000) &&
{east_link[cell_ number] = = 23 | east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
{| (input_from_east(cell_number][1] & 0x20) &&
east_link[cell_ number] = = 4
(| ((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x4) &&
east_link[cell_ number] = = 20)
||fareast_is_faulty(cell_number]
bit(7] = 1;

/* faulty cell to

the far east in this row */

if(

(((input_from_west[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (west_link[cell_number] = = 0))

)

}

fault_register[cell_ number] = fault_register[cell_number] | 0x100;
/* immediate western neighbor is faulty */

if(

((((input_from_west{cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (west_link[cell_ number] = =
|| ((input_from_west{cell_number]/1] & 0x300) &&
'((input_from_west{cell_number]|1] & Oxe00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 || west_linkjcell_number] = = 2))
i| ((input_from_west{cell_number|[1] & 0x10) &&
west_link[cell_ number]=
|| ((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x2) &&
west_link{cell number] = = 19))
/* &&(input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x20000)*/
[lfarwest_is_faulty[cell_number]

)

bit{9] = 1;
/* fault to the far west of this cell */
if(
((input_from_north[cell_number][!] & 0x1) &&
(north_link[cell_number] = =
|({input_from_north[cell_number][0] & 0x10000000) &&
north_link[cell_number}] = = 4
\|((input_from_north{cell_ number {0] & 0x40000000) &&
north_link[cell_ number]= = 3)

)

bit{10} =
/* nn- fault 2 rows to the north and north of this cell*/
if(
((input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x2) &&
(north_link(cell_number] = =
\|((input_from_north[cell_number]f1] & 0x3) &&
(north_link[cell_number] = = 0x3))
|! (input_from_west{cell_number][1] & Oxc00)&&
'((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
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)

(west_link[cell_ number]

= =

0 || west_link[cell_ number]

= =

2))

bit{11] = 1;

/* nnw- fault 2 rows north and west of this cell*/

if(
(input_from_north{cell_number][1] & 0x4)
&& (north_link[cell_ number] = = 1)
I\((input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x5) &&
(north_link[(cell_number] = =
| ((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x1400)&&
'((input_from_west(cell_number]{1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(east_link[cell_number] = = 23 || east_link{cell_number] = = 21))

)

bit{12] = 1;
/* nne- fault 2 rows north and east of this cell*/

if(
((input_from_north{cell_number][1] & 0x80000) &&
((north_link[{cell_ number] = = 1) |; (north_link[cell_ number] = = 4) ) )
jt ((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x2000)&&
'((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x600000)= = 0x400000) &&
(east_link{cell_ number] = = 23 |! east_link{cell_number] = = 21))
\\((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x2000)&&
'((input_from_westjcell_number]/1] & 0xa00000) = = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 || west_link[cell_number] = = 2))

)

&& fault_register[cell_number] & 0x1c00

bit{13] = 1;
/*mfnne- multiple faults 2 rows north and east of this cell*/

if(
(input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x8) &&
(south_link[cell_number] = = 22)
|| ((input_from_south{[cell_number][0] & 0x20000000) &&
(south_link/cell_number] = = 20))
|| ((input_from_southfcell_number][0] & 0x80000000) &&
{south_link[cell_number] = = 19))
bit{14] = 1;
/* ss- fault 2 rows to the south and in the same column */
if(
((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x10) &&
(south_link[cell_number] = = 22))
\|((input_from_south(cell_number][1] & 0x18) &&
(south_link[cell_number] = = 19))
||((input_from_west/[cell_number][1] & Oxc000) &&
'((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 || west_link[cell_number] = = 2))

y{bit[15] = 1;

/* ssw- single fault 2 rows south and west of this cell*/

if(
((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x20) &&
(south_link{cell_ number] = = 22))
\\((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x28) &&
(south_link[cell_number] = = 20))
I({(input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x14000))&&
'((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x600000)= = 0x400000) &&
(east_link[cell_number] = = 23 || east_link[cell_number] = = 21))

bit{16] = 1;
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/* sse- single fault 2 rows south and east of this cell*/
else bit[16] = 0;

if(
(

((input_from_south[cell_ number|[1] & 0x1 00000) &&
((south_link[cell_number]= = 22) |] (south_link[{cell_number]= = 20) ))
IN((input_ from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x20000)&&
'(fault_register_delay(cell_ number] & 0x800000) &&
(east_link{cell_number]= = 23 || east_link[{cell_ number] = = 21))
(((Gnput_from_ west{cell_ number]! | & 0x20000))&&
'((input_from_west{cell_number]|1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 | west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
)&& fault_register{cell_number] & 0x1c000

bit{17] = 1;

/* mfss- multiple faults 2 rows to the south of cell*/

if(

(

((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0xc0) = = OxcO)
\(((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x300) = = 0x300)
iC (input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x400c0)> = 0x40000)&&/* added = for test*/
(east_link[cell_ number] = = 23 || east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
\I( Gnput_from_west{cell_number}[1] & 0x40000)&&
'((input_from_west{cell_number]{1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 || west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
) && fault_register(cell_number] & 0x3c0
\|((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x280)
\|((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x340)

)

bit{18]

=

1;

/* mf multiple faults in this row
if(

(

= =
= =

0x280)
0x340)

*/

((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x5)

= =

0x5)

\i( (input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x80000)&&
'(fault_register_delay[cell_number] & 0x800000) &&
(east_ link{cell_ number] = = 23 || east_link[cell_number]= = 21))
[\((Ginput_from_north{cell_number][1] & 0x40000)&&
(input_from_north[cell_number][i] & Ox3c0))&&
( north_link[cell_ number] = = 1 || north_link|cell_ number] = = 4 ||
north_link[cell_number] = = 3))
lt ((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x80000)&&
'((input_from_west{cell_ number]{1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) R&
(west_link[cell_number]= = 0 || west_link[cell_ number]= = 2))
|| (input_from_southjcell_number][1]] & 0x2000) &&
south_link[cell_number] != 18)
) && fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x7
\l((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x3) = = 0x3)
\|((fault_register[cell_ number} & 0x5) = = 0x5)
i|((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x6) = = 0x6)

)

bit{19] = 1;
/* mfn multiple fault in the row to the north */

if(
(

((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x28) = = 0x28)
\| ( (input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x100000)&&
'((input_from_east[cell_ number|[
& 0x600000) = = 0x400000) &&
{east_link[cell_ number]= = 23 || east_link[cell_number]= = 21))
|| ( (input_from_south[cell_ -number|{i
& 0x40000)&&
( south_link{cell_number]= = 22 || south_link[cell_number] = = 20 ||
south_link[{cell_ number] = = 19) )
|| ((input_from_west(cell_number][1] & 0x100000)&&
'((input_from_west/cell_number][1] & 0xa00000) = = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 |} west_link[cell_ number] = = 2))
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\&& fault_register[cell_ number]
ij((fault_register[cell_number] &
\|{(fault_register(cell_number] &
\i((fault_register[cell_ number] &

& 0x38
0x18) = = 0x18)
0x28) = = 0x28)
0x30) = = 0x30)

bit[20] = 1;
/* mfs multiple fault in the row to the south

*/

if(

(((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x100010)= = 0x100000)&&
(fault_register(cell_number] & 0x300)) /* mfs & !sw & w+ fw */
|! (((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x80002) = =0x80000) &&
(fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x300))/* mfn & !nw ww-+ fw not*/
iI((input_from_west{cell_number][!] & 0x1000000)&é&
'(fault_register_delay[cell_ number] & 0x400000) &&
(west_ link[cell_ number]= = 0 | west_link{cell_ number]= = 2))
\|( (input_from_east[cell_ number|[1] & 0x1000000)&&
(east_link[cell_ number]= = 23 {| east_link{cell_number] = = 21))
|| (((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x80044) = = 0x80044)&&
(!(fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x3)))
{\((input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x4000000)&&
( north_link[cell_number] = = 1 || north_link[cell_number] = = 4 ||
north_link[cell number] = =
| (((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x2000040) = = 0x2000040) &&
‘(fault_register(cell_number] & 0x3))
||((input_from_south{cell_number][1] & 0x2000000)&&
{ south_link[cell_number] = = 22 |} south_link[cell_number] = = 20 ||
south_link[cell_number]= = 19) )
l\(((fault_register_delay[cell_number] & 0x4000010)= = 0x4000000) &&
(fault_register_delay[cell_number] & 0x300))
—

){

/* fer fault in the critical region of this row */

bit[24] = 1;

}

if(
(((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x40300)=

=0x40000)

/* mfe */

&&(fault_register(cell_ number] & 0x3))
|| ((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x2000000)&&
'(fault_register_delay|cell_number] & 0x800000) &&
(east_link{cell_number] = = 23 |! east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
\| (Ginput_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x2000000)&&
'(fault_register_delay[cell_number] & 0x400000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 || west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
|| ((input_from_north[cell_ number [1] & 0x1000000)
&&
( north_link{cell_number]= = 1 | north_link[cell_number] = = 4
north_link[cell_number]=
)
/* fern fault in the critical“region of the row to the north*/

||

bit[25] =

if(

(((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x40300)= =0x40000)
&& (fault_register{cell_number] & 0x18)) /* mfe and not w or fw */
li((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x4000000)&&
'(fault_register_delay(cell_ number] & 0x400000) &&
(west_link[cell_number]= = 0 || west_link[cell_ number]= = 2))
li(((input_from_east[cell_ number][1] & 0x4000000)
I}((input_ from_east|cell_number][1] & 0x190)= = 0x190))&&
'(fault_register_delayfcell_ number] & 0x400000) &&
{east_ link[cell__ number]= = 23 |! east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
\i((input_from_south{[cell_ number][1] & 0x1000000) &&
(south_link[cell_number]= =

22))

\l(({fault_register|cell_ number] & 0x1080040)= =0x1080040) &&
(( fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x18) ||
(south_east_is_faulty[cell_number]) )&&
'(fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x300) )
/*)fers fault in the critical region of the row to the south*/
bit[26] = 1;

}

fault_register[cell_number]

= fault_register[cell_ number] & Oxff1 fffff
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fault_register[cell_ number]

= fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x00149; /* e00149 */

for(i = O;i< = 31;i+ +)
fault_register[cell_number] = fault_register[cell_number]|

(bitti] < < i);

} /* end set registers routine */

A.10
ROO

Algor3.c
AOI

ICICI

File: algor3.c

ICO

ITO

IOI

IAA

R

RI RAE IR

I

ER

This file contains code to

set the inter-cell communications links
BECO

#include
PRR

RR

<stdio.h>
TO

I

IIIT
KR

GLOBAL

IOI

A RR

VARIABLES

TI RK

HARARE

AI RARE
AREA

/

A HERA

RED

|

extern long fault_register_delayed[100];
extern int north_link[100], south_link[100], east_link(100],
west_link[100],state[100], row_deformation_east(100][2],
row_deformation_west[100][2];
void reconfigure(cell_ number)

{ /* begin reconfigure */
/* bypass algorithm 2-10 code if row deformation exists in this cell */
if(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0xb8e00000) &&
'(row_deformation_east|ce]l_number][0]) &&
'(row_deformation_west[cell_number][0}))
{ /*

{

no row deformation bits set

*/

/* algor3b changes rde bits to end of algor! code */

if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x100)
west_link[cell_number|] = 2;
else west_link[cell_number] = 0;
if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x40)
east_link[cell_ number] = 21;
else east_link[cell_number] = 23;
/* begin algorithm 2-10 code
/* begin north link code */

*/

switch(fault_register_delayedjcell!_
number] & 0x30c0000)
case 0x0:{
if(
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& '(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x3))
||((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& fault_register_delayed|cell_number] & 0x2)
north_link[cell_number] = 1,
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3)
&& '(fault_register_delayed/cell_number] & 0x300))
north_link(cell number] = 4;
else
_if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& '(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2))
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north_link[cell_number]
break; } /* end case

*/

= 3;

case 0x1000000:{
/* fer */
if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& '(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3))
north_link{cell_number] = 1;
else
iff
((fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3))
\|({(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
else

north_link{cell_number] = 4,
/* not possible in this configuration */
north_link[cell_ number] = 3;

break; } /* end case 1000000 fcr */
case 0x2000000:{
if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
north_link[cell_number] = 1;
else
if
({(fault_register_delayed(cell_number] & 0x2))
\|{(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
else

north_link[cell_number] = 3;
north_link[cell_number] = 4;

break; } /* end case 2000000

fern

*/

case 0x3000000:{
if(
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
'(fault_register_delayed/cell_number] & 0x3))
||((fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2))
north_link(cell_number] = 1;
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayedj[cell_number] & 0x3))
north_link[cell_number] = 4;
else
if
((fault_register_delayed(cell_number] & 0x300) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2))
break;

north_link[cell_number]
} /* end case 3000000

= 3;

fer and fern */

case 0x40000:
case 0x1040000:{
/* mf or mf and fer */
if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & O0xc0) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x3))
||(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2 &&
'(fault_register_delayed{cell_
number] & Oxc0))
)north_link[cell_number] = 1;
else
_if(
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
\\((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0xc0) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3))
)north_link[cell_number] = 4;
else
if
({(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0xc0) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2))
)north_link[cell_number] = 3;
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break; } /* end case 40000 multiple fault mf */

case 0x2040000:

case 0x3040000:{
if(
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x4)
li((fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & OxcQ))
)north_link[cell_number] = 1;
else
iff
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed/cell_
number] & 0x3))
)north_link[cell_number] = 4;
else

__if(

(\(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & Oxc0))
ynorth_link[cell_number] = 3;

break; } /* end case 2040000 mf and fern */
case 0x80000:
case 0x2080000:{ /* mfn or mfn and fern */

if((fault_register_delayed/cell_number] & 0x7) = = 0x7)
north_hnk[cell_number] = 5;
eifye
(!(fault_register_delayed(cell_number] & 0x300)
&& ((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x6)= = 0x6))
\|((fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x300)
&& (!(fault_register_delayed|cell_number] & 0x5)))
ynorth_link[cell_ number] = 1;
else _ if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
)north_link[cell_number] = 4;
else
if
(‘(fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
(fault_register_delayedjcell_number] &
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] &
)north_link[cell_number] = 3;
break; } /* end case 80000

mfn

& 0x304))
& 0x2))
& 0x300) &&
0x5) &&
0x2))

*/

case 0x1080000:
case 0x3080000:{ /* mfn and fer */
if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] = = 0x80007)
north_link[cell_number] = 5;
else

_if(

else

if

(‘(fault_register_delayed/cell_number] & 0x300))
\i((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x6) = = 0x6)
)north_link{cell_number] = 1;

(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x4))
)north_link{cell_number] = 4;
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& '(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2))
)north_link[cell_number] = 3;
break; } /* end case 1080000 mfn and fer */
case 0xc0000:
case 0x10c0000:
case 0x20c0000:

case 0x30c0000:{/*

mf and mfn, fer and fern not critical */

if(
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& '(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3))
\\((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0) &&
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x6) = = 0x6))
||({(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0xc0)
&& '(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x5))
)north_link[cell_number] = 1;
else
iff
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('{fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3))
/*|(t(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & Oxc0)
&&

(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3))

*/

(|((fault_register_delayed(cell_number] & 0xc0)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x4))
)north_link[cell_ number]= 4;
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& !(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2))
li(t(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x5))
)north_link[cell_number] = 3;
break; } /* end case c0000 mf and mfn

} /* end switch north link code */

*]

/* begin south link code */
switch(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x5140000)
{ /* south link switch code */

case 0:

{ /* begin case 0 */
if(
('(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x300)
&& !(fault_register_delayed(cell_
number] & 0x18))
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x10))
)south_link(cell_number] =
2;
else
iff
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
'(fault_register_delayed|cell_
number] & 0x10))
)south_linkjcell_number] = 19;

else

if

(‘(fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18))
)south_link{cell_number] = 20;
break; } /* end case 0, single faults, no critical area faults */
case 0x1000000:
{ )* begin case */
if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18)))
)south_link[cell_number] = 22;
else

__if(

((fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x300)
&& ((fault_register_delayed{cell_
number] & 0x18)))
\|(!(fault_register_delayed/cell_number] & 0x300))
)south_link[cell_ number] = 20;
else
south_link[cell_ number] = 19;
break; } /* end case 0x1000000, fer */

case 0x4000000:

{ /* begin case

*/

if(
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x10)
)south_link[cell_ number] =
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x10))
li((fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x10)
&& (fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x300))
ysouth_link[cell_number] =
19;
else — south_link[cell_number] =
/* not possible this configuration */
break; } /* end case fers */
case 0x5000000:

{ /* begin case
if(

*/
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(!(fault_register_delayed{cell_
number] & 0x300))
|\((fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x300) &&
fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x10)
)south link[cell_number]= 22;
else
iff
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x10))
)south_link[cell_ number] = 19;

else

if

(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x300)
&&(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18))
ysouth_link[cell_number] = 20;
break; } /* end case fcr and fers

* |

case 0x40000:

case 0x1040000:
{ /* begin case */
if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & Oxc0) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18))
)south_link{cell_number] = 22;
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0xd0))
)south_link[cel]_number] = 19,
else
_if(
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)

&& (fault_register_delayed(cell_number] & 0xc0) &&
(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x18))
ysouth_link[cell_ number] =
20;
break; } /* end case mf */

case 0x4040000:

{ /* begin case */
jif
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x20)
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0xc0))
)south_link[cell_ number] = 22;
else
_if(
(!(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & Oxc0))
)south_link[cell_number] = 19;
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_ number] ¢ &® 04300)
)south_ link{cell_number]
=

break; } /* end case mf and fers
case 0x100000:
case 0x4100000:

/* begin case

if(

*/

*/

((fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x38)= = 0x38)
|\((fault_ register_delayed[cell_ number] & 0x8000008) = =

)

0x8000008)

south_link[cell_ number] = 18;
e
(((fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x30)= = 0x30) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
)south_link[cell_ number] = 22;
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x10))
\|((fault_register_delayed|[cell_
number] & 0x28) &&
(fault_register_delayed|cell_number] & 0x10) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
)south_link[cell_number] = 19;
else
if
('(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x320))
)south_link[cell_number] = 20;
break; } /* end case mfs */
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case 0x1100000:
case 0x5100000:
{ /* begin case */
if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x30) = = 0x30)
\\({(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
)south_link[(cell_number] = 22,
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x300) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x10))
)south_link[cell_number] =

else

if

(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x20))
)south_I:nk[(cell_ number] = 20;
break; } /* end case mfs and fer */

case 0x140000:

case 0x1 140000:
case 0x4140000:
case 0x5140000:

{ /* begin case */
if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0xc0)
&& ((fault_register_delayed/cell_
number] & 0x30) = = 0x30))
|1¢(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & Oxc0)
&& '(fault_register_delayed[cell_ number] & 0x28))
He(fault_ register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& '(fault_register_ se
number] & 0x18))
)south_link[cell_number]
=
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& !(fault_register_delayed(cell_number] & 0x10))
\|(‘(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0xcO)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x28))
)south_link[cell_number]= 19;
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0xc0)
&& !(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x20))
||(t(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x28))
lI(t(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&&(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x18))
Jsouth_link[cell_ number]= 20;
break; } /* end case mf and mfs */

} /* end south link switch code */
} /* end code for row-deformation east or west not */
RRR

ERROR

CODE
CREAR

KKK

KKK

KKK

KEK

EEK

EK KKKE

BELOW THIS POINT ADDED
TO ENABLE ALGORITHM 3

ERA

RAR

RR

RAR

KKK

TRI TR RIO AR RR AOR ACARI

} * end code for no deformation bits set
else {

KEKEKKKEEKKKEKKKKEREKKKKEKEE

TO ALGORITHM
TTC

1
CR

RICCI TCR AOR A

AO

RACE /

*/

if((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x38000000)&&
{(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0xe00000) &&
'(row_deformation_east{cell_number][0]) &&
'(row_deformation_west{cell__number][0]))
{ north_link[cell_ number] >= at
south_link[cell_number]=
east_link[cell_number]
= 3
west_link[cell_ number] = 0; }
[*****
the above code is not complete
not all possibilities
are

simulated

ladles

aladiaiadladedialiaieliddadiatiaeliaditiadiadeiiadiiaiadeiniadl|

else if(row_deformation_east[cell_number][0]
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'row_deformation_west[cell_number][0]){
if(fault_register_delayed[cell_ nuimber] & 0x312)
{ north_link[cell_number]
=
south_link[cell_number]=
else if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x28)
{ north_link{cell_number] = 1;
south_link[cell_number] = 19;
else if(fault_register_delayed{cell_
number] & 0x80)
{ north_link[cell_number] = 4;
south_link[cell_number] = 20;

}

else if(fault_register_delayed|cell_number] & 0x40)
{ north_link{cell_ number] = 4;
south_link[cell_number]= 20;

}

else if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x5)
{ north_link[cell_number] = 3,
south_link{cell_number] =

}

if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x100)
{ east_link[cell_number] = 23;
west_link[cell_number] = 2;
if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x40)
{ east_link{cell_ number] = 21;
west_link[cell_number] = 0; }
if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] = = 0x80003)
{ north_link(cell_number] = 5;
/* end row deformation east */

}

else if(row_deformation_west[cell_number][0]
'row_deformation_east[cell_number][0}){

&&

if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxe4)
{ north_link[cell_number]
= 1;
south_link[cell_number] = 22;

}

else if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18)
{ north_link[cell_number] = 1;
south_link[cell_number] =
else if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3)
{ north_link[cell_number] = 3;
south_link[cell_number]

}

=

else if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
{ north_link[cell_number] = 3;
south_link[cell_number] = 19;

}

HUfault_register_delayed{cell_number} & 0x100)
{ east_link[cell_number]
=
west_link[cell_number]=
*
if(fault_register_delayed[cell_ umber] & 0x40)
{ east_link[cell_number] = 21;
west_link[cell_number] = 0; }
/* end row deformation west */ }
else if(row_deformation_east[cell_number]/0] &&
row_deformation_west{cell_number][0] )
{ if(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x1)
north_link{cell_number] = 5;
else north_link[cell_number]= 1;
south_link[cell_number] = a
east_link[cell_number]
west_link[cell_number]

if(
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((fault_register_delayed[cel!_number] & 0x7) = = 0x7)
\\((fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x20000001) = = 0x20000001)
{ north_link{cell_number]=
south_link[cell_number} = i
east_link[cell_number] = 23;
west_link[cell number]= 0; }
if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x8e00008)

= = 0x8000008)

{ north_link[cell_number]= ee
south_ltnk[cell_ number]=
east_link{cell_number]

west_link[cell_number]

PABA

BEGIN
FESO

III

CODE
I

= 28

=

O III

FOR

IOI

ROW

ICICI

+ }
IIIS

IOI TIO

TIC

IC ICICI CIR AOR ICR AIR

IOI

IOI I IIR

AA

ae

DEFORMATIONS
ICICI

I ICI

AK TARR

RAR AR

/

if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x80e00001) = = 0x80600001)
li((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00001) = = 0x80e00001)
\|({fault_register_delayed[cel]_number] & 0x80e00001) = = 0x80200001)
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00001) = = 0x80a00001)
) north_link{cell_number] =
else if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00008)= =
|\((fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x80e00008) = =
\[((fault_register_delayed[cell_number| & 0x80e00008) = =
!i((fault_register_delayed{cell_ number] & 0x80e00008) = =
||((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00008) = =
||((fault_register_delayed/cell_number] & 0x80e00008) = =
||((fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x80e00008) = =
N(fault register_delayed[cell_ number] & 0x80e00008) = =
fault register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00008) = =
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00001) = =
li((fault_ register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x80e00001) = =
||((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00001) = =
||((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00001) = =
|\((fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x80e00001) = =
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00001) = =
[{((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00008) = =
) north_link(cell_number]= 1;

if(
((fault_register_delayed{cell_number] &
\i((fault_register_delayed[celi_number]
\\((fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
\\((fault_register_delayed|[cell_number]
)south_link[cell_number] = 18;

0x80e00008)= =
& 0x80e00008)=
& 0x80e00008)=
& 0x80e00008) =

0x800000)
0x400000)
0x200008)
0xe00008)
0xe00000)
0x600008)
0x600000)
0xa00008)
0xa00000)
0x80200000)
0x80800000)
0x80400000)
0x80600000)
0x80e00000)
0x80a00000)
0x200000)

0x600008)
= 0xe00008)
= 0xa00008)
= 0x200008)

else if(

((fault_register_delayed(cell_number] & 0x80e00008) = = 0x400000)
||((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00008) = = 0x800000)
li((fault_register_delayed{cell_number]
& 0x80e00001) = = 0x80200000)
(
li( (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00008) = = 0x600000)
\|((fault_register_delayedicel]l_number] & 0x80e00008) = = Oxe00000)
||((fault_register_delayed/cell_number] & 0x80e00001) = = 0x80400000)
il((fault_register_delayed(cell_number] & 0x80e00008) = = 0xa00000)
(fault yesister delayed cell” number} & 0x80e00001) = = 0x80200001)
\(@ault” register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00008) = = 0x200000)
\\((fault_register_delayed|cell_ number] & 0x80e00001) = = 0x80600000)
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00001) = = 0x80800000)
|i ((fault_register_delayed|cel |_ number] & 0x80e00001) = = 0x80e00000)
||((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00001) = = 0x80600001)
||((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00001) = = 0x80a00000)
|\((fault_register_delayed/cell_number] & 0x80e00001) = = 0x80e00001)
||((fault_register_delayed[cel]_number] & 0x80e00001) = = 0x80a00001)
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)

south_link[cell_number]

= 22;

if(
((fault_register_delayed{[cell_number] &
\i((fault_register_delayed|cell_number]
|,((fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
||((fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
) east_link[cell_number] = 4;

0x80e00001) =
& 0x80e00001)
& 0x80e00008)
& 0x80e00001)
& 0x80e00001)

=
=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=

0x80200000)
0x80200001)
0x400000)
0x80a00000)
0x80a00001)

else iff
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00008) = = 0xa00000)
i((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00008) = = 0x200008)
||((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00001) = = 0x80400000)
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00008) = = 0xa00008)
|I((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00008) = = 0x200000)
) east_link[cell_number] =
else iff

if(

aS

((fault_register_delayed[cell_
number]
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
[|((fault_register_delayed{cell_
number]
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
west_link[cell_ number] = 3;

Hot

nt

Ww

ow

ng
gin

we

GN

wt

wat

taal register_ delayedjcell_number] & 0x80e00008)= = 0x600000)
0x600008)
)
0xe00000)
fault_ register “ delayed|cell_ number] & 0x80e00008)
0xe00008)
( (fault resister” delavedicell_ number] & 0x80e00008)
0x800000)
fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00008)
0x80600000)
fault_register_delayed/cell_number] & 0x80e00001)
0x80800000)
fault_register_delayed/[cell_number] & 0x80e00001 )
fault_register_delayed/[cell_number] & 0x80e00001 )
0x80e00000)
|((fault_register_delayed(cell_number] & 0x80e00001 )
0x80600001)
\|\((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00001 )
0x80e00001)
gast_link[cell_ number] = 23;

&
&
&
&
&

0x80200000)
0x80200001)
0x800000)
0x80600000)
0x80800000)

0x80e00001)
0x80e00001)
0x80e00008)
0x80e00001)
0x80e00001)

else if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x80e00008)

= =

0x200008)

|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00008) = =
\|((fault_register_ Aelayedlcell_ ger & 0x80e00008) = =
West_link[cell_number]=

0x600008)
0x200000)

}]((fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x80e00008)

0x600000)

owe

i

wu

Hou

ft

0x80e00008) = = Oxe00000)
& 0x80e00008) = = 0xa00000)
& 0x80e00008) =
0xe00008)
& 0x80e00008)
0xa00008)
& 0x80e00001)
0x80400000)
& 0x80e00001)
0x80e00000)
& 0x80e00001)
0x80600001)
& 0x80e00008)
0x400000)
& 0x80e00001)
0x80a00000)
0x80a00001)
& 0x80e00001)
& 0x80e00001)
0x80e00001)
fo

else if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] &
i[((fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
te ault_register_delayed[cell_number]
\\((fault_register_delayed{cell_number]
II( (fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
it (fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
lI( (fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
li ( fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
Ii( ( fault_register_delayed|[cell_number]
II( ( fault_register_delayed/cell_number]
West_link[cell_number] = 0;

= =

} /* end deformation code */
} /* end reconfigure */
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All
[FR

Faultrg3.c

IR

RR

ROR

ROR

RI

RRR

RI RR

RI

RAI

NEARER

RE

ERR

file: set_f_rg.c set fault registers, this routine takes the input
from the receive routine and sets the appropriate fault register
bits
MIRAI ARR IR AR AR TAI ERA AIR

A

A REI

RAR

AEE

RHEE

RAEI ERE

ERE |

#include <stdio.h>
extern long
input_from_north[100][2],
input_from_south(100|[2],
input_from_east{100][2],
input_from_west[100][2],
fault_register|100],
fault_register_delayed/[100];
extern
north_link(100}],
south_link[100],
east_link[100],
west_link[100],
state[100],

north_west_is_faulty[100],
north_east_is_faulty[100],
south_west_is faulty[100],
south_east_is_faulty(100],
fareast_is_faulty[100],
farwest_is_faulty[100],
row_deformation_east{100][2],
row_deformation_west[{100J[2],
row_deformation_northeast_blocker[100],
row_deformation_northwest_blocker(100];
extern long fault_register1[100];
void set_fault_register(cell_ number)

{

int i;
long bit{34];
fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] = fault_register[cell_number];
row_deformation_east(cell_number][1] =
row_deformation_east[cell_ number][0);
row_deformation_west[cell_number][1] =
row_deformation_west[cell_number][0];

for(i=0;i< = 33;i+ +)
bitfi] = 0;
[RRR

RRR

A

IR

RRR

RR

RRR

IR

RR

RRR

RAK ER

ER EE

SET AUXILLARY BITS, NE IS FAULTY, SE IS FAULTY, NW IS FAULTY ANS SW IS
FAULTY THESE BITS ARE TRANSMITTED, BUT ARE NOT USED IN DECODING
I

I

RE

IRR

ER

IR

HARRAH

I

RRR

HEH ERE

HERA

E EAR ERE RE /

if(

|

—_ en

((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x80200001)= = 0x200001)
i\(input_from_northj[cell_number][0] & 0x4000000)
| ((input_from_east{cell_number|[0] & 0x4000000)
[I{input_from_westjcell_number]/0]
& 0x4000000))
|
&&
(((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x200008) = = 0x200008)||
((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x400040) = = 0x400040)))
row_deformation_northeast_blocker[cell_number] = 1;
if(
((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x80200001)= = 0x200001)
||(anput_from_north{cell_number][0] & 0x8000000)
((Gnput_from_east{cell_number
|[0] & 0x8000000) ||
(input_from_west[cell_number][0] & 0x8000000)) &&
(((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x200008)= = 0x200008)||
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((fault_register[cel]_ number] & 0x800100)

= = 0x800100)))

row_deformation_northwest_blocker|cell_number]

= 1;

if(
((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x400000)&&
'(fault_register[cell_number] & 0x400000)
&& (fault_register[cell_number] & 0x312)) /* was 3ff */
|i((input_from_east{cell_number][0] & 0x1000000)
&& (fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x3ff))
||((input_from_south[cell_number][0] & 0x1000000) &&
fault_register[cell_number] & 0x140)
\|(Gnput_from_south{cell_number
[0] & 0x1000000) &&
south_link[cell_ number] = = 18)
\|(((row_deformation_east{cell_number|[1] &&
row_deformation_west{cell_number][1]))

M

bit[32] = 1; }
if(
((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x800000) &&
'(fault_register[cell_number] & 0x800000)
&& (fault_register[cell_ number] & Oxe4)) /* was 3ff*/
\| ((input_from_west{cell_number][0] & 0x2000000)&&
(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & Ox3ff) )
[I((input_from_south[cell_number][0] & 0x2000000) &&
fault_register{cell_number] & 0x140)
[{((input_from_south[cell_number][0] & 0x2000000) &&
south_link[cell_number] = = 18
I|((row_deformation_east[cell_number][1] &&
row_deformation_west{cell_number][1]))
[({Gnput_from_north]cell_number][1] & 0x80800000) = = 0x800000)
(fault_register[cell_number] & 0x80) &&
(north_link[cell_ number]

)bit(33]
if(

=

= =

&&

1))

1;

(({(input_from_northfcell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf
&& (north_link[cell_ number] = = 4))
||((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x1) &&
east_link[cell_ number] = = 23)
north_east_is_faulty(cell_number]

= 1;

if(
(((input_from_north{cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf)
&& (north_link[cell_ number] = =
([((input_from_west(cell_numberj][1] & 0x1) &&
west_link[cell_number] = = 0)
if(

north_west_is_ faulty[cell_number]

= 1;

(((input_from_south[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf)
&& (south_link[cell_number] = = 20))
||((input_from_easticell_ number][1] & 0x8) &&
east_link{cell_ number] = = 23)

south_east_is_faulty[cell_number] = 1;
if(
(({input_from_south[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf)
&& (south_link[cell_number] = = 19
\|((input_from_west|cel]_number][]] & 0x8)&&
west_link[cell_number] = = 0)
south_west_is_faulty[cell_number] = 1;
if(
(((input_from_east{cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf)
&&(east_link{cell_ number] = = 21))
|((input_from_south[cell_number][0] & 0x40000000) &&
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(south_link(cell_number]= = 20))
|!((input_from_east{cell_number](0]
&& east_link(cell_ number] = = 4)

)

fareast_is_faulty[cell_number]
if(

& 0x80000000)

=

(({input_from_west[cell_number][0] & Oxf} = = Oxf)
&&(west_link[cell number] = = 2))

farwest_is_faulty[cell_ number]

SRO OR

RoR

RoR aOR OOO

=

RR iO

1;

ROR

RoR

ik

tok kok

fom

km

mot kkk

ok kok

RECONFIGURATION IS DONE BASED ON THE CONTENTS OF THE delayedED
FAULT REGISTER, BUT INPUT IS USED TO SET THE CONTENTS OF THE
FAULT REGISTER. THIS ALLOWS A CELL TO COMMUNICATE TO ITS
CURRENT NEIGHBORS ALL THE INPUT IT RECEIVED FROM ALL ITS
NEIGHBORS BEFORE DISCONNECTING FROM A CELL

SI

OI

I

TR

AA

EI

ARIA

AAAI AAR

ATR

IIR

SAAR

AE

RAE

TO EAE

if(

(((input_from_north[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (north_link[cell_ number] = = 1))
|! ((input_from_west{cell_number][0] & 0x40000000) &&
(west_link[cell_ number] = = 0) )
|| ( Gnput_from_east[cell_number]/0] & 0x10000000) &&
(east_link[cell_number] = = 23) )

)

fault_register[cell_number] = fault_register[cell_number] | 0x1;
} /* immediate cell to the north is faulty */
if(

((Gnput_from_north{cell_number [0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (north_link[cell_number]=
3))
|! ((input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x300) &&
(( north_link[{cell_number] = = 1) |! (north_link[cell_number] = = 3)))
|| ({ input_from_north{cell_ _humber|[1] & 0x200) &&
north_link[cell_number] = = 4)
||((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x3)&&
((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0xe00000) != 0x800000)&&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 || west_link{cell_number] = = 2))
|| ((input_from_west[cell_number][0] & 0x40000000) &&
(west_link[cell_number| = =
|| ((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x300) &&
west_link[cell_number] = =
|| north_west_is_faulty[cell_number]

)

bit{}] = 1;
/* fault north and west of this cell */
if(

(((input_from_north{[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (north_link[cell_ number] = = 4))
[| ((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & Ox5)&&
'((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x600000)= = 0x400000) &&
(east_link[cell_number] = = 23 || east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
|| (Ginput_from_north{[cell_number|[1] & Oxc0) &&
( north_link[{cell_number] = = 1 |j north_link[cell_number] = = 4))

||((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & Oxc0) &&
east_link[cell_number]

= =

4)

)

bit(2] = 1;
/* fault north and east of this cell */
if(

(((input_from_south{cell_. number{0] & Oxf)= = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (south_ link{cell_ number} =
2))
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|| ((input_from_west[cell_. number|[0] & 0x80000000) &&
(west_link{cell_number] = = 0))
|| ((inpur from_east[cell_ number |(0} & 0x20000000) &&
(east_link[cell_number]= = 23))
fault_register[cell_number]

= fault_register[cell_number] | 0x8;

/* immediate southern neighbor

is faulty */

if(
({{input_from_south[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (south_link[cell_number]= = 19))
l\(Cinput_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x18) &&
'((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & Oxe00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_ number] = = 0 || west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
|i((input_from_west{cell_number][0] & 0x80000000) &&
west_link[cell_ number]=
l|(Ginput_from_south[cell_ number]}[1] & 0x300) &&
south_link[cell_ number]= = 22 )
\|(Gnput_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x300) &&
west_link[cell_ number] = = 19)
|| (Ginput_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x8) &&
west_link{cell_number] = =
il((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x2) &&
south_link[cell_number] = = 18)

)
bit[4] =

/* fault to the southwest of this cell */

if(

(((input_from_south{cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (south_link[cell_number] = = 20))
li((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x28)&&
'(input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x600000)= = 0x400000) &&
(east_link(cell_number] = = 21 || east_link[cell_number] = = 23))
(| ({(input_from_south{[cell_ number |[1] & Oxcd) &&
( south_link[cell_number]= = 22 || south_link[cell_number]= = 20) )
\|({input_from_east[cell_ numberlf
& Oxcd) &&
east_linkjcell_ number]= = 20)
||((input_from_south{cell_ number|[1] & 0x4) &&
south_link[cell_number] = = 18)

)
bit[5] = 1;

/* fault to the southeast of this cell */

if(

(((input_from_east(cell_number][0] & Oxf)= = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (east_link(cell_number] = = 23))
fault_register[cell_ number] = fault_register[cell_number] | 0x40;
/* immediate eastern neighbor is faulty */

if(
(({input_from_east[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
|! ((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & Oxc0)&&
{((input_from_east(cell_number][i] & 0x600000)= = 0x400000) &&
(east_link[cell_number] = = 23 || east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
{1 ((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x20) &&
east_link[cell_number]= = 4)
\| ((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x4) &&
east_link[cell_number] = = 20)
||fareast_is_faulty[cell_number]
bit{7] = 1;
/* faulty cell to

the far east in this row */
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if(

{({input_from_west/cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (west_link[cell_number] = = 0))
fault_register[cell_ number] = fault_register[cell_number] | 0x100;
/* immediate western neighbor is faulty */

}

if(

((((input_from_west[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (west_link[cell_ number] = = 2))
| (input_from_west(cell_number][1] & 0x300) &&
'((input_from_westjcell —humber][] & 0xe00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_number]= = 0 || west_link[cell_number]= = 2))
|| ((input_from_west[cell_ number|[}] & 0x10) &&
west_link[cell_number]=
|; ((input_from_west[cell_ number
& 0x2) &&
west_link[cell_number]= = 19))
/* &é&l(input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x20000)*/
\ifarwest_is_faulty[cell_number]}

)

bitf9} = 1;
/* fault to the far west of this cell */

if(
((anput_from_north{cell_number][1] & 0x1) &&
(north_link[cell_ number] = = 1))
\((input_from_north{cell_number][O] & 0x10000000) &&
north_link[cell_ number] = = 4)
[I((input_from_north[cell_number][0] & 0x40000000) &&
north_link[cell_number] = = 3)

)

bit{10] = 1;
/* nn- fault 2 rows to the north and north of this cell*/
if(
((input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x2) &&
(north_link{cell_number] = = 1))
\|((input_from_northjcell_number][1] & 0x3) &&
(north_linkjcell_ number] = = 0x3))
\| ((input_from_westfcell_number][1] & Oxc00)&&
'({input_from_west{cell_number|[1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 || west_link[cell_ number] = = 2))

bit(11] = 1;

/* nnw- fault 2 rows north and west of this cell*/
if(
(input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x4)
&& (north_link[cell_number}] = = 1)
i((input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x5) &&
(north_link[cell_ number] = =
|; ((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x1400)&&
'((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(east_link[cell_number] = = 23 || east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
bit{12] =
/* nne- fault 2 rows north and east of this cell*/

if(
((input_from_northj[cell_number][1] & 0x80000) &&
((north_link[cell_number] = = 1) |! (north_link[cell_number] = = 4) ))
|| ((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & Ox2000)&&
'((input_from_west{cell_number]|1] & 0x600000)= = 0400000) &&
(east_link[cell_number] = = 23 || east_link[{cell_number]= = 21))
\|((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x2000)&&
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'((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link(cell_ number] = = 0 || west_link{cell_number] = = 2))

)

&& fault_register[cell_number] & 0x1c00

)

bit{13] = 1;
/*mfnne- multiple faults 2 rows north and east of this cell*/
if(
(input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x8) &&
(south_link[cell_ number] = = 22
|| ((input_from_south[cell_number|[0] & 0x20000000) &&
(south_link[cell_number] = = 20
|| (Gnput_from_south|cell_number][0] & 0x80000000) &&
{south_link[cell_ number] = = 19))

)

bit{14] =

1;

/* ss- fault 2 rows to the south and in the same column */

if(
((input_from_south{cell_number][1] & 0x10) &&
(south_link[cell_ number] = = 22))
[|(Gnput_from_south{cell_number][1] & 0x18) &&
(south_link[cell_number] = = 19))
|((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & Oxc000) &&
'((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0xa00000) = = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 | west_link[cell_ number] = = 2))

Ht

bit{15]

=

1;

/* ssw- single fault 2 rows south and west of this cell*/
if(
((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x20) &&
{south_link[cell_number] = = 22
{(((input_from_south{(cell_number][1] & 0x28) &&
{south_link[cell_ number] = = 20))
\|((Gnput_from_east[cell_ number][1] & 0x14000))&&
'((input_from_east{cell_number][i] & 0x600000) = = 0x400000) &&
(east_link[cell_ number] = = 23 || east_link[cell_number] = = 21))

)

bit{16] = 1;
/* sse- single fault 2 rows south and east of this cell*/
else bit{16] = 0;

if(
(

((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x100000)&&
{(south_link[cell_number] = = 22) || (south_link[cell_number] = = 20) ))
[l((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x20000)&&
'(fault_register_delayed{cell_
number] & 0x800000) &&
(east_link[cell_number] = = 23 || east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
['(((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x20000))&&
'((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 || west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
)&& fault_register[cell_number] & 0x1c000
bit{17] = 1;
/* mfss- multiple faults 2 rows to the south of cell*/
if(

(

((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0xc0) = = Oxc0)
[I((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x300) = = 0x300)
ll( ((input_from_east{cell_number}[1] & 0x400c0)> = 0x40000)&&
(east_link(cell_number] = = 23 || east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
I|( (input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x40000)&&
'((input_from_west(cell_number][1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
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(west_link[ce]l_number] = = 0
) && fault_register[cell_number]
\\((fault_register[cell_ number] &
(((fault_register(cell_ number] &

)

bit[18] =

1;

|| west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
& 0x3cO
0x280) = = 0x280)
0x340) = = 0x340)

/* mf multiple faults in this row

if(

*/

(

({fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x5) = = 0x5)
||( (input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x80000)&&
{(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x800000) &&
(east_link[cell_number]= = 23 || east_link[cell_number]= = 21))
(({input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x40000)&&
(input_from_north{cell_number][1] & Ox3c0))&&
( north_link[cell_number] = = 1 || north_link[cell_number] = = 4 ||
north_link(cell_ number] = = 3))
|| (Gnput_from_west{cell_number][1]] & O0x80000)&&
'“(ainput_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link{cell_number] = = 0 || west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
|| ((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x2000) &&
south_link[cell_ number] != 18)
) && fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x7
\i((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x3) = = 0x3)
|\((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x5) = = 0x5)
[|((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x6) = = 0x6)
bit{19] =
/* mfn multiple fault in the row to the north */

if(
(

((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x28) = = 0x28)
|| ( {(input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x100000)&&
'((input_from_east|cell_ number]{1] & 0x600000)= = 0x400000) &&
(east_link[cell_number]= = 23 || east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
|i ( (input_from_south|[cell_ number|[1] & 0x40000)&&
( south_link[cell_ number]= = 22 |j south_link[cell_number] = = 20 ||
south_link[cell_ number] = = 19) )
|| ((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x100000)&&
'((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_ number] = = 0 || west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
)&& fault_register[cell_number] & 0x38
[[((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x18)
|((fault_register[ceil_ number] & 0x28)

= = 0x18)
= = 0x28)

||((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x30) = = 0x30)

)
bit[20] = 1;

/* mfs multiple fault in the row to the south

*/

if(

(((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x100010)= = 0x100000)&&
(fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x300)) /* mfs & 'sw & w+ fw */
|| (((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x80002)= =0x80000) &&
(fault_register[cell_number] & 0x300)) /* mfn & nw ww+ fw not*/
il(C(input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x1000000)&&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x400000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 || west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
\i( (input_from_east[cell_ number][!] & 0x1000000)&&
(east_link[cell_ number]= = 23 || east_link[cell_number]= = 21))
|: (((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x80044) = = 0x80044)&&
(!(fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x3)))
([((input_from_north{cell_ number|[] & 0x4000000)
&&
( north_link(cell_number] = = 1 || north_link[cell_number]= = 4 ||
north_linkjcell number] = = 3))
|| (((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x2000040) = = 0x2000040) &&
'(fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x3))
il((input_from_south(cell_number|[1] & 0x2000000)&&
( south_link(cell_number] = = 22 || south_link[cell_number] = = 20 ||
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south_link[cell_number] = = 19) )
\\(((fault_register_delayed{cell_
number] & 0x4000010)= = 0x4000000) &&
(fault_register_delayed|cell_
number] & 0x300))
/* fer fault in the critical region of this row */

}

bit(24] = 1;

if(
(((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x40300)= =0x40000) /* mfe */
&&(fault_register(cell_ number] & 0x3))
|| (input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x2000000)&&
'(fault_register_ delayed|cell_ number] & 0x800000) &&
(east_link[cell_number]= = 23 || east_link[cell_number]= = 21))
|| ((input_from_west[cell_ number [1] & 0x2000000)&&
'(fault_register_ delayed{cell_ number] & 0x400000) &&
(west_link[cell_ number]= = 0 | west_link[cell_number]= = 2))
|| ((input_from_north{[cell_ number]
& 0x1000000)&&
( north_link[cell_number]= = 1 || north_link[cell_number] = = 4
north_link{cell_number] = = 3))
)
/* fern fault in the critical region of the row to the north*/
bit{25]) = 1;

||

if(

(((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x40300)= =0x40000)
&& (fault_register[cell_number] & 0x18)) /* mfe and not w or fw */
li((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x4000000)&&
'(fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x400000) &&
(west_link{cell_ number] = = 0 || west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
li(((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x4000000)
II((input_from_east{cell_number|1] & 0x190) = = 0x19) &&
'(fault_register_ delayed{cell_ number] & 0x400000) &&
(east_link[cell_number]= = 23 || east_link[cell number]= = 21))
\|((input_from_south{cell_ number|[1] & 0x1000000) &&
(south_link[cell_number]= = 22))
(i(((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x1080040)= =0x1080040) &&
(( fault_register[cell_number] & 0x18) ||
(south_east_is_faulty[cell_number]) )&&
'(fault_register(cell_number] & 0x300) )

/*)fers fault in the critical region of the row to the south*/
bit[26] = 1;

}

[RIE

RRR

CODE TO FORCE
INTERIOR
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FRI IARTR A

A CR

RR

ROW

AR

RR TR

I KIN IRR AR RHR

DEFORMATION.

OCCURENCES,

THAT

ROW

TOR RIOR

IS ALL

TE

ER KARR

DEFORMATION
BUT

THE

EK

TAKES

FARTHEST

PLACE WITH

EAST

AND

ALL

WEST

FAULT IN MULTIPLE FAULT OCCURENCES. ROW DEFORMATION TO THE NORTH
IS ATTEMPTED FIRST, AND IF IT DOES NOT ENCOUNTER A DOUBLE FAULT EITHER
TO THE EAST OR WEST OF THE COLUMN AFFECTED, AND IT DOES NOT ENCOUNTER
ANOTHER FAULT IN THE SAME COLUMN, IT PROCEEDES UNTIL A SPARE CELL IN THE
TOP ROW IS USED. IF EITHER OF THE ABOVE CASES EXISTS, THE ROW
DEFORMATION TO THE NORTH IS CANCELLED AND DEFORMATION TO THE SOUTH
IS ATTEMPTED. IF THIS IS UNSUCCESSFUL, AN IRRECOVERABLE CONDITION EXISTS
AND THE GLOBAL PATTERN REGROWTH ALGORITHM MUST BE CALLED
III

RR ATR IORI AAR IO

ARR

ARR

RR

IRR

A

RHR

ERR

/

if(

((((fault_register[cell_number} & 0x100038) = = 0x100038)/* center of three faults */
\i((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x8) &&
/* adjacent faults*/
((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x8) ||
(input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x8)]||
(south_east_is_faulty(cell_number])||
south_west_is_faulty[cel]l_number])))
&&
/* adjacent faulty cells */
( !row_deformation_northeast_blocker[cell_number] &&
'row_deformation_northwest_blocker(cell_number]))
li((((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x80007) = = 0x80007)/* center of three faults */
[|({fault_register[cell_number] & 0x1) &&
/* adjacent faults*/
( (input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x1) ||
(input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x1)]|
(north_east_is_faulty[cell_number])||
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north_west_is_faulty[cell_number] ) ))
&&{ row_deformation_northeast_blocker[cell_number] &&
row_deformation_northwest_blocker[cell_number]))
|| ((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x200000)&&
(south_link[cell_number] = = 22) &&
'row_deformation_northeast_blocker[cell_number] &&
!row_deformation_northwest_blockerj[cell_number])
&&(input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x80200000) = = 0x80200000)
{north_link[cell_number] = = 1))
[i((input_from_south{[cell_number][1] & 0x400000) &&
south_link[cel]_ number] = = 19)
{{((input_from_south{cell_ number][1] & 0x800000) &&
south_link[cell_ number]= = 20)
\|(((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x18)= = 0x18) &&
row_deformation_east(cell_number|[[J&&
'(row_deformation_northeast_blocker[cell_number]) &&
'(row_deformation_northwest_bliocker[cell_number])

)

|((fault_register(cell_number] & 0x8) &&
row_deformation_east{cell_number|[1] &&
row_deformation_west(cell_number|[1])
bit(21] =

1;

/* row

deform north */

if(
(((fault_register[cell_number] & Oxc0) = = Oxc0)&&/* e & fe */
(fault_register[cell_number] & 0x300))
[* & (w+ fw) */
|'(((fault_register[cell_number] & Oxc0) = = Oxc0) &&
(fareast_is_faulty(cell_number]))
\|((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x80400000)= = 0x400000) &&
(south_link[cell_number] = = 22
&&(input_from_north{cell_number][1] & 0x80400000) = = 0x80400000)
(north_link[cell_number] = = 1))
[(((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x80200000) = = 0x80200000) &&
north_east_is_faulty[cell_number])
\i({fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x8) &&
south_east_is_faulty[cell_number])
\|(Gnput_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x200000) &&
east_link[cell_ number] = = 23)
\i((fault_register[cel]_ number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register[cell_number] & 0x40) &&
row_deformation_east{cell_number][0] )
\|((fault_register{cell_number] & 0x40) &&
row_deformation_east(cell_number][0] &&
row_deformation_west|cell_number][0] )

{

}

bit{[22] = 1; /* row deformation north or south east */

if(

(((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x40300) = = 0x40300)&& /* w & fw *,
(faut register(cell_number] & 0xc0))
/* ande + fe */
\| ((input_from_south{cell_ number] & 0x800000)&&
(south_link[cell_ number] = = 22) &
'(input_from_south[cell_number]{0] e 0x8000000))
|
(((input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x80800000) = = 0x80800000) &&
(north_link[cell_number] = =
\|((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x200000)/*&&
(fault_register[cell_number] & 0x50)*/) /* was 10 */
||(south_west_is_faulty[cell_
number] &&
fault_register[cell_number] & 0x200000)
||(north_west_is_faulty[cell_number] &&
((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x80200000) = =0x80200000))

\((input_from_north[cell_number]{1] & 0x800000) &&
(fault_register[cell_number] & 0x10000000) &&
(north_link[cell_number] = = 1))

li(
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(((fault_register{cell_ number] & 0x40300) = = 0x40300) &&
farwest_is_faulty[cell_number]) |
((( fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x80001) = = 0x80001) &&
north_west_is_faulty/cell_number])
&& row_deformation_northwest_blocker[cell_number])
\|(((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x40300) = = 0x40300) &&
(row_deformation_east{cell_number][1]))

(I((fauit_register[cell_ number] & 0x100) &&
row_deformation_east{cell_number][1] &&
row_deformation_west{cell_number][1])
\|((input_from_west[cell_number]/0}) = = OxN&&
west_link[cell_number] = = 2)
bit[23] =

1; /* row deformation north or southwest */

if(
((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x8) &&
((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x8) ||
(input_from_east{cel]_number][1] & 0x8)))
[[((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x8000000) &&
(east_link[cell_ number] > = 21) &&
'(fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x10))
|{((input_from_west(cell_number][1] & 0x8000000) &&
(west_linkjcell_ number] < = 2) &&
'(fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x20))/**/
/*
if(

bit[27] = 1; /* row deformation generated row [i+ 1] */
this bit used to cancel the multiple fault effects of
adjacent faults in the

row to the south */

((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x100) &&
farwest_is_faulty[cell_number])
(finput_from_west{cell_number][1] & Oxf) = = Oxf) &&
(west_link[cell_ number] = = 2))
f{(fault_register(cell_number] & 0x40) &&
fareast_is_faulty[cell_number])
(finput_from_east[cell_number][1] & Oxf) = = Oxf) &&
(east_link[cell_ number] = = 21))
*/ |\((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x10000000) &&
'(fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x300))
\|((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x10000000) &&
{(fault_register[cell_ number] & Oxc0))
bit[28] = 1;
/* above bit cancels multiple fault effect of

adjacent faults in this row */

if(
((fault_register(cell_number] & Ox!) &&
(({input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x1) &&
west_link[cell_ number] = = 0)
||(Gnput_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x1) &&
east_link[cell_number] = = 23)))
|{(input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x20000000) &&
(east_link[cell_number] > = 21) &&
'(fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x2))
\\({input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x20000000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] < = 2) &&
'(fault_register{cell_number] & 0x104))
bit(29] = 1;
/* this bit used to cancel the effect of adjacent
faults in northern row*/

if(
(((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x80007) = = 0x80007) &&
row_deformation_northeast_blocker[cell_number] &&
row_deformation_northwest_blocker[cell_number])
|
(((fault_register[cell, number] & 0x402c0) = = 0x402c0) &&
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row_deformation_northeast_blocker[cell_number])

|

(((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x40380) = = 0x40380) &&
row_deformation_northwest_blocker[cell_number])

i

(input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x80000000)
\| (((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x40300) = = 0x40300) &&
row_deformation_northwest_blocker[cell_number])
lt (((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x400c0) = = 0x400c0) &&
row_deformation_northeast_blocker[cell_number]})
|| (((fault_register(cell_ number] & 0x20080001) = = 0x20080001)&&
row_deformation_northeast_blocker/cell_number] &&
row_deformation_northwest_blocker|[cell_number])

bit[31] = 1; /* this bit forces deformation bits to deform to the south*/
PORE

I

GRIGIO

IG

CIO IOI

OIC

IOUT

IO IO IOI

The remaining code clears all bits in the fault register execpt those
set by direct testing of neighbors at all times except during
reconfiguration ( indicated by a “0” input on one of the inputs. Since
border cells never have all inputs, this check is disabled for cell
numbers on the top row because these cells would normally have
an external input here. Code also clears the bits used to generate
north deformation whenever a faulty cell is encountered in the
deformation path
JE

IOIOIIOIZIOIIGI ICID

ICICI

fault_register[cell_ number]

IG ICICI

II

ICICI TIC

TIO

ICI

ACK Ack

ATOR I A AIH

|

= fault_register[cell_number] & Oxff1 fffff;

[ikl

inptt_from_north{[cell_number|[1] &&
input_from_south[cell_number][1] && */
jfiput_from_east(cell_number][1] &&
input_from_west{cell_number][1])
I:(cell number < 10) || (((cell_ number +1) %10) = = 0)j|
((cell_ number % 10) = = 0)|| (cell_number > 89)

yl

fault_register[cell_ number] = fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x00149;
row_deformation_east[cell_number|[0] = 0;
row_deformation_westjcell_number][0] = 0;

}

if(
((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x8) )
&& (input_from_south[cell_number][0] & 0x4000000)

)

bit] = 0; bit(22] = 0;
if(
((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x8) )
&& (input_from_south[cell_number]/0] & 0x8000000)

)

ba
for(i

= 0; bit[23] = 0;
=

O;1<

=

31;1++)

fault_register[cell_ number]

(bit{i] < < 1);

= fault_register[cell_number]|

row_deformation_east[cell_number][0] =
row_deformation_east{cell_number]{0] | bit{32];
row_deformation_west{cell_number][0] =
row_deformation_west{cell_number][0} | bit[33];
if((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x200009) = = 0x200000)
fault_register[cel!_ number] = fault_register(cell_number] & Oxfffffc00;
if((row_deformation_northeast_blocker[cell_number})&&
fault_register[cell_number] & 0x8)
fault_register[cell_number] = fault_register[cell_ number]
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& Ox ffl FfFeT;

} /* end set registers routine */

A.1l2_
[I

Algor4.c
I

IR

RRR

TAR

HAAR

KAKA

HR RAE ERA EA EE

File: algor4a.c This file contains code to
set the inter-cell communications links
FESO

Hinclude

III

IOI

<stdio.h>

[RRR RARE

ARR

REE

GOST

GLOBAL

IIE

ICR

VARIABLES

ACA

AOR IORI

RAHA KH /

iahaddlaaeahaledhaleahsiaiiaediialieiaiiaaeieiieiiel |

extern long fault_register_delayed[100];
extern int north_link{]00], south_link[100], east_link[100],
west_link[100],state[100], row_deformation_east[100][2],
row_deformation_west[100][2],
row_deformation_north_blocker[100],
row_deformation_northeast_blocker[100],
row_deformation_northwest_blocker(100],
east_is_faulty[100],west_is_faulty[100],
north_west_is_faulty[100],north_east_is_faulty[100],
south_west_is_faulty[100],south_east_is_faulty[100];
void reconfigure(cell_number)
{ /* begin reconfigure */

/* bypass algorithm 2-10 code if row deformation exists in this cell */
if(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0xb8e00000))
{ /*
no row deformation bits set
_*/
if(!(row_deformation_east[cell_number][0]||
row_deformation_west[cell_number][0]))
{ /* logic changes if there is a deformation east or west of cell*/
if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x100)
west_link(cell_number] = 2;
else west_link[(cell_number] = 0;
if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x40)
east_link[{cell_number] = 21;
else east_link[cell_number] = 23;
/* begin algorithm 2-10 code
/* begin north link code */

*/

switch(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x30c0000)
case 0x0:{
if(
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& !(fault_register_delayedjcell_
number] & 0x3))
|\((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2)
north_link[cell_ number] = 1;
else
iff
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3)
&& !(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))

)

north_link[cell_ number] = 4,
else
if
((fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x300)
&& !(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2))

)
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north_link[cell_number]
break; } /* end case */
case 0x1000000:{

if(

= 3;
.

/* fer */

((fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x300)
&& !(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x3))

north_Iink[cell_number] = 1;
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x3))
[|(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
else

north_link{cell_number] = 4;
/* not possible in this configuration */
north_link[cell_ number] = 3;

break; } /* end case 1000000

fcr

*/

case 0x2000000:{
if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x300))
north_link[cell_number] =
else

1,

iff

(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2))
\|((fault_register_delayed(cell_number] & 0x2) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))

else

north_link[cell_number] =
north_link{cell_number] = 4;

break; } /* end case 2000000

fern

*/

case 0x3000000:{
if(
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
'(fault_register_delayed|cell_number] & 0x3))
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x2))
north_link[cell_number] =
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x3))
else

north_link[cell_number]
iff

= 4;

((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2))

north_link[cell_number] = 3;
break; } /* end case 3000000 fcr and fern */
case 0x40000:
case 0x1040000:{
/* mf or mf and fer */
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3))
\|(fault_register_delayed[cell_ number] & 0x2 &&
'(fault_register_delayedjcell_. pumberd & Oxc0))
)north_link[cell_number]
=
else
if
(‘(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
l\((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0xcO0) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x3))
ynorth_link[cell_number] = 4;
else
iff
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0xc0) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2))
)north_link[cell_number] = 3;
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break; } /* end case 40000 multiple fault mf */

case 0x2040000:
case 0x3040000:{
if(
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x4)
|'((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0))
)north_link[cell_number]) = 1;
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3))
ynorth_link{cell_number] = 4;
else

if

(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0))
)north_link[cell_number] = 3;
break; } /* end case 2040000 mf and fern */

case 0x80000:
case 0x2080000:{

/* mfn or mfn and fern */

if((fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x7) = = 0x7)
north_link[cell_number] = 5;
ele
(!(fault_register_delayed{cel]_number] & 0x300)
&& ((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x6)= = 0x6))
\|((fault_register_delayedjcell_
number] & 0x300)
&& (!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x5)))
ynorth_link[cell_number] = 1;
else
_—if(
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x304))
)north_link[cell_ number] = 4;
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2))
\\((fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x5) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2))
jnorth_link[cell_number] = 3;
break; } /* end case 80000 mfn */
case 0x1080000:
case 0x3080000:{ /* mfn and fer */
if(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] = = 0x80007)
north_link[cell_number] = 5;
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x300))
|{((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x6) = = 0x6)
ynorth_link[cell_number] = 1;
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x4))
ynorth_link[cell_number] = 4;
else
—if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& '(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x2))
ynorth_link[cell_number] = 3;
break; } /* end case 1080000 mfn and fer */
case 0xc0000:
case 0x10c0000:
case 0x20c0000:
case 0x30c0000:{/* mf and mfn, fer and fern not critical */
if(
('(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x300)
&& !(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3))
\l((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0) &&
((fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x6) = = 0x6))
I|({(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0)
&& !(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x5))
)north_link[cell_ number] = 1;
else
iff
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
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&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_ number] & 0x3))
/s\({(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3))
\\((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0)

*/

&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
'(fault_register_delayed{cell_ numer] & 0x4))
)north_link[cell_ number]=

else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& !(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x2))
\|({(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & Oxc0)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x5))
)north_link[cell_number] = 3;
break; } /* end case c0000 mf and mfn */
} /* end switch north link code */
/*

begin south link code

*/

switch(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x5140000)
{ /* south link switch code */
case 0:

{ /* begin case 0 */
if(
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& !(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x18))
||((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_ delayed{cell_ number} & 0x10))
)south_link[cell_ number]=
22;
else
iff
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_ number] &© Oxt0))
)south_link[cell_number]=
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18))
)south_link[cell_number] =
break; } /* end case 0, single faults, no critical area faults */
case 0x1000000:
{ /* begin case */
if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18)))
)south_link[cell_number] = 22;
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& ((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18)))
\I({(fault_register_delayed{cell_
number] & 0x300))

)south_link[cell_number] = 20;
else
south_link[(cell number] = 19;
break; } /* end case 0x1000000, fer */
case 0x4000000:

{ /* begin case

*/

if(
(!(fault_register_delayed{cell_ number] & 0x300)
&& fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x10)
)south_link[cell_number]= 22;
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x10))
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x10)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
)south_link[cell number] = 19;
else
south_link[cell_number] =
/* not possible this configuration */
break; } /* end case fers */

case 0x5000000:

{ /* begin case */
i
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
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\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x300)
&& fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x10)
)south_link[cell_number] = 22;
else
iff
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x10))
)south_link[cell_number] = 19;

else

if

(!(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x300)
&&(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18))
)south_link[cell_ number] = 20;
break; } /* end case fcr and fers

*]

case 0x40000:
case 0x1040000:
{ /* begin case */
if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0xc0) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18))
)south_link[cell_number] = 22;
else
iff
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0xd0))
)south_link[cell_number] = 19;
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
|'((fault_register_delayed/cel]_
number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & O0xc0) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18))
)south_link[cell_ number] = 20;
break;

} /* end case mf */

case 0x4040000:
{ /* begin case */
if(
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x20)
\i((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0))
)south_link[cell_number] = 22;
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0xc0))
)south_link[cell_number] = 19;
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x18) &&
'(fault_register_delayed/cell_
number] & 0x300))
)south_link[cell_number] = 20;
break; } /* end case mf and fers

*/

case 0x100000:
case 0x4100000:
{ /* begin case */
if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x38) = = 0x38)
|!((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x8000008) = = 0x8000008)

)

south_link[cell_number]

=

18;

(((fault_register_delayed[{cell_number] & 0x30)= = 0x30) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))

)south_link[cell_number] = 22;
else
if
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x10))
\|((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x28) &&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x10) &&
(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x300))
)south_link[cell_ number] = 19;
else
iff
(!(fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x320))
)south_link[cell_number] = 20;
break; } /* end case mfs */
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case 0x1100000:
case 0x5100000:

{ /* begin case */
if(
((fault_register_delayed[cell_ number] & 0x30)= = 0x30)
\i({(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
)south hink{cell_number]= 22;
else
iff
((fault_register_delayedjcell_number] & 0x300) &&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x10))
)south_link[cell_number] = 19;
else
iff
(!(fault_register_delayed[cell_ number] & 0x20))
)south_ link[cell_ number]=
20;
break; } /* end case mfs and fer ¥
case 0x140000:
case 0x1140000:
case 0x4140000:
case 0x5140000:
{ /* begin case */
if(
((fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0)
&& ((fault_register_delayed|cell_number] & 0x30)= = 0x30))
||(\(fault_register_delayed[cel]_ number] & Oxc0)
&& !(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x28))
\|({(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& !(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18))
)south_link[cell_ number] =
2;
else
if
((fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x300)
&& !(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x10))
\I(!(fault_register_delayed/cell_ number] & Oxc0)
&& (fault_register_ oeayedlcet number] & 0x28))
)south_link[cell_number]
=
else
if
((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&& (fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0)
&& !(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x20))
iI({(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Oxc0)
&& (fault_register_delayed{cell_ number] & 0x28))
i({(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
&&(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18))
)south_link[cell_ number] = 20;
break; } /* end case mf and mfs */
} /* end south link switch code */
} /* end code for row-deformation east or west not */
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if(row_deformation_east[cell_number][0] &&
'row_deformation_west[cell_number][0]){
if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x312)
{ north_link[cell_number] =
south_link[cell_number] = 22;

}

else if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x28)
{ north “link(cell_ number]= 1;
south_link[cell_number] = 19;
else if(fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x80)
{ north_link[cell_number] = 4;
south_link[cell_number] = 20;
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else if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x40)
{ north_link{cell_ number] = 4
south_link[cell_ number] = 20
else if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x5)
{

north _lnk{cell__ number]

south_link[cell_number]=

=

3;

22;

if(fault_register_delayed[cell_ number] & 0x100)
{ east_link[cell_ number]= 23;
west_link[cell_number]
=
}
if(fault_register_delayed{cell_ umber & 0x40)
{ east_ link{cell. number]=
21;
west_link[cell_number] =
}
if(fault_register_delayed{cell _ ‘Turaber] = = 0x80003)
{ north_link[cell_number]
/* end row deformation east */

}

if(row_deformation_west[cell_number][0]
'row_deformation_east[cell_ number][0]){

&&

f(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0xe4)
{ north_link[cell_number]
south_link[cell_number] = 22
else if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x18)
{ north_link[cell_number] = 1;
south_link[cell_number] = 20;
else if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x3)
{ north_link{cell_ number] = a
south_link{cell_number]=
else if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300)
{ north_linkjcell_ number] = 3;
south_link[cell_ number] = 19
if(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x100)
{ east_linkjcell_number] = 23
west_link[cell_number] = 2; }
if(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x40)
{ east_link[cell_number] = 21
west_link[cell number] = 0;
}
/* end row deformation west */

}

if(row_deformation_east[ce!!_ number][0] &&
row_deformation_west[cell_number][0] )
{ if(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x1)
north_link[cell_ number] = 5;
else north_link(cell_number] = 1
south_link[cell_number]= 39s
east_link[cell_ number] =
west_link[cell_number] =
} /* end code for no deformation bits set
*/
else {
if((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x38000000)&&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0xe00000))
{ north_link[cell_number] = 1;
south_link[cell_number| = 9a
east_link{cell_number] =
west_link[cell_number] =
4
if(

((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x7) = = 0x7)
|\|((fault_register_delayed|cell_number] & 0x20000001)
= 0x20000001)

)

{ north_link[cell_number]
south_link[cell_number]

= 5
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if(

east_link[cell_ number] = 23;
west_link[cell_ number] = 0; }
((fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x8e00008)

= = 0x8000008)

{ north_link[cell_number]
= 1;
south_link[cell_number] = 18;
east_link[cell_number] = mt
west_link[cell_ number] = 0; }

if((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00008) = = 0x200000)
{ north_link[cell_number] = 1;
south_link[cell_ number]= 22;
/*if(south_east_is_faulty[cell_ number])*/
east_link[cell_number]=
west_link[cell_ number]= 19; }
else if{fault reBloter, delayedfeell_ number} & 0x80e00008) = = 0x200008)
{ north_link{cell_number] = 18:
south_link[cell_number]=
east_link[cell_number] = 20,
west_link[cell_number] =
}
else if((fault_register Paclayediecil. number] & 0x80e00008) = = 0x400000)
{ north “link{[cell_ number]= 1;
south_link[cell_number] = 22;
east_link[cell_number] = ..
west_link[cell_number] = 0; }
else if((fault_register_delayed/cell_number] & 0x80e00009 ) = = 0x800000)
{ north_link[cell_number] = 1;
south_link[cell_number] = 22;
east_link[cell_number] = 2B
west_link{cell_number] =
}
else if((fault_register_ dchayedicell_ number] & 0x80e00008) = = 0x800008)
{ north_link[ceil_number] = 1;
south_link[cell_number]= 18;
east_link[cell_number] = *
west_link[cell_number]=
}
else Ultaule register delayed|vell_ number] & 0x80e00008) = = 0x600000)
{ north_linkjcell_number] = 1;
south_link[cell_number] = 22;
if(!(row_deformation_northeast_blocker[cell_number]) &&
'(east_is_faulty[cell_number]))
east_link[cell_number] = 23;
else east_link[cell number] = 20;
west_link{cell number] = 19;
else if((fault_register_delayed(cell_number] & 0x80e00008)

= =

0x600008)

{ north_link[cell_ number] = 1;
south_link[cell_number] = 18;
if((row_deformation_northeast_blocker[cell_number]) &&
south_east_is_faulty[cell_number])
east_link[cell_number]= 15;
else east_link([cell_ number] = 23;
west_link[cell_ number]= 19; }
else if((fault_register _delayedfee number] & 0x80e00008)= = 0xe00000)
{ north_link{cell_ number] =
south_link[cell_number] = 02
if(!(row_deformation_north _blocker[cell_ number]))
{ east_link{cell_number]
= 23;
west_link[cell_number] = 0;}
else
{ east_link[cell_number] = 4;
west_link[cell_number] = 3;}

}

else if((fault_register_delayed{cell_number] & 0x80e00008)
{ north_link[cell_number] = 1;
south_link[cell_number] = 18,
east_link[cell_number| = a
west_link[cell_ number] = 0; }

= = 0xe00008)

else if((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00008)

= = 0xc00008)
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{ north_link[cell_ number] = 1;
south_link{cell_number] = 18;
if(row_deformation_north_blocker[cell_number])
east_link[cell_number] = 4;
else east_link[cell_number] = 23,
if(row_deformation_north_blocker[cell_number])
west_link[cell_number]

=

else west_link[cell_number]

}

3;

= 0;

else if((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00008)
{ north_link[cell_number] = 1;
south_link[cell_number] =
east_link[cell_ number]

=

= =

20;

if(!(row_deformation_northwest_blocker[cell_numberJ&&
'(west_is_faulty[cell_number]))
west_link[cell_ number] = 0;
else west_link[cell_number]
=
; }
else if((fault_register_delayed|cell_number] & 0x80e00008) =
{ north_link[cell_ number]= 1;
south_link[cell_number]= x0.
east_link{cell_number]=
if((row_deformation eHorthwest_blocker{cell_ number) &E&
south_west_is_faulty[cell_ number] )
west_link{cell_ number]=
else west_link[cell_number] = 'y:
else if((fault_register_ delayed{cell_ number] & 0x80e00001) =
{ north_link[cell_ number] = 1;
south_link(cell_number]

0x80200000)

=

0x80200001)

=

0x80400000)

0x80400001)

tl
Wl

else if((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e0000!°
{ north_link[cell_number]= 39
south_link(cell_number]
=
east_link[cell_ number] = 23
west_link[cell_ number]=
}
else if((fault_register_ ‘elayed{cell. number] & 0x80e00001)=
north_link[cell numbe:

0xa00008)

= an

east_link(cell_number] =
west_link[cell_number] = 33)
else if((fault_register_ delayed|cell_ number] & 0x80e00001)
{ north_link[cell_number]= 5;
south_link[cell_number]
= ir
east_link[cell_number]=
if{(row. deformation, north, plocker|cell_number}) &&
north_west_is_faulty[cell_number])
west_link[cell_number] = 8;
else west_link{cell_ number] = 3; }
else if((fault_register_delayed|cell_number] & 0x80e00001)
{ north_link[cell_number]= 1;
south_link[cell_number]= 22;
east_link[cell_number] = 20.
west_link[cell_number] =
else if((fault_register_| delayed|vell_ number} & 0x80e00001)
{ north_link[cell_number] = 5;
south_link[ceil_number] = oe
east_link{cell_number] =
west_link[cell_number] = °. }

{

0xa00000)

=

5;

south_link[cell number] ~ 22;
east_link[cell_number] = 23;
west_link[cell_. number] = 3;
if(cell number = = 34) {
printf("34 is here \n”);getch();}
}
else if((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00001)
{ north_link[cell_number] = oS
south_link(cell_number]
=
east_link[cell_number] =
west_link[cell_number] =
else if((fault_register_del ayedjcrll, number} & 0x80e00001)
{ north_link[cell_number] = 1;
south_link[cell_number] = 22;
if(!(row_deformation_north _blocker|cell_ number]))
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east_link[cell_number] =
else east_link[cell_number] =
west_link[{cell_number] = 3; }
else if((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00001)
{ north_link[cell_number] =
south_link[cell_number] = 22;
if(row_deformation_north_blocker[cell_number] &&
north_east_is_faulty[cell_number])
east_link(cell_number] = 10;
eleast_link{cel]_ number]= 23;
if(row_deformation_north _blocker|cell_number] KE
north_west_is_faulty[cell_number])
west_link(cell_ number] = 8;
etsest_link[cell_ number] = 3; }

= = 0x80600001)

else if((fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
{ north_link[cell_number]= 3
south_link[cell_number]=
east_link[cell_number] = 3
west_link[ce]l_number] =
else if((fault_register_ dclayedivell_ number]
{ north_link[cell_number]= 5;
south_link[cell_number] = a3
east_link[cell_number] =
west_link[cell_number] =
‘4
else if((fault_register_ ‘clayedieell_ number]
{ north_link[cell_number] = 1;
south_link[cell_number] =
east_link[cell_number] = 4;
west_link[cell_number] = 0;
else if((fault_register_delayed[cell_number]
{ north_link[cell number]= 5;
south_link[cell_number] = 4
east_link[cell]_ number] =
west_link[cell_number] = 6 }

& 0x80e00001)

= = 0x80e00000)

& 0x80e00001)

= = 0x80e00001)

& 0x80e00001)

= = 0x80a00000)

& 0x80e00001)

= = 0x80a00001)

else if((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00001)
{ north_link{cell_number] = 9
south_link[cell_number]
=
east_link[cell_number] = 4
west_link[cell_number] = 3; }

= = 0xc00001)

else if((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80e00009)
{ north_link[cell_number] = 1;
south_link[cell_number] = 22;
if(row_deformation_north_blocker[cell_number])

= = Oxc00000)

east_link{cell_ number]

= 4;

else east_link[cell_ number] =
if(row_deformation_north_blocker[cell_number])
west_link[cell_number] = 3;
else west_link[cell_number] = 0; }
if((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x204008) = = 0x204008)
south_link[cell_number] = 14;
if((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x80200401) = = 0x80200401)
north_link[cell_number] = 9;
} /* end deformation code */

} /* end reconfig™re */
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file: faultrg4.c set fault registers, this routine takes the input
from the receive routine and sets the appropriate fault register
bits
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Hinclude

<stdio.h>

ARH IR

IK

I

I I

I ROR
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ACR

I

AACR I

/

extern long

input_from_north[100][2],
input_from_south{100]f2],
input_from_east[100][2],
input_from_west[100][2],
fault_register[100],
fault_register_delayed[100];
extern
north_link[100],
south_link[100],

east_link[100],

west_link[100},
state[100],
north_west_is_faulty[100],
north_east_is_faulty[100],
west_is_faulty[100],
east_is_faulty[100],
south_west_is_faulty[100],
south_east_is_faulty[100],
fareast_is_faulty[100],
farwest_is_faulty[100],
row_deformation_east[100][2},
row_deformation_west[100][2],
row_deformation_north_blocker(100],
row_deformation_northeast_blocker[100],
row_deformation_northwest_blocker[100];
extern long fault_register1[100];
void set_fault_register(cell_number)

{

int i;
long bit[34];
fault_register_delayed[cell_number] = fault_register[cell_number];
row_deformation_east[cell_number][1] = row_deformation_east[cell_number][0];
row_deformation_west(cell_number][1] = row_deformation_west{[cell_number][0];
for(i=0;i<
bit[i] = 0;
[RE

=

33;i1+ +)
RRR

KTR

TARR

ARR

AR IRI RR

RR ARR RR

RR

TRE ICR ORR RK EH

SET AUXILLARY BITS, NE IS FAULTY, SEIS FAULTY, NW IS FAULTY ANS SW IS
FAULTY THESE BITS ARE TRANSMITTED, BUT ARE NOT USED IN DECODING
FIO

if

RCI

IORI

AT TORTOISE ACI RTCA

ACE RIOR

{ (Cault_register(cell_number] & 0x80200001)=

TAR TCA AR

=

RRA

AR

ARI TR ATER AAEM

0x200001)

||(input_from_north[cell_number][0] & 0x20000)
||(row_deformation_north_blocker[cell_number] &&
fault_register[cell_number] & 0x1)

row_deformation_north_blocker[cell_number] = 1;
if(
(((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x80400000)= = 0x400000)&&
north_east_is_faulty[cell_number])
(|(input_from_north[cell_number][0] & 0x800000)
\i(row_deformation_northeast_blocker|cell_number] &&
north_east_is_faulty[cell_number])
row_deformation_northeast_blocker[cell_number] = 1;
if(
(((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x80800000) = = 0x800000)&&
north_west_is_faulty[cell_number])
\\(input_from_north{cell_number][0] & 0x40000)
||(row_deformation_northwest_blocker[cell_number] &&
north_west_is_faulty[cell_ number])
row_deformation_northwest_blocker|[cell_number]

= 1;

if(
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((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x400000)&&
'(fault_register[cell_number]} & 0x400000)
&& (fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x312)) /* was 3ff */
(I((input_from_east[cell_number][0] & 0x1000000)
&& (fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x3ff))
i|((input_from_south[cell_number
|[0] & 0x1000000) &&
fault_register[cell_number] & 0x140)
||((input_from_south[cell_number][0] & 0x1000000) &&
south_link[cell_number] = = 18)
\|((row_deformation_east[cell_number][1] &&
row_deformation_west{cell_number][1]))

MM

bit[32] = 1; }
if(
((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x800000) &&
'(fault_register[cell_number] & 0x800000)
&& (fault_register[cell_number] & Oxe4)) /* was 3ff*/
|| ((input_from_west[cell_number][0] & 0x2000000)&&
(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & Ox3ff) )
\|((input_from_south{[cell_number][0] & 0x2000000) &&
fault_register{cel]_number] & 0x140)
I|((input_from_south[cell_ number|[0] & 0x2000000) &&
south_link{cell_number]
=
8)
|\((row_deformation_east[cell_number][1] &&
row_deformation_west(cell_number][1]))

)

bit(33] =
if(
(((input_from_north[cell_number][0] & Oxf)= = Oxf
&& (north_link{cell_ number] = =
\|((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x1) &&
east_link(cell_number] = = 23)
north_east_is_faulty[cell_number]

=

if(
(((input_from_north{cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf)
&& (north_linkjcell_ number] = = 3))
\|((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & Ox!) &&
west_link[cell_number] = = 0)
if(

north_west_is_faulty[cell
number] =

(((input_from_south{[cell_ number [0] ¢& Oxf)= = Oxf)
&& (south_link[cell_ number]= =
\I((input_from_east[cell_ numberitt] & 0x8) &&
east_link[cell_number]=
3)
south_east_is_faulty[cell_number]

= 1;

if(
(((input_from_south[cell_number][0] & Oxf)

= =

&& (south_link[cell_ number] = = 19))
(((input_from _west(cell_ number|{1] & Ox8)&&
west_link(cell_number]=
)

Oxf)

south_west_is_faulty[cell_number] =
if(
(((input_from_east{cell_ number ][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf)
&&(east_link[cell_number]= =

21))

\\((input_from_southfcell_ number |(0] & 0x40000000) &&
(south_link[cell_number]= = 20))
|((input_from_east[cell_number][0] & 0x80000000)
&& east_link[cell_ number] = = 4)
fareast_is_faulty[cell_number]
if(

=

(((input_from_westjcell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf
&&(west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
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farwest_is faulty[cell_number]
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=
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RECONFIGURATION IS DONE BASED ON THE CONTENTS OF THE delayedED
FAULT REGISTER, BUT INPUT IS USED TO SET THE CONTENTS OF THE
FAULT REGISTER. THIS ALLOWS A CELL TO COMMUNICATE TO ITS
CURRENT NEIGHBORS ALL THE INPUT IT RECEIVED FROM ALL ITS
NEIGHBORS BEFORE DISCONNECTING FROM A CELL
TESCO
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if(

(((input_from_north{[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (north_link[cell_ number] = = 1))
|| ((input_from_west[cell_number][0] & 0x40000000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0))
\| ( (input_from_east[cell_number][0] & 0x10000000) &&
(east_link[cell_number] = = 23))

)

fault_register[cell_ number] = fault_register[cell_number] | 0x1;
} /* immediate cell to the north is faulty */
if(

(((input_from_north[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (north_link[cell_number] = = 3))
{| ((input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x300) &&
(( north_link[{cel]_number] = = 1) || (north_link[cell_number] = = 3)))
i| (( input_from_north{cell_number][i] & 0x200) &&
north_link[cell_ number] = =
[\((input_from_west[cell_ number][1] & 0x3) &&
((input_from_west[cell_number][!] & O0xe00000) != 0x800000)&&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 |} west_link[cell_ number] = = 2))
|| ((input_from_west[cell_number][0] & 0x40000000) &&
(west_link[cell_ number] = =
|| (Ginput_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x300) &&
west_link[cell_number] = = 3)
{| north_west_is_faulty[cell_number]

)

bit{]] = 1;
/* fault north and west of this cell */
if(

(((input_from_north[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */

&&

(north_link[cell_number]

= =

4))

|| ((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x5)&&
'((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x600000)= = 0x400000) &&
(east_link(cell_number] = = 23 || east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
I| ((input_from_north{cell_number][1] & Oxc0) &&
( north_link[cell_number] = = 1 || north_link[cell_number] = = 4))
|((input_from_east(cell_number][1] & Oxc0) &&
east_link[cell_number] = = 4)

)

bit[2] = 1;
/* fault north and east of this cell */
if(

(((input_from_south[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (south_link[cell_number] = = 22))
|| (input_from_west|cell_number][0] & 0x80000000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = =
0)
|| ((input_from_east{cell_number][0] & 0x20000000) &&
(east_link[cell_ number] = = 23))
fault_register[cell_number] = fault_register[cell_number] | 0x8;
/* immediate southern neighbor is faulty */

if(
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(((input_from_south{cell_ number} & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (south_link[cell_ number]= = 19)
\((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x18) &&
'((input_from_west{cell_ number}[1] & 0xe00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_number]= = 0 | west_link(cell_number] = = 2))
H(Ginput_from_west{cell_ number ][0] & 0x80000000) &&
west_link[cell_number]
=
)
[|((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x300) &&
south_link[cell_number] = = 22 )
\|((input_from_westjcell_number][1] & 0x300) &&
west_link[cell_ number] = = 19)
|| (Gnput_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x8) &&
west_link{cell_ number] = =
||({input_from_south{[cell_number][1] & 0x2) &&
south_link[cell number] = = 18)

)

bit[4] = 1;
/* fault to the southwest of this cell */
if(

(((input_from_south[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (south_link[cell_number] = = 20))
II((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x28) K&
'((input_from_east[cell_ number|[1] & 0x600000)= = 0x400000) &&
(east_link[cell_number]= = 21 || east_link[(cell_number]= = 23))
I| ((input_from_south{[cell_ number|t
& 0xc0) &&
( south_link[cell_ number]= = 22 | south_link[cell_number] = = 20) )
(input_from_east{cell_number|(
& Oxcd) &&
east_link|cell_ number]= = 20)
\((input_from_south[cell_ number [1] & 0x4) &&
south_link[cell_number]=
8)

)
bit(5] = 1;
/* fault to the southeast of this cell */

if(

(({(input_from_east[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (east_link[cell_number] = = 23))
east_is_faulty[cell_number] =
fault_register[cell_number]
= fault_register{oell_number} | 0x40;}
/* immediate eastern neighbor is faulty */

if(
(((input_from_east[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
|} ((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & Oxc0)&&
'((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x600000)= = 0x400000) &&
(east_link[cell_ number] = = 23 || east_link[cell_ number] = = 21))
|| ((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x20) &&
east_link[cell_number] = =
|| (Ginput_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x4) &&
east_link{[cell number] = = 20)
||fareast_is_faulty[cell_number]

)

bit[7] = 1;
/* faulty cell to

the far east in this row */

if(

(((input_from_west|cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (west_link[cell_number] = = 0))
{west_is_faulty[cell_number] = 1;
fault_register(cell_number] = fault_register[cell_number] | 0x100;
/* immediate western neighbor is faulty */
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}

if(

((((input_from_west[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) /* cell is faulty */
&& (west_link{cell_ number] = = 2)
i! ((input_from_west(cell_number][1] & 0x300) &&
'((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & Oxe00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 || west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
|| (input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x10) &&
west_link[cell_ number] = = 3)
|| ((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x2) &&
west_link[cell_number] = = 19))
/* &&!(input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x20000)*/
\|farwest_is_faulty[cell_number]

)

bit[9] = 1;
/* fault to the far west of this cell */
if(
((input_from_north[cel]_number][1] & 0x1) &&
(north_link[cell_ number] = = 1) )
\((nput_from_north[cell_number][0] & 0x10000000)
north_link[cell_ number] = =
{|((input_from_north[cell_number][0] & 0x40000000)
north_link[cell_number] = =
||((input_from_east[cell_number][0] & 0x10000000)
east_link{cell_number] = =
i((input_from_west{cell_number][0] & 0x40000000)
east_link[cell_ number] = =
\[((input_from_north{cell_number][1] & 0x8) &&
north_link[cell_number] = = 9)

&&
&&
&&
&&

)

bit{10] = 1;
/* nn- fault 2 rows to the north and north of this cell*/
if(
((input_from_north{cell_number][1] & 0x2) &&
(north_link[cell_number] = =
\I((input_from_north{cell_number][1] & 0x3) &&
(north_link[cell_number] = = 0x3))
I| ((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & OxcO0)&&
'((input_from_west{cell_number]{1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[ce]ll_number] = = 0 || west_link[cell_number] = = 2))

)

bit{11] = 1;

/* nnw- fault 2 rows north and west of this cell*/

if(
({input_from_north{cell_number][1] & 0x4)
&& (north_link[cell_number] = = 1)
||((input_from_northjcell_number][1] & 0x5) &&
(north_link[cell_number] = =
li (Ginput_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x1400)&&
'((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
({east_link[cell_number] = = 23 || east_link[cell_number] = = 21))

)

bit{12] =

1;

/* nne- fault 2 rows north and east of this cell*/

if(
(

((input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x80000) &&
((north_link[cell_ number] = = 1) || (north_link[cell_number] = = 4) ))
|| ((input_from_east{[cell_number][1] & 0x2006)&&
'((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x600000)= = 0x400000) &&
(east_link{cell_ number] = = 23 | east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
li((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x2000)&&
'((input_from_west|cell_number][1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_ number] = = 0 || west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
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)

)

&& fault_register[cell_number] & 0x1c00

bit{13] = 1;
/*mfnne- multiple faults 2 rows north and east of this cell*/
if(
(input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x8) &&
(south_link[cell_ number] = =
2)
li (input_from_south[cell_number][0] & 0x20000000) &&
(south_link[cell_ number] = = 20))
|| ((input_from_south[cell_number][0] & 0x80000000) &&
(south_link[cell_number] = = 19))
|\((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x1) &&
south_link[cell_ number] = = 14)
{l(((input_from_south[cell_number][0] & Oxf) = = Oxf) &&
south_link{cell_ number] = = 18)
ii((input_from_west[cell_number][0] & 0x80000000)
&&(west_link(cell_number] = = 19))

)

bit{14] = 1;
/* ss- fault 2 rows to the south and in the same column */
if(
((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x10) &&
(south_link[cell_number] = = 22))
\|(input_from_south{cell_number][1] & 0x18) &&
(south_link[cell_ number] = = 19))
Ji((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & Oxc000) &&
'((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_ number] = = 0 || west_link[cell_number] = = 2))

ybit{15] = 1;

/* ssw- single fault 2 rows south and west of this cell*/
if(
((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x20) &&
(south_link[cell_number] = = 22))
||(G(nput_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x28) &&
(south_link[cell_number] = = 20))
[l(((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x14000)) &&
'((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x600000)= = 0x400000) &&
(east_link[cell_ number] = = 23 || east_link[cell_number] = = 21))

)

bit[16] = 1;
/* sse- single fault 2 rows south and east of this cell*/
else bit[16} = 0;
if(

(

((input_from_south{cell_number][1] & 0x100000)&&
((south_link[cell_number] = = 22) || (south_link[cell number] = = 20) ))
ll((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x20000)&&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x800000) &&
(east_link[cell_ number] = = 23 |i east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
|(((input_from_west(cell_number][1] & 0x20000))&&
'((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 |! west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
)&& fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x1c000
bit{17] = 1;
/* mfss- multiple faults 2 rows to the south of cell*/
if(

(

(({fault_register[cell_number] & Oxc0) = = Oxcd)&&
'(fareast_is_faulty[cell_number]))
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\|(((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x300) = = 0x300)&&
'(farwest_is_faulty[cell_number]))
I{ ((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x400c0)> = 0x40000)&&/*added
(east_link[cell number] = = 23 || east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
li( Gnput_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x40000)&&
'((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_ number] = = 0 | west_link(cell_ number] = = 2))
) && fault_register[cell_number] & 0x3c0
bit{18] = 1;
/* mf multiple faults in this row

if(

= for test*/

*/

(

((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x5) = = 0x5)
\\( (input_from_east{cell_number][1] & Ox80000)&&
'(fault_register —delayed|cell_ number] & 0x800000) &&
(east_ link(cell_ number]= = 23 || east_link[cell_ number]= = 21))
i(((input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x40000)&&
(input. from_north|[cell_ number|[1] & 0x30) &&
( north_link[cell_number]=
|| north_link[cell_ number]= = 4 ||
north_link[cell_ number]=
||

((input_ from_west{[cell_ number]}1] & 0x80000)&&

'((input_from_west(cell_number][1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 || west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
|| ((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x2000) &&
south_link[cell_number] != 18)
) && fault_register(cell_number] & 0x7

)
bit[19] = 1;

/* mfn multiple fault in the row to the north */
if(

(

((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x28) = = 0x28)
| | ( (input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x100000)&&
'((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x600000) = = 0x400000) &&
(east_link[cell_number] = = 23 || east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
|| ( Gnput_from_south[cell_number]|1] & 0x40000)&&
( south_link[cell_number] = = 22 || south_link[cell_number] = = 20 ||
south_hnkjcell_ number] = = 19) )
|! ((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x100000)&&
{((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0xa00000)= = 0x800000) &&
(west_link[cel]_number]

= =

0 || west_link[cell_number]

)&& fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x38

bit[20] = 1;
/* mfs multiple fault in the row to the south

= =

2))

*/

if(

(((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x100010)= = 0x100000)&&
(fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x300)) /* mfs & sw & w+ fw */
|! (((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x80002)= =0x80000) &&
(fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x300)) /* mfn & !nw ww+ fw not*/
li((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x1000000)&&
'(fault_register_' delayed{cell_ number] & 0x400000) &&
(west_link(cell_number]= = 0 || west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
Il( (input_from_east[cell_ number |{1] & 0x1000000)&&
(east_link[cell_ number]= = 23 || east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
l| (Gault. register(cell_ number] & 0x80044) = = 0x80044)&&
(!(fault_register[cell_number] & 0x3)))
\\((input_from_north{cell_number][1] & 0x4000000)&&
( north_link[cell_number] = = 1 || north_link[cell_number] = = 4 ||
north_link[cell_ number] = = 3)
| (((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x2000040) = = 0x2000040) &&
'(fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x3))
([((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x2000000)&&
( south_link[cell_ number] = = 22 || south_link[cell_number] = = 20 ||
south_link[cell_number] = = 19) )
||(((fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x4000010)= = 0x4000000) &&
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(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x300))
/* fer fault in the critical region of this row */

bit[24] = 1;

}

if(
(((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x40300)= =0x40000) /* mfe */
&&(fault_register[cell_number] & 0x3))
|| ((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x2000000)&&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x800000) &&
(east_link[cell_ number] = = 23 || east_link[cell number] = = 21))
|| ((input_from_west{[cell_number][1] & 0x2000000)&&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_number] & 0x400000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 (| west_link{cell_number] = = 2))
| ((input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x1000000)&&
( north_link[cell_number] = = 1 || north_link[cell number] = = 4 ||
north_link[cell_number] = =
/* fern fault in the critical region of the row to the north*/
bit[25] = 1;
if(

(((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x40300) = =0x40000)
&& (fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x18)) /* mfe and not w or fw */
(|((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x4000000)&&
'(fault_register_delayed/cell_number] & 0x400000) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 0 || west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
(|(((input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x4000000)
\|((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x190) = = 0x190))&&
'(fault_register_delayed[cell_
number] & 0x400000) &&
(east_link[cell_ number] = = 23 |! east_link[cell_number] = = 21))
\|((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x1000000) &&
(south_link[cell_number]

= =

22))

\|(((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x1080040)= =0x1080040) &&
(( fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x18) ||
(south_east_is_faulty[cell_number]) )&&
'(fault_register(cell_ number] & 0x300) )
/*)fcrs fault in the critical region of the row to the south*/
bit[26] = 1;

}
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if(((

((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x100038)

lI(

(fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x8) &&

MUST

BE CALLED

edia atin dedladiediadeiiadiliaddiadiladiiaiiieiieieaiel |

= = 0x100038)/* center of three faults */
/* adjacent faults*/

(input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x8) ||
(input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x8)||
(south_east_is_faulty[cell_number])}|
south_west_is_faulty[cell_number])))
&&
/* adjacent faulty cells */
!(row_deformation_north_blocker[cell_number]))
((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x80007)
i!te
(fault_register[cell_number] & 0x1) &&
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(input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x1) ||
(input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x1)||
(north_east_is_faulty[cell_number])}|
north_west_is_faulty[cell_number] ) ))
&& row_deformation_north_blocker[cell_number])
\| (input_from_south[cell_ number|[1] & 0x200000)&&
(south_link[cell_ number] = = 22) &&
'row_deformation_north_blocker|cell_number])
&&(input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x80200000) = = 0x80200000)
(north_link[cell_ number] = = 1))
\|({input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x400000) &&
south_link[cell_ number] = = 19)
\I((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x800000) &&
south_link[cell_ number] = = 20)
li(((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x18) = = 0x18) &&
row_deformation_east[cell_number][1]&&
!(row_deformation_north_blocker[cell_number]))
|\((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x8) &&
row_deformation_east{cell_number][1] &&
row_deformation_west{cell_number][1])
[|((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x80000401) = = 0x80000401)
|l{((fault_register(cell_number] & 0x200008) = = 0x200008) &&
'(row_deformation_north_blocker|cell_number]))
\\((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x1) &&
(north_east_is_faulty[cell_number] ||
north_west_is_faulty[cell_number]) &&
row_deformation_north_blocker[cell_number])
bit[21] = 1;

/* row

deform north */

iif(
( ((fault_register[cell_ number] & Oxc0)

= = Oxcd)&&/* e & fe */
(fault_register(cell number] & 0x300))
* & (w+ fw) */
\(((fault_register[cell_number] & 0xc0) = = OxcO) &&
(fareast_is_faulty{cell_number]))
(((input_from_south{cell_number][1] & 0x80400000)= = 0x400000) &&
{south_link[cell number]= = 22) &&
!row_deformation_northeast_blocker(cell_number])
&&(input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x80400000) = = 0x80400000)
(north_link{cell_ number] = = 1))
(|(((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x80200000) = = 0x80200000) &&
north_east_is_faulty[cell_number])
i|((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x8) &&
south_east_is_faulty[cell_number)])
\|((input_from_east{cell_number]{!] & 0x200000) &&
east_link[cell_number] = = 23)
\I{(fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x300) &&
(fault_register[cell_number] & 0x40) &&
row_deformation_east[cel]l_number][0] )
(((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x40) &&
row_deformation_east{cell_number][0] &&
row_deformation_west{cell_number][0] )
IN(((fault_ register[cell_ number] & 0x400008) = = 0x400008) &&
'(row_deformation_northeast_blocker[cell_number]))
{I ((fault_register{celi_ number] & 0x1) &&
(north_east_is_faulty[cell_number]) &&
(input_from_north[cell_number][0] & 0x80000))
\|((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x40) &&
fareast_is_faulty[cell_number] &&
row_deformation_northeast_blocker(cell_number])
|\((fault_register[cell number] & 0x1) &&
row_deformation_northeast_blocker[cell_number])
||((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x400000) &&
east_is_faulty[ce]l_number] &&
(input_from_east(cell_number][1] & 0x200000))
bit[22]

=

1;

/* row deformation north or south east */
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if(

(((fault_register{cell_number] & 0x40300) = = 0x40300)&& /* w & fw */
(fault_register{cell_number] & 0xc0))
/* ande + fe */
|| ((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0x800000)&&
(south_link[cell_ number] = = 22) &&
'(row_deformation_northwest_blocker[cell_number]))
&€(input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x80800000) = = 0x80800000)
(north_link[cell_number] = = 1
li((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x200000)/*&&
(fault_register[cell_number] & 0x50)*/) /* was 10 */
||(south_west_is_faulty[cell_
number] &&
fault_register[cell_number] & 0x200000)
[|(north_west_is_faulty[cell_ number] &&
/*frow_deformation_north_blocker{cell_number]) &&
((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x80200000)= =0x80200000))
||((input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x800000) &&
(fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x10000000) &&
(north_link[cell_ number] = =
1)
[((((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x100) ) &&
farwest_is_faulty[cell_number]) ||
((( fault_register{cell_number] & 0x80001) = = 0x80001) &&
north_west_is_faulty[cell_number])
&& row_deformation_northwest_blocker[cell_ /humber])
|'(((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x40300)= = 0x40300) &&
(row_deformation_east(cell_number][1]))
\\((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x100) &&
row_deformation_east{cell_number][1] &&
row_deformation_west|cell_number][1])
IN(((fault_ register[cell_number] & 0x800008)= = 0x800008) &&
'(row_deformation_northwest_blocker[cell_number]))
|!{(fault_register[cell_ “number] & 0x1) &&
north_west_is_faulty[cell_number] &&
(input_from_north[cell_number][0] & 0x40000))
||((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x100) &&
farwest_is_faulty(cell_ number] &&
row_deformation_northwest_blocker[cell_number])
\|((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x1) &&
row_deformation_northwest_blocker[cell_number])
||((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x800000) &&
west_is_faulty[cell number] &&
(input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x200000))
bit[23] =

1; /* row deformation north or southwest */

if(

((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x8) &&

(

(input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x8) ||
(input_from_east[cell_number][1] & 0x8) ||
fault_register[cell_number] & 0xc00000)
|((input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x8000000) &&
east_link(cell_number] > = 21)
\[((input_from_west[cell_ number][1] & 0x8000000) &&
west_link[cell_number] < = 2)
bit[27] =

1; /* row deformation generated row [i+ 1] */

/* this bit used to cancel the effects of adjacent faults in the
row to the south */

if(

((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x100) &&
((input_from_west{cell_number|[1] & Oxf) = = Oxf) &&
(west_link[cell_number] = = 2))
||((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x40) &&
((input_from_east(cell_number][1] & Oxf) = = Oxf) &&
(east_link[cell_number] = = 21
||(input_from_south|[cell_number][1] & 0x20000000)

)

bit[28] = 1;
/* above bit cancels effect of adjacent faults in this row */
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if(
((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x!) &&
(((input_from_west[cell_number][1] & 0x1) && west_link[cell_ number] = = 0)
I|(Gnput_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x1) && east_link[cell_number] = = 23)
|[((north_west_is_faulty[cell_number])))
\|(input_from_east{cell_number][1] & 0x20000000) &&
east_link[ce!ll_ number] > = 21)
\|((input_from_west{cell_number][1] & 0x20000000) &&
west_link[cell_ number] < = 2)
I|((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x80200401) = = 0x80200401)
\|((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x80000!1) = = 0x800001)

)

bit[29] = 1;
/* this bit used to cancel the effect of adjacent faults in northern row*/
if(
(((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x80007) = = 0x80007) &&
row_deformation_north_blocker[cell_number])
l|
(((fault_register(cell_ number] & 0x402c0) = = 0x402c0) &&
row_deformation_northeast_blocker([cell_number])
{|

(((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x40380) = = 0x40380) &&
row_deformation_northwest_blocker[cell_number])

|

(input_from_north|cell_number][1] & 0x80000000)
i, ((((fault_register[cell_number] & 0x40300) = = 0x40300) ||
fault_register[cell_number] & 0x] &&
north_west_is_faulty[cell_number]) &&
row_deformation_northwest_blocker[cell_number])
Il ((((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x400c0) = = 0x400c0) ||
fault_register[cell_ number] & Ox] &&
north_east_is_faulty[cell_number] ) &&
row_deformation_northeast_blocker[cell_number])
|| (((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x20080001) = = 0x20080001)&&
row_deformation_north_blockerjcell_number])
\|((input_from_north[cell_number][1] & 0x200000) &&
north_link[{cell_ number] = = 9)
|\((fault_register(cell_ number] & 0x100) &&
row_deformation_northwest_blocker(cell_number])

)

bit[31] = 1; /* this bit forces deformation bits to deform to the south*/
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The remaining code clears all bits in the fault register execpt those
set by direct testing of neighbors at all times except during
reconfiguration ( indicated by a “0” input on one of the inputs.

Since

border cells never have all inputs, this check is disabled for cell
numbers on the top row because these cells would normally have
an external input here. Code also clears the bits used to generate
north deformation whenever a faulty cell is encountered in the
deformation path
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|

= fault_register[cell_number] & Oxff1 fffff;

/* clear fault register 1 and then reset it */

fault_register[cell_ number] = fault_register[cell_number] & 0x00149; /* e00149 */
row_deformation_east[cell_number][0] = 0;
row_deformation_west{cell_number][0] = 0;
if(
((input_from_south{cell_number][1] & 0x8) )
&& (input_from_south{cell_number][0] & 0x4000000)
bit[21] = 0; bit{22] = 0;
if(
((input_from_south{cell_number][1] & 0x8) )
&& (input_from_south{cell_number|[0] & 0x8000000)

)
{
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bit[21] = 0; bit[23] = 0;
}

for(i

=

0O;i< =

31;i+

+)

fault_register[cell_ number] = fault_register[cell_number] |
(bit{i] < < 1);
row_deformation_east{cell_number][0] =
row_deformation_east[cell_number][0] | bit[32];
row_deformation_west[cell_number][0] =
row_deformation_west{cell_number/|[0] | bit(33];

if((fault_register[cell_ number] & 0x200009) = = 0x200000)
fault_register[cell_ number] = fault_register[cell_number] & Oxfffffc00;
if(((fault_register[cell_number -10] & 0x80400040) = = 0x400040) &&
(fault_register(cell_ number] & 0x40) )
fault_register[cell_ number] = fault_register[cell_number]
i 0x80400000;
if((north_west_is_ faulty(cell_number] &&
(fault_register[cell_number] & 0x101) = = 0x101))
fault_register[cell number] = fault_register[cell_number]
if(

| Ox80800000;

/* force south deform*/

((fault_register[cell_number] & 0xe00000)= = 0xa00000) &&
south_east_is_faulty[cell_number] &&
((input_from_south[cell_number][1] & 0xa00000) = = 0xa00000)
fault_register[cell_number]

= fault_register[cell_number] | 0x400000;

} /* end set registers routine */
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